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Abstract
This thesis presents the design, analysis, and experimental testing of systems for non-
contact suspension and control of flexible structures. Our particular focus is on the
use of such suspensions in manufacturing processes which can be facilitated by the
ability to control workpiece motion without contact. This can be of significant utility
in processes such as coating, painting, heat treating, and web handling.
We develop a novel approach for the control of such non-contact suspensions
through what we term sensor averaging and actuator averaging. The difficult stabil-
ity and robustness problems imposed by the flexible dynamics of the workpiece can
be overcome by taking a properly-weighted average of the outputs of a distributed
array of N motion sensors (sensor averaging), and/or by applying a properly-weighted
distributed array of M forces (actuator averaging) to the workpiece. The theory for
these dual techniques is developed in detail in the thesis. These approaches are shown
to be independent of the specific boundary conditions or the longitudinal dimensions
of the workpiece. These approaches are thus generally applicable to a wide range of
structural control problems.
We present both analytical and numerical analyses of the structural dynamics
for typical flexible workpieces such as strings, beams, membranes, and plates. The
analyses include axial translation of the workpiece.
We have experimentally demonstrated the utility of our theory by application in
the successful magnetic suspension of a 3 m long, 6.35 mm diameter, 0.89 mm wall
thickness steel tube with varying boundary conditions. This is a very challenging
problem due to the extremely light damping of the modes (< 0.001 with free ends).
The experiment uses a set of 8 sensors and 8 actuators to measure and control the
motion of the tube in the two lateral degrees of freedom. We present the details of
the developed electromagnetic actuators, position sensors, modeling of the structural
dynamics, the relevant vibration control techniques, and develop the associated theory
for choosing sensor and actuator locations. Our results experimentally confirm the
value of our averaging techniques, and suggest the wide future application of these
ideas in industrial processes which require non-contact handling of workpieces.
Thesis Supervisor: David L. Trumper
Title: Associate Professor of Mechanical Engineering
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Many industrial operations are based upon the processing of an elongated element
moving axially through successive functional stations. Examples include steel rolling,
plastic film production, paper production, coating, and printing, and the coating
and painting of materials such as plastic and metal. In such processes, it may be
advantageous to handle the product without directly touching it. In this research, we
focus on the development of suspension technology for such processes via magnetic
and electrostatic forces. The developed technology can serve as the underpinnings for
new classes of industrial processes heretofore unimagined.
The objectives of this research are threefold:
1. Establish general theory for electrostatic and magnetic suspensions applicable
to non-contact processing.
2. Demonstrate utility of the developed theory by its application in a focused
experiment on magnetic suspension of tubular beams.
3. Disseminate our ideas in detail to facilitate their adoption in a wide variety of
processes.
This thesis presents the design, analysis, and experimental testing of systems for
non-contact suspension and control of flexible structures. The main challenges we
faced in this research include the designs of non-contact sensors and actuators, and
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the attempt to robustly stabilize the lightly damped vibration modes of suspended
structures via feedback control.
We develop a novel approach for the control of such non-contact suspensions
through what we term sensor averaging and actuator averaging. Our results show
that the difficult stability and robustness problems imposed by the flexible dynamics
of the workpiece can be overcome by taking a properly-weighted average of the out-
puts of a distributed array of N motion sensors (sensor averaging) and/or by applying
a properly-weighted distributed array of M forces (actuator averaging) to the work-
piece. The theory for these dual techniques is developed in detail in the thesis. The
advantages of this approach are shown to be independent of the specific boundary
conditions or the longitudinal dimensions of the workpiece. These approaches are
thus generally applicable to a wide range of structural control problems.
To support our work, we present analyses of the relevant structural dynamics
for typical flexible workpieces such as strings, beams, membranes, and plates. The
analyses include tension forces as well as continuous axial translation of the workpiece,
and demonstrate the effect of the structural properties on the closed-loop control
systems. Our models are based upon both analytical and finite-element techniques.
We have experimentally demonstrated the utility of our theory by application in
the successful magnetic suspension of a 3 m long, 6.35 mm diameter, 0.89 mm wall
thickness steel tube with free end conditions. This is a very challenging problem due
to the extremely light damping (( < 0.001) of the modes in the free-free condition.
The experiment uses a set of 8 sensors and 8 actuators to measure and control the
motion of the tube in the two lateral degrees of freedom.
In this thesis, we present the details of the developed electromagnetic actuators,
position sensors, analytic and numerical modeling of the structural dynamics, the
relevant vibration control techniques, and develop the associated theory for choos-
ing sensor and actuator locations. Our results experimentally confirm the value of
our averaging techniques, and suggest the wide future application of these ideas in
industrial processes which require non-contact handling of workpieces.
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Tractor Steel tube moving n
(applies tension) at speed V
Figure 1-1: Non-contact coating process.
1.1 Motivations for Non-contact Processing of Flex-
ible Structures
This project grew out of work at American Metal Handle (AMH), a small company
that makes metal handles for brooms and mops1 . Dr. Conrad Smith of AMH devel-
oped the idea of using a non-contact coating process in a continuous production line
for painted metal handles, as illustrated in Figure 1-1. The idea is to use magnetic
suspension stages to support a 47 m long steel tube moving at a speed of 1 m/s
through multiple processing stages. The processing steps include:
1. Forming and seam-welding: Rollers wrap a steel sheet into a tube, and a seam-
welding device welds the joint.
2. Powder coating: Electrostatic charged powder paint particles are adhered to
the tube.
3. Induction heating: Heating the tube to about 600'F melts the coating powders
and initiates the curing reaction.
4. Curing: Quartz tube heaters keep the melted paint warm for about 30 seconds
until it cures.
5. Quenching: Water cools the cured paint, and a fly-cutter cuts the coated tubes
into sections.
'American Metal Handle, Vulcan Dr., Birmingham, AL, U.S.A.
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(a) (b)
Figure 1-2: Non-contact steel broom handle coating at AMH: (a)the tube passing
through a quartz oven, and (b) the induction heating stage between 2 magnetic
suspension stages.
6. Tractor for tension.
7. In the sections between the powder coat and the water bath, the tube is sup-
ported by magnetic suspension. There are 10 suspension stations total, with a
spacing of 3 ~ 4 m between stations.
8. Cutting: A flying cutter chops the coated tubes into sections.
The magnetic suspension of this flexible beam is very difficult due to the lightly-
damped resonance modes, which have frequencies as low as 0.1 Hz. Professor Trumper
consulted with this company on the design of the suspension stations and the PID
controllers used to independently control each of the stations and thereby to stabi-
lize this system. The system was stabilized with the extra help from the rollers at
the boundaries and applied axial tension force. The rollers helped providing more
damping to the system, and the tension force made the resonance frequencies higher.
Figure 1-2 shows two photographs of this system.
With this work as a foundation and motivation, this thesis presents underlying the-
ory and technologies for magnetic and electrostatic suspensions of flexible structures.
Many industrial processes can benefit from such non-contact handling technology.
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Solve actuator / sensor feedthrough
MAR 1st dipole-quadrupole actuator System identification
Actuator linearization
Sensor linearization
APR Force/moment control (not good yet)
Sensor interpolation
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Figure 1-3: Time line of project progress.
The major challenge of developing this technology is to achieve robustness and reli-
ability for various manufacturing processes. Our goal is that the controlled system
should be stable for systems with varying boundary conditions, varying structure
lengths, and varying structure positions.
1.2 Project Review
This project started in July 1997; my progresses is summarized as a timeline in Fig-
ure 1-3. The successful suspension of tubes with different dimensions and boundary
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(a) (b)
Figure 1-4: One-dimensional non-contact position sensor design: (a) a simple E-core,
and (b) a modified E-core.
conditions are shown in bold print. The suspension of the 10 foot long beam with
free-free boundary is the most challenging experiment I faced in this project. This was
not stabilized until I developed both sensor averaging and actuator averaging meth-
ods. This project can be roughly separated into three major parts: sensor design,
actuator design, and suspension experiments. The suspension experiments include
the structural dynamic analyses, controller designs, and sensor/actuator positioning
techniques. More details are described in the following sections.
1.2.1 Sensor Design for Tubular Beams
We chose to design inductive sensors for our tube magnetic suspension experiment
because they are largely immune to the effects of a dusty environment such as in a
coating process. Inductive sensors can also sense a large range of motion while the
sensor itself can be very compact.
The evolution of our sensor designs is shown in Figure 1-4. We started developing
a non-contact position sensor by using a simple ferrite E-core. This sensor acts as a
differential transformer that senses position in the horizontal direction, as shown in
Figure 1-4(a). A modified version of the one-dimensional position sensor is shown in
Figure 1-4(b). In this refined version the output is less sensitive to motions in the
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primary coils secondary coils
Sensor Demodulation circuit board
Figure 1-5: Two-dimensional non-contact position sensor design: sensor and demod-
ulation circuit board.
vertical direction.
A two-dimensional position sensor was later designed by Robert Ritter [93] as
part of his Master's thesis. The design is a compact two-dimensional differential
transformer integrated with a demodulation circuit board, as shown in Figure 1-5.
It has three primary coils that generate a rotating magnetic field; the outputs from
three secondary coils are demodulated to determine the position of the tube.
1.2.2 Actuator Design for Tubular Beams
Our first actuator design used a dipole bias winding and two orthogonal quadrupole
windings. Two versions of this type of actuator are shown in Figure 1-6. The first
version is shown in Figure 1-6(a), it has the following flaws (mainly due to the lack
of experience): (1) the wires cannot be tightly wound inside the slots, and (2) the
wires are easily cut by the sharp edges of laminations and thus create a short circuit
between the wires and the laminations, and (3) the force is much smaller than the
ideal model. We modified the design, and built a much larger version as shown in
Figure 1-6(b). This design is still based on the dipole-quadrupole field setup. This
second version design shows excellent linear relations between current input and force
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Vx, Vy outputs
(a) (b)
Figure 1-6: Dipole-Quadrupole actuators: (a) a small version, and (b) a large version.
output as we inquired. However, once the tube approaches the outer portion of the
actuator, it tends to be attracted to the pole tips. That is, we have not created a
true dipole. Once the tube is stuck, it cannot be released from the pole tips unless
we turn off the dipole field.
Due to the difficulties of building the dipole-quadrupole actuator and the sticking
problem, we designed another type of actuator; which we have termed the Quad-U-
Core actuators, as shown in Figure 1-7. They are easy to build, and the laminations
can be assembled in the proper manner to eliminate eddy currents in the core, and
thereby improve the bandwidth of the actuator. The first version is shown in Figure 1-
7(a), and the experiment shows that the force saturates at a small current input (0.5
A). It is because that it has long legs which produce a large amount of fringing field,
and it also has thin U-cores which saturate magnetically at a small current input. The
second version is shown in Figure 1-7(b), it uses more laminations in the back iron
to form thicker U cores, and has shorter legs to reduce fringing field. This actuator
supplies sufficient force, and is being used in the final setup. Although the Quad-
U-Core actuator is our final choice, it does have the following disadvantages: (1)
the force/current relation is nonlinear, (2) forces in x and y directions are coupled,
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(a) (b)
Figure 1-7: Quad-U-Core actuators: (a) long and thin cores, and (b) short and thick
cores.
and (3) it produces a larger magnetic field outside the actuator compared to Dipole-
Quadrupole actuators. This large external field has caused problems with coupling
to the inductive position sensor, especially when these are in close proximity.
In our experiment of tube suspension, we notice that the top electromagnet is
driven by a current input of about 0.5 A, and the left and right electromagnets have
an average current less than 0.1 A, and the bottom magnet is barely used. If we
increase the weight of the tube, the top magnet can be easily overheated (a current of
1 A makes the electromagnet extremely hot). Hence it is advantageous to rotate the
actuator by 450 and diversify the current to 2 electromagnets at the top. Recently,
Xiaodong Lu in our lab has built this modified version of the Quad-U-Core actuators
that are rotated 450, so as to have maximum force at the ±x and ±y directions. They
are shown in Figure 1-10 as the last 2 actuators at the right end.
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Figure 1-8: Magnetic suspension of a hinged-free beam with length L = 1.5 ft by
using 1 sensor and 1 actuator.
1.2.3 1.5 Ft Beam Suspension Using One Sensor and One
Actuator
The first stable suspension by using the 2-D inductive sensor, in conjunction with a
Dipole-Quadrupole actuator is shown in Figure 1-8. The suspension supports one end
of a 1.5 foot long steel tube. The other end of the tube is supported by the flexure
hinge shown in the photo. The control bandwidth is well below the 1st vibration
mode, that is, we only consider the rigid body modes in this setup.
1.2.4 2 Ft Beam Suspension Using Two Sensors and Two
Actuators
The second stable suspension was accomplished by using two 2-D sensors, and two
Quad-U-Core actuators to suspend a 2 foot long steel tube with free-free bound-
aries, as shown in Figure 1-9. The control is done by localized SISO control: each
sensor/actuator pair is considered independently, and the sensor and actuator are
considered to be collocated.
However, in this suspension, we start to realize the intriguing problem that we
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Figure 1-9: Magnetic suspension of a free-free beam with length L = 2 ft by using 2
sensors and 2 actuators.
are facing: the stability of the system depends on the vibration mode shape and
the sensor/actuator positions. By moving the tube axially, the following situations
happen:
1. The sensor and actuator are on the same side of the node of a vibration mode
shape, the system is stable.
2. The sensor is right on the node of a vibration mode shape, the vibration mode
is not observed, and the system is stable.
3. The actuator is right on the node of a vibration mode shape, the vibration is
not controlled, and the system is stable.
4. The sensor and actuator are on the opposite sides of the node of a vibration
mode shape, the system is unstable.
These results show that this stable suspension is not reliable enough. The system
can be destabilized when we move the tube axially. The system becomes unstable
because some vibration mode has a node between the assumed collocated sensor and
actuator.
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Figure 1-10: Magnetic suspension of a free-free beam with length L = 10 ft by using
8 sensors and 8 actuators. The top figure shows the left half of the setup, and the
bottom figure shows the right half. The last 2 actuators on the right-most side are
rotated by 450 with respect to the vertical, they were built by Xiaodong Lu.
1.2.5 10 Ft Beam Suspension Using Eight Sensors and Eight
Actuators
The stable suspension of a 10 foot long beam with free-free boundaries is shown in
Figure 1-10. The system is also stable for varying boundary conditions, including
clamped, hinged, and free boundaries.
This suspension is the most challenging experimental problem that we encountered
in this project. Because of the free-free boundaries, the damping ratio of the modes
of the structure is less than 0.001. Because the 1st vibration mode is at about 3 Hz,
and we require the control bandwidth up to 200 Hz, we need to add positive phase
shift in the loop transfer function over the frequency range from 3 Hz to 200 Hz. This
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requires some form of lead compensation, which also introduces the problem that the
high-frequency modes are amplified.
After we developed the sensor averaging method, we were able to suspend the
10 foot long tube with loose-bore boundaries, which are holes slightly larger than
the tube diameter. The collision between the tube and the loose fit bores provides
sufficient damping to the system. The system always had limit cycles at very high
frequencies such as 800 Hz, where we have no control bandwidth to stabilize it. The
stabilization of such a free-free beam was made possible after we further developed
the actuator averaging method.
1.2.6 Controller Design
In this thesis, we use a SISO lead compensator to control the system. We use this
controller to add phase lead to the loop transfer function from 3 Hz to 200 Hz. At
the same time, we do not want to amplify the gains too much at high frequencies.
Therefore, we design a slow roll-up lead compensator, which has a form of:
H(s)=K (s + m)(s + 4m) ...(s + 2m) (s + 8m) ...
The Bode plot of this lead compensator is illustrated in Figure 1-11. Such a controller
has an average phase lead of 30*, and a gain slope of 10 dB/decade. Besides this
controller, I will also evaluate other model-based control methods later in Chapter 9.
1.2.7 Sensor/Actuator Positioning
In this project, we developed a novel sensor/actuator positioning method: sensor av-
eraging and actuator averaging. By using 2 sensors set apart by 2db, we average these
2 sensor measurements, and the resulting averaged output will have less observability
on the resonance modes with wavelengths close to 4d.. Similarly, by using 2 actuators
set apart by 2 da, we apply the same force to these 2 actuators, and the resonance
modes with wavelengths close to 4da will be less controllable.
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Figure 1-11: Bode plots of a slow-roll-up lead compensator.
To be more specific, if we assume modal shapes are dominated by sinusoidal
waveforms, sensor/actuator averaging methods introduce the modal gain
coskad (1.2)
for each resonance mode, where k, is the wavenumber of the nth mode. In other
words, the sensor averaging and actuator averaging methods will significantly attenu-
ate the gains of vibration modes with kad ~~ ir/2, or equivalently with wavelength 4d.
The modal gain of coskad can be easily related to frequency domain by the dispersion
equations of the structures. Using an un-tensioned beam as an example, we have the
beam dispersion equation:
pAwl = EIki, (1.3)
where p is the mass density, A is the cross-sectional area, E is Young's modulus, I is
the bending moment of inertia, and wn is the resonance frequency of the nth mode.
With the numerical parameters used in our experiment, we have the beam disper-
sion equation: O.O1wl = kl. To attenuate the resonance modes around 1000 rad/s,
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Figure 1-12: Modal gain and phase of each resonance mode by using sensor aver-
aging or actuator averaging method. The broad notch attenuates several undesired
resonance modes robustly.
we calculate the wavenumbers of these resonance modes; they are around 10 rad/m.
Equivalently, the wavelengths of these modes are around 0.6 m. Hence we can simply
place 2 sensors along the beam, each located d, = 15 cm away from the center point.
The resulting modal gain of cosked is plotted as a function of resonance frequency w,
in Figure 1-12. The modal gain coskad creates a broad notch for resonance modes
with kad :::: ?r/2. The phase is not affected before the notch, and becomes out of
phase by 1800 after the notch when cosked becomes negative.
Furthermore, the resulting theoretical Bode Plots of the beam dynamics are shown
in Figure 1-13, which shows that the resonance modes around 1000 rad/s are signifi-
cantly attenuated, and no phase lag is introduced at lower frequencies.
To verify the proposed sensor/actuator averaging method, we did various exper-
iments and measured the experimental Bode Plots. The details are shown in Chap-
ter 6. The experimental Bode plots of 2-sensor averaging are shown in Figure 1-14. In
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Figure 1-13: Theoretical Bode plots of the beam dynamics by using 2-sensor aver-
aging, from force f(N) to averaged output uave(m). Undesired resonance modes are
attenuated. Dashed line shows the beam dynamics with a collocated sensor/actuator
pair for comparison.
this experiment, we use 2 sensors and 1 actuator to control a point along the beam.
Dashed line shows the experiment with 2 sensors and 1 actuator located in close
proximity and thus considered collocated. In this arrangement, the system is almost
stable except a limit cycle vibration at 1100 rad/s. Solid line shows the experiment
with 1 actuator in the middle and 2 sensors set apart by 2d = 30 cm to perform sen-
sor averaging. By this simple change, we stabilize the system and eliminate the limit
cycle vibration. The experimental Bode plots shows the resonance modes around
1000 rad/s are attenuated, and no phase lag is introduced at lower frequencies, which
agrees well with our theoretical Bode Plots in Figure 1-13.
This proposed sensor/actuator positioning method robustly attenuates the gains
of the resonance modes without adversely affecting the phase. The curve of the broad
notch cosked shown in Figure 1-12 is simply a function of the properties of the beam
element (p, A, E, and I) and the sensor/actuator distance d. The curve is not a
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Figure 1-14: Experimental Bode plots of the loop transfer function by using 2-sensor
averaging. Undesired resonance modes are attenuated. Dashed line shows the exper-
iment using a collocated sensor/actuator pair for comparison.
function of boundary conditions, sensor/actuator positions, or structure dimensions.
This averaging method is valid as long as the attenuated modes are dominated by
sinusoidal waveforms. This property makes this method valuable for robust vibration
control. We expect this method will have utility in many flexible structure and
vibration control applications.
1.3 Summary of Contributions
This project has led to a very challenging task in the fields of magnetic suspension
and non-contact vibration control. Magnetic suspension requires the knowledge of
electromagnetic theories, electric circuit design, and feedback control. Non-contact
vibration control requires knowledge of structural dynamics and feedback control.
The lightly damped vibration modes of levitated structures make the controller design
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extremely difficult, this is one of the reasons that most of the vibration control research
focuses on model-based control approach. In this research, we developed a non-imiodel-
based control method, with the help of the new sensor/actuator positioning method,
we are able to stabilize the system robustly even as the system varies, which is essential
for various manufacturing processes.
I summarize the contributions of this project in two categories: basic theory level
and practical level.
1.3.1 Contributions in Basic Theory Level
1. Developed integrated approaches for magnetic/electrostatic suspension and vi-
bration control of flexible structures. In this thesis, I presents the details of the
developed electromagnetic actuators, position sensors, analytic and numerical
modeling of the structural dynamics, the relevant vibration control techniques,
and develops the associated theory for choosing sensor and actuator locations.
2. Developed theory to guide the designs of sensors and actuators for magnetic
suspension. Details are given in Chapter 8 and Chapter 7.
3. Developed the novel sensor averaging and actuator averaging method for robust
vibration control. Details are given in Chapter 6.
4. Demonstrated the validation of the proposed ideas in a focused experiment on
the magnetic suspension of tubular beams. Details are shown in Chapter 5 and
Chapter 6.
1.3.2 Contributions in Practical Level
1. Generalized structural modeling using both analytic and numerical methods,
including the dynamics of axially moving structures. In this project, we model
the structural dynamics of beams, strings, plates, and membranes. We use the
analytic results to develop an uncertainty envelope, controller design techniques,
and the sensor/actuator positioning method. We also use the finite element
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method as a convenient tool to model the structures within the Matlab software
package.
2. Designed, built and tested different actuator designs for the magnetic suspension
of tubular steel beams, including the power electronics design.
3. Designed, built and tested non-contact position sensor designs for the magnetic
suspension of tubular steel beams, including the signal electronics and power
electronics design.
4. Designed and evaluated different controllers for vibration control.
1.4 Thesis Overview
This chapter has broadly reviewed the objectives, results and contributions of this
thesis. The details of the developed suspension technology will be discussed in the
following chapters in more details as follows.
" Chapter 2 reviews relevant results in the literature.
" Chapter 3 describes principles for magnetic suspension and electrostatic sus-
pension for different materials.
" Chapter 4 reviews the analytical modeling of flexible structures.
" Chapter 5 describes our experiment for magnetic suspension and vibration con-
trol of tubular beams. We demonstrate an integrated approach of design pro-
cesses, including scaling, modeling, controller design, and system identification.
An uncertainty envelope is derived to guide the controller design for structures
with varying boundary conditions.
* Chapter 6 develops novel sensor/actuator positioning methods which we have
termed sensor averaging and actuator averaging. This chapter includes theo-
retical derivations as well as experimental confirmation of our ideas.
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" Chapter 7 develops the theory and evaluation of different designs of non-contact
force actuators associated with our beam suspension experiment.
" Chapter 8 develops the design of non-contact position sensors associated with
our beam suspension experiment.
" Chapter 9 reviews and evaluates model-based control methods theoretically,
including LQG control, 'Ho, control, y analysis, and modal filters.
" Chapter 10 extends the analyses of structural dynamics to axially moving struc-
tures.
" Chapter 11 reviews the modeling of flexible structures using the finite element
method for interested readers.
" Chapter 12 concludes this thesis and suggests future extensions to this project.
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Chapter 2
Literature Review
This thesis covers multiple fields in electromagnetic systems, structural dynamics, and
vibration control. I categorize my literature review into two parts: background stud-
ies and prior art. The background studies include fundamental theories underlying
this thesis that are well developed, such as electromagnetic field analysis, structural
dynamics, and control theories. Prior art are topics that are more advanced or still un-
der research. These materials can be found mostly from journal papers or conference
proceedings, such as electromagnetic suspensions and structural vibration control.
2.1 Background Studies
The fundamental theories underlying this thesis are well developed and can be learned
from text books. The following are the books that I recommend to an interested
reader.
2.1.1 Electromagnetic Theory
In this thesis, I only consider electroquasistatic (EQS) and magnetoquasistatic (MQS)
systems. Electromagnetic dynamics (radiation) are not significant in this thesis. Pur-
cell [91] introduces the theory of electricity and magnetism in physics. Haus [44] intro-
duces fundamentals of the analysis of electric and magnetic fields. Woodson [110, 111]
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and Fitzgerald [35] introduce electromagnetic machine design and analysis. Melcher [78]
presents an in-depth treatment of continuum electromechanical systems.
2.1.2 Structural Dynamics
In this thesis, both analytical and numerical methods are used to model structural dy-
namics. Reismann [92, Chapter 6] and Timoshenko [100] analyze the static equations
of a variety of structures and present the solutions for different boundary conditions.
Meirovitch [75] and Benaroya [16] introduce fundamentals of structural vibration
analysis, including natural responses, forced responses, and modal analysis. Bathe [9]
introduces the numerical finite element method.
2.1.3 Control Theory
In this research, we focus on linear time-invariant controllers. The design of such
controllers is presented in the following references. Franklin [36] introduces the fun-
damentals of feedback control theory. Roberge [94, Chapter 5] introduces feedback
compensation in the content of analog circuit design. Franklin [37] introduces digital
control theory and design methods. Multivariable control methods, such as LQG,
'R.. and p-synthesis, can be found in Zhou [114, 113], the Control Handbook [66], or
university class notes, such as MIT course Multivariable Control Systems [4]. Other
control methods such as nonlinear control or adaptive control are not considered in
this thesis.
2.2 Prior Art in Electromagnetic Suspensions
This thesis mainly focuses on magnetic suspension via the magnetization force. How-
ever, I will briefly introduce other principles of electromagnetic suspensions that are
applicable for other materials which are candidates for non-contact processing. In the
journal Science, Brandt [101] reviews possible suspension techniques, including aero-
dynamic, acoustic, optical, electric, magnetic, radio-frequency, and superconducting
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levitation. Geary [40] covers different principles of electromagnetic suspensions and
the technological development of such suspensions up to 1964.
2.2.1 History of Electromagnetic Suspension
Earnshaw [31] (1839) shows that for a free suspended point particle whose forces have
an inverse square of distance relation, there is no stable equilibrium point. This result
can also be interpreted as stating that in such a field, a local minimum of potential
energy must be at the boundaries. Gravitational, electric and magnetic fields all
belong to this category. Braunbek [18] (1939) derives a similar result, and also points
out that for materials which have permittivity r < fo or permeability p < p, a stable
equilibrium can be realized in a static electric or magnetic field respectively. In other
words, if the material can be polarized or magnetized in the opposite direction of the
field, it can produce a stable repulsive force. This is known as Earnshaw's theorem.
It turns out there are no materials with 6 < Eo, such that there is no stable
suspension within a static electric field. On the other hand, lots of the materials are
diamagnetic (p slightly below pO), e.g. copper, water, and organic materials. Because
of this property, it is possible to have stable suspension of such materials within a
static magnetic field. For example, Geim [41] recently uses a static magnetic field
to suspend a frog. Such a suspension is stable because water is mildly diamagnetic.
Notice that if current is induced within the object to be suspended, it is consid-
ered dynamic, such as superconductive materials, and thus does not fall under the
assumptions of Earnshaw's theorem.
For materials that are not diamagnetic or superconductive, they do not have a
stable equilibrium point inside a static electric or magnetic field. However, they can
have a "saddle" point inside a static field. In other words, they can be stable in
one direction, and unstable in another direction. To create stable suspensions on
such systems, we only need to stabilize the unstable directions. Geary [40] presents a
variety of magnetic bearing designs that use combinations of permanent magnets to
achieve stability in 5 degrees of freedom. The unstable direction can be stabilized by
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feedback control1 .
Beams [14] (1946) magnetically suspended small solid steel balls in vacuum, and
spun them up until they exploded by their own centrifugal forces at the order of
ten million rpm. Dr. Beams has also developed many practical magnetic suspen-
sions, such as a balance [13], high-speed rotating mirrors, ultracentrifuges [11], and
concentric rotors [12]. Frazier [38] explored both electric and magnetic suspensions
especially for the applications in gyroscopes developed at Draper Labs. This work
presents a thorough treatment of tuned passive suspensions which were developed to
center gyroscope floats in their fluid-filled housing.
2.2.2 Magnetic Suspension
The operating principles for magnetic suspensions can be divided into three main
categories. Details on our use of this type of suspension are presented in Chapter 3.
1. Suspension by static field: stable repulsion forces, applicable to superconductors
(o- - 00) and diamagnetics (pi < p).
2. Suspension by alternating field: stable repulsion forces, applicable to conductors
(o > 0).
3. Suspension by controlling the magnetic field: unstable forces stabilized by tun-
ing fields, applicable to ferromagnetic materials ([tz > p,,), paramagnetic ma-
terials (p > p,), current-carrying objects and permanent magnets. Notice
ferromagnetic materials lose their ferromagnetic properties above their Curie
Temperatures (770'C for pure iron, and 3580C for pure Nickel [91]).
The application of magnetic suspensions used in wind tunnels can be found in
Covert [25], Basmajian [8] and Stephens [99]. Such magnetic wind tunnels use the
magnetization force to suspend an object, and use the required control current to
estimate the aerodynamic force applied on the object. The application of magnetic
'Some magnetic bearing designs don't require a complete suspension, they can simply use me-
chanical bearings for the unstable directions.
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suspensions used in high-speed trains can be found in Sinha [98] and Jayawant [50].
The application of magnetic suspensions used in precision engineering can be found
in Trumper [102], which includes helpful rules for actuators and controllers design.
Recent developments are presented at the International Symposium on Magnetic Sus-
pension Technology [2] and at the International Symposium on Magnetic Bearings [1]
conference series.
2.2.3 Magnetic Suspension of Flexible Structures
There are research done in Japan for the magnetic suspension of flexible structures
for non-contact processing, which is very relevant to this thesis. Oshinoya [88] uses
electromagnets to control a thin narrow plate deformation (36 cm by 4 cm by 0.3
cm) for hinged-hinged boundaries and hinged-free boundaries by using sub-optimal
controllers. The thin plate is modeled as an Euler-Bernoulli beam, and the first
3 resonance modes are considered. Hayashiya [47, 46, 45] used electromagnets to
suspend a thick rigid steel plate (50 cm by 10 cm by 2.2 cm) and a thin flexible steel
plate (50 cm by 10 cm by 0.23 cm) without contact. The thick rigid plate can be
suspended without problem. However, the suspension of the thin plate involves the
stabilization of the resonance modes ,and is much difficult. The structural dynamics is
measured experimentally. The thin plate was stabilized by placing 4 electromagnets
on the 2nd vibration nodes, and 1 electromagnet on a 3rd vibration node, and by
using a PID controller together with a notch filters.
In this thesis, we also aim to suspend the flexible beam without contact, and
hence face similar problems that the high frequency modes tend to destabilize the
system. We also face another challenge that we want to suspend the beam with
varying boundary conditions, thus we cannot use model-based methods to stabilize
the system, such as using notch filters, or placing sensors and actuators on the reso-
nance nodes. In the end, we use a slow roll-up lead compensator, together with our
developed sensor/actuator averaging method, and successfully suspend the structure
without using model-based methods. The details will be discussed in Chapter 5 and
Chapter 6.
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2.2.4 Electrostatic Suspension
As mentioned earlier, because there are no electric analogs of superconductivity or
diamagnetism, there can be no stable suspension in a static electric field. We thus
need to control the electric field by active feedback control or a self-tuning circuit to
stabilize an electrostatic suspension system. Electrostatic suspension is applicable to
conductors (o- > 0) and dielectric materials (c > c,,). The advantages of using electric
suspensions are that the response is fast, and the generated heat and magnetic field
are much smaller compared to magnetic suspension. The disadvantage is that the
force density is much lower than for magnetic suspension. The electrostatic force is
limited by electric breakdown, which is about 1 x 106 ~ 3 x 106 V/m in atmosphere,
and 108 ~ 109 V/m in high vacuum.
Possible arrangements of electrostatic suspension along with an estimation of the
force limits will be discussed in Chapter 3. Due to the low force density of electrostatic
suspension, there have not been many applications except that used in electric vacuum
gyroscopes [84, 38] and micro-scale systems [58].
2.2.5 Electrostatic Suspensions of Plates
Recently, the electrostatic suspension of Silicon wafers and LCD glass plates have
been of interest. Preliminary researches are done in University of Tokyo in Japan.
In Jin [54, 53, 55], the suspension and propulsion of conductors and semiconductors
are studied, where semiconductors are modeled as conductors. In Jeon [51, 52], the
suspension and propulsion of dielectrics are studied, where dielectrics are modeled as
resistors. In Chapter 3, I will modify the modeling of dielectrics to actual dielectric
materials with resistance.
These papers introduce details of the experimental setups, and are good resources
for our future studies on electrostatic suspensions. In these research, the structures are
modeled as rigid bodies due to the low control bandwidth. The low control bandwidth
may be the result of low electrostatic force density. The electrostatic suspension of
flexible structures are not found in the literature.
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2.3 Prior Art in Structural Dynamics and Vibra-
tion Control
This section reviews related work on modeling of moving structures and structural
vibration control, including sensor/actuator positioning, modal control, and non-
contact vibration control.
2.3.1 Modeling and Modal Analysis of Moving Structures
Although structural dynamics are well developed, the analysis of moving structures
remains an area of active research. Mote [83] and Wickert [105] give general reviews
of research on axially-moving materials. Most of earlier research on axially moving
structures focused on free vibration and stability issues. In 1990, complex modal anal-
ysis was developed for axially moving structures, and decoupling of modal coordinates
became possible.
In 1974, Meirovitch [73, 74] (1974) developed a modal analysis method for gyro-
scopic systems, in which objects vibrate while undergoing rotational relative motion.
An example is an object attached to a spinning body by springs, and the vibra-
tion of the object will include the coriolis force (2mw x V) and the centrifugal force
(mV 2 /R). In 1990, Wickert [106, 107] related the moving structure dynamics problem
to gyroscopic systems, by introducing complex modal analysis in order to decouple
the moving structure dynamics. The derived complex modal shapes (eigenfunctions)
have orthogonal properties, hence we can decouple the dynamic equation into modal
coordinates. Prior to this work, the analyses of moving structure responses were only
done numerically.
Lee [64, 65] presents the energetics of second-order and fourth-order translat-
ing continua, including strings, tensioned pipes, beams, and fluid conveying pipes.
Parker [90, 89] presents stability and critical speed criteria for axially moving con-
tinua, including strings supported by elastic foundation and beams. Lin [68] presents
an analysis of axially moving plates.
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Notice that a linear model of beam dynamics is only valid at subcritical speeds.
Mote [82] derives a nonlinear model of an axially moving string, and shows that
linear model will fail when moving speed approaches critical speed (wave speed).
Wickert [104] uses a nonlinear model to describe moving beam dynamics and studies
beam vibration above the critical speed. Sathyamoorthy [95, 96] reviews nonlinear
plate vibrations research from 1979-1986.
2.3.2 Structural Vibration Control
There are many relevant references in the field of vibration control, especially for
large space structures. Balas [7] reviews research on large space structure control
theories. Most of the recent research work focuses on model-based controller de-
sign. Junkins [57] introduces the modeling of structures, reduced-order models, and
model-based controller design. Fuller [39] reviews principles of modern active control
techniques for structures. Meirovitch [76] presents an integrated approach to funda-
mental structural dynamics and control. Crawley [27] focuses on large space structure
control, and introduces practical issues of modeling, control, distributed sensors and
actuators (piezoelectric materials), and robust control techniques.
From these references, the common procedures for designing model-based con-
trollers can be categorized into the following steps:
1. Modeling of structures: We first model the structural dynamics analytically or
numerically. It is common to use numerical method such as Finite Element
Method to model complicated structures. For the purpose of robust control, we
include uncertainties in the model. To verify the accuracy of the model, it is
always desirable to analyze the structural dynamics experimentally.
2. Modal analysis: For the purpose of controller design, we want to represent the
model in state-space notation. We first decouple the dynamic equation into
modal coordinates. Secondly, we truncate the higher order modes to reduce the
model order. Finally, we assume a modal damping coefficient into each mode.
Without damping, it is not possible to find a dynamic controller to stabilize a
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structure. The damping coefficient is roughly 5 x 10- 4 ~ 4 x 10-- for steel [15].
3. Controller design: We can use model-based control techniques such as LQG
control to design the controller based on the state-space model. Depends on
the order of the model, the resulting controller design usually turns out to be
a very high order controller, which will require a long calculation time in the
computer. We can reduce the controller order by truncate less controllable or
less unobservable modes.
4. Robust controller design: We can use different techniques to make the con-
troller more robust to system uncertainties, such as'Hi, control, M analysis, or
Sensitivity Weighted LQG.
One specific approach to structural vibration control is the boundary control
method. The basic idea is that for 2nd order vibrations, such as string transver-
sal vibration or beam longitudinal vibration, we can derive a boundary condition to
"match the impedance" of the structure, and make the vibration wave dissipated
completely without any reflection [111, Chapter 9]. Chen [21] mathematically proves
that Euler-Bernoulli beam energy decays exponentially by using damping control at
boundaries (force or torque) and at intermediate points (force). In this paper, the
control law is assumed static; no dynamics such as phase lag are modeled. Interest-
ingly, for torque control at an intermediate point, the energy can not be proven to
decay exponentially2 . Morgiil [80, 81] specifically includes dynamics in the boundary
control law to a clamped-free beam and proved that the energy decays exponentially
to zero. Applications of using boundary control can also be found in Wie [108] and
Canbolat [20].
2.3.3 Sensor/Actuator Positioning
For experienced designers, the sensor/actuator locations for structural control can
be qualitatively determined such that certain modes are controllable/observable, and
2 Based on Professor Chen's reply to the me in 1999, in a personal communication, the problem
of torque control at an intermediate point is still an open research issue.
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certain modes are uncontrollable/unobservable. Recent research on sensor/actuator
positioning tries to optimize this positioning rule quantitatively. These approaches
first define the cost function, which is usually some combination of controllability
gramians and observability gramians of certain modes. Secondly, standard optimiza-
tion methods are used to determine the position of sensors and actuators such that
the cost function is minimized (or maximized). Johnson [56] verifies the performance
of such a method. Had [43] illustrates this method for a simply supported beam and
a rectangular plate. Yam [112] derives a sensor location synthesizing method in order
to reduce the model order. Another example is to use specially-shaped distributed
sensors and/or actuators to observe and/or control only certain modes. This approach
is reviewed in the following section together with modal control.
2.3.4 Modal Control with Discrete Modal Filters and Dis-
tributed Sensors
Modal control plays an important role in structural vibration control. Engineers can
analytically decouple the structural dynamics, and control only certain modes. The
typical model-based control technique uses the following steps:
1. Sensor feedback: From single sensor or multiple sensors, the controller gets the
feedback of the structure deformations.
2. Observer: The controller reconstructs modal coordinates by using observers.
However, if the structure has an excited resonance mode that is not modeled,
the observer will output estimated modal coordinates that are contaminated by
this unmodeled mode, which is called observer spillover. Balas [6] uses comb
filters to reduce the observer spillover. Meirovitch [72] uses discrete modal filters
instead observers to avoid the observer spillover.
3. Modal Controller: Based on the estimated modal coordinates, the controller
calculates the modal control force for each mode to be controlled.
4. Force output: Based on the model, the controller transforms modal forces into
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real force for each actuator. However, if the structure has unmodeled resonance
modes, the calculated forces can excite these modes, which is called control
spillover.
The disadvantage of using this method is that the unmodeled dynamics causes ob-
server spillover and control spillover. The observer spillover can destabilize the sys-
tem, and the control spillover can excite unmodeled modes [6].
In order to effectively solve the observer spillover problem, Meirovitch [71, 72]
develops the concept of discrete modal filters. This approach fits the measured dis-
placements with modal shapes to obtain modal coordinates by simple algebra (no
dynamic observer is involved). Due to the orthogonal properties of each mode, the
unmodeled modal shapes will not contaminate the calculated modal coordinates, thus
the observer spillover problem is solved. However, the disadvantage of using discrete
modal filters is that we need a large number of sensors due to the following two
reasons. First, with n sensors, we can only observe n modal coordinates at most.
This is because we are simply solving algebra, and we can only solve n unknowns
from n equations. Secondly, Fuller [39, Chapter 5] points out that this method needs
to assume that those unmodeled modes have wavelengths larger than Nyquist wave-
length (twice the sensor distance). In other words, if there are resonance modes with
wavelengths shorter than twice the sensor distance, they will be aliased and can still
contaminate the estimated coordinates.
In our experiment, we use 8 sensors and 8 actuators to suspend a tubular beam,
thus the discrete modal filter method seems to be applicable to our system, as long
as we do not change the system boundaries or beam positions. We did try to utilize
it to control our system, however, the experiment was not successful. The reasons
are believed to be that we do not have a straight beam, and we do not have identical
sensors. Therefore, the 8 sensor outputs cannot be used to reconstruct the modal
coordinates.
Another approach to modal control is the distributed sensors and actuators. The
distributed actuators and sensors are made of sheets of shaped piezoelectric materi-
als. While used as actuators, we apply voltage to the materials, they will deform in
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certain direction. While used as sensors, we apply deformation to the materials, and
they will output voltage. Bailey [5] develops a novel distributed piezoelectric-polymer
actuator to control vibration modes of a cantilever beam. Clark [23] studies multiple
distributed actuators for vibration control. The ideas of distributed actuators were
then extended to distributed sensors. They are basically pieces of shaped piezoelec-
tric materials adhered to the surface of the structure. The sensor outputs voltage
as a function of the structure's curvature integrated over the area of the sensor. By
designing the shape of the sensor, the output will have different weightings on the
vibration modes. Miller [79] designs shaped distributed sensors on beams. Burke [19]
analyzes distributed sensors on thin plates. Gu [42] designs shaped distributed sen-
sors for plates to extract certain modal coordinates. Since distributed sensors are
continuous, they do not have the aliasing problems as in discrete modal filters. How-
ever, Clark [22] points out that distributed sensors are very sensitive to placement
errors. This study uses a distributed sensor to observe the 3rd mode on a simply sup-
ported beam, and intentionally misaligns the sensor by a 0.26% position error (1 mm
misalignment on a 380 mm long beam), and shows that other modes can significantly
contaminate the measured modal coordinate.
Most of the research of distributed sensors focuses on model-based modal sens-
ing. Here the sensors are shaped to extract certain modal coordinates. Collins et
al [24] focus on non-model-based distributed sensors; they design distributed sensors
as spatial filters, and thus represent the closest prior art to our sensor averaging
technique in the literature. In the beginning of this project, we did not mean to in-
corporate distributed sensors. Since we mainly focus on non-contact vibration control
by position feedback and force output. However, after we developed sensor averag-
ing and actuator averaging methods, and further extended the concept to continuous
sensor/actuator averaging by using FIR windows, we actually meet the concept of
distributed sensors.
The concepts of discrete modal filters and distributed sensors have one common
property with sensor/actuator averaging: they are all spatial filters. Hence they
have no phase lag problems as in temporal filters. The main differences are that
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discrete modal filters and most of the distributed sensors are model-based filters, and
sensor/actuator averaging method is a non-model-based filter. A main advantage of
using sensor/actuator averaging method is the simplicity that we can use original
sensors and actuators.
The comparison between discrete modal filters, distributed sensors and sensor /
actuator averaging will further be discussed in Chapter 6. The application of using
discrete modal filters in our experiment will be discussed in Chapter 9.
2.3.5 Non-contact Vibration Control
There are relatively few research efforts in the field of non-contact vibration control
of flexible structures. Melcher [77] analyzes the problem of stabilizing a continuum
electromechanical system with discrete spatial feedback control. Dressler [30] studies
infinite continuum systems with discrete spatial and temporal feedback. Lang [61]
develops control methods to stabilize an unstable wire mesh using electrostatic forces,
and applies the results to the conceptual design of a 1 km diameter electrostatically
figured satellite antenna made of a wire mesh. Ellis [33, 32] uses one sensor and one
electromagnet to control the transverse vibration of thin circular saws, in the attempt
to increase the transverse stiffness and damping without increasing the thickness of
the saw blade. He encounters difficulties due to phase lag, actuator nonlinearities,
and sensor/actuator noncollocation problems, which I also faced and attempted to
solve in this thesis. Okada [85] used four electromagnets to control the vibration of a
thin rotor shell, including independent PD control and modal control.
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Chapter 3
Electromagnetic Theory and
Suspension Technology
This chapter reviews the operating principles of electromagnetic suspensions which
are relevant to our research. The purpose is to understand what materials we can
suspend, and what principles we should use to suspend these materials. Furthermore,
this chapter develops the maximum force density for each suspension principle. This
information can be used to understand the physical limits of the looks and material
dimensions that we can suspend.
3.1 Fundamental Electromagnetic Theory
In this section, we describe the fundamentals of electromagnetic theory, which are
essential for the design of both actuators and sensors for electromagnetic suspensions.
In the following subsections, I summarize the basic electromagnetic equations, and
the method of calculating forces from a field distribution.
3.1.1 Summary of Fundamental Electromagnetic Theory
The fundamental theories of electromagnetics can be found in Haus [44], including
Maxwell's Laws, solutions of Laplace Equations, magnetic circuit modeling, electric
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Table 3.1: Variables used in electromagnetic analysis (SI units).
Variable Unit Description
E0 Farad/m Permittivity of free space, E0 = 8.854 x 10-12
E Volt/m Electric field intensity
P Coul/m 2  Polarization density
D Coul/m 2  Displacement flux density, D = OE + P
pf Coul/m 3  Free charge density
p_ Coul/m 3  Polarization charge density
Ptotal Coul/m 3  Total charge density, Ptotal = Pf + Pp
Po Henry/m Permeability of free space: 47r x 10-
H A/m Magnetic field intensity
M A/m Magnetization density
B Tesla or Weber/m 2  Magnetic flux density, B - 11 0 (H + M)
Pm Weber/m 3  Magnetization charge density
# Weber Magnetic flux
A Weber Magnetic flux linkage, A = No
polarization, and magnetization. More advanced topics can be found in the Wood-
son [110, 111] and Melcher [78] , including moving frames, Maxwell stress tensor, and
magnetic diffusion.
The theories used in this thesis are summarized in the following tables. Table 3.1
shows the electromagnetic variables used in this thesis, and the SI unit associated
with each variable.
Table 3.2 shows the Maxwell's Equations in both differential and integral forms.
Table 3.3 shows the Maxwell's Equations and Maxwell stress tensor equations under
the electroquasistatic (EQS) and magnetoquasistatic (MQS) limiting cases. In EQS
systems, the time derivative of magnetic variables is negligible: OB/t 4 0. On the
other hand, in the MQS case, the time derivative of electric variables is negligible:
0D/& r- 0 and &p1 /t ~ 0. As long as electromagnetic waves are not important, we
can analyze electromagnetic components by either one of the EQS or MQS assump-
tions.
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Table 3.2: Maxwell's Integral Laws and Differential Laws.
Name Integral Law Differential Law
Gauss' Law fs EoE -dN = fy ptotaidV, or V - E = Ptotal, or
fs D d- d= fv pdv V D= pf
Ampere's Law fc H dI= fs J-d+ 7fsD -d V x H =
Faraday's Law fc E dl=-T fs B -d V x E= t
Magnetic Flux Continuity fs B -da = 0 V B = 0
Charge Conservation fs J -d + Wt fy pf dv = 0 V - P = 0
Table 3.3: Maxwell's Differential Laws for EQS and MQS.
Name EQS MQS
Gauss' Law V cEO = Ptotal, or V cOE = Ptotal, or
V-D=pf V-D=pf
Ampere's Law V x H = J+ a V x H= J
Faraday's Law V x E = 0 V x = -
Magnetic Flux Continuity V B = 0 V B = 0
Charge Conservation V - + 2 = 0 V J= 0
Maxwell Stress Tensor Tij= cEEi E - lb1jE EkEk T,=[ pHH3 - ,puHkH
Force F = f fidv = fs Tjgn ds F = fy fdv =fs Tinjds
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Table 3.4: Polarization and Magnetization.
Polarization
D =_ E + P D:displacement flux density, P:polarization density
D = E Linear polarization, E: permittivity or dielectric constant
E eO(1 + Xe) Xe: dielectric susceptibility (air:0.00059, paper:1.0)
V D = pf pf: free charge density
V cEO = Ptotal Ptotal: total charge density
V P = -pp pp: polarization charge density
f = (P - V)E Kelvin polarization force density
Magnetization
B [up(H + M) M:magnetization density
B = Linear magnetization, p:permeability
Y /-10(1 + Xm) Xm: magnetic susceptibility (Silicon steel: 7 x 10)
V B = 0 Magnetic flux continuity
V po H pm pm: "virtual" magnetization charge density
V -po = -m
f = (poM - V)H Kelvin magnetization force density
Table 3.4 shows the equations associated with electric polarization and magneti-
zation. Notice the duality of these two sets of equations.
3.1.2 Force Estimation
We can solve for the force in a given field problem by first solving for the electro-
magnetic field, and then calculating the Maxwell stress tensor from the field distribu-
tion [111]. The force calculation will be demonstrated in Chapter 7 when we calculate
the actuator forces.
In the stage of conceptual design, we need a tool to estimate the order of the sus-
pension force. In the following, I introduce methods of estimating forces for different
suspension principles. I categorize these methods into three simplified approaches:
(1) a single dipole model, (2) volume force density, and (3) surface force density.
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Figure 3-1: (a) Electric dipole P = qd, and (b) magnetic dipole pOM = qmd.
Single Dipole Model
For the suspension of magnetized or polarized materials, we can model the object by
a single dipole, and calculate the force density by using the Kelvin force density.
A single dipole model is demonstrated in Figure 3-1: Figure 3-1(a) shows an
electric dipole in an electric field, and Figure 3-1(b) shows a magnetic dipole in a
magnetic field. The Kelvin force densities for these two cases are shown below [78,
§3.6]:
1. Kelvin Polarization Force Density [N/M 3]:
Fv = (P -V)Ea, (3.1)
where Ea is the applied electric field without the contribution of the dipole field.
2. Kelvin Magnetization Force Density [N/m3]:
Fv = (poA -V)Ha, (3.2)
where Ha is the applied magnetic field without the contribution of the dipole
field.
These equations tell us that the force will be proportional to the polarization / mag-
netization intensity and the gradients of the field. Kelvin force density is easy to
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visualize, and is thus easy to use in conceptual design. However, if we actually solve
for the field distribution (E and H), it maybe difficult to distinguish which component
is the applied field (Ea and Ha), and which component is the dipole field.
Volume Force Density
For the suspension of diamagnetic materials, paramagnetic materials, or dielectric
materials, the field inside the materials is not negligible, we need to consider the
volume force density. We calculate its volume force density, and then integrate along
the whole volume to obtain the total force. For linear polarization and magnetization
materials (D = E and B = pH), the force density is better represented by Korteweg-
Helmholz force density [78, §3.7-3.8]. For incompressible materials, the force densities
are:
1. Electrostatic volume force density [N/M 3]:
!EI2VEF, = pfE - 2E (3.3)2
which includes free-charge force density, and a polarization force density con-
centrated where there are permittivity gradients.
2. Magnetic volume force density [N/m 3]:
F,= Jf x B--H2Vy, (3.4)2
which includes Lorentz force density, and a magnetization force density concen-
trated where there are permeability gradients.
Notice that for uniform materials, the polarization and magnetization force is
actually confined to interfaces where there are different electric or magnetic properties.
To show the process of using this to calculate the force at the interface, we use a
magnetic example as shown in Figure 3-2. In this problem, we assume Jf = 0, i.e.,
no current is flowing. From Maxwell's Laws, we can derive the boundary conditions
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Figure 3-2: Magnetization force at the interface.
for magnetizable materials as:
V X H = J = 0 - (Hout)II = (Hin)II,
Further we use Maxwell stress tensor to calculate the forces at the interface. Using
the control volume at the interface as shown in Figure 3-2, we have the shear force
density F2 in N/m 2
Fx = (Txy)in - (Txy)out = (pIHXH,)in - (pOHXHY)ou, = 0 (3.7)
And we have the normal force density F in N/m 2:
Fy = (TUV)in - (Tyy)out
= 1 pH 2
( 2 1 1
= --
pH 2
-2 1
S H 22 v/in
1 2
2p
+ 1poH2
+ 2ptOH_,
+ IB 2
2poI)
- (-poH 2
2 1
(3.8)
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This equation tells us that both a perpendicular field and a tangential field will attract
a material with y > po, which is a reasonable result. I present this equation in such
a way because H1 and B 1 are the same inside and outside the material, given that
there are no surface currents.
Similarly, the polarization force can be calculated. We assume pf = 0, i.e., there
are no free charge inside the material. From Maxwell's Laws, we can derive the
boundary conditions for polarizable materials as:
V x E = 0 => (Eout)1 = (Ein)11, (3.9)
V -D = pf = 0 => (DOUt)± = (Din)1 . (3.10)
We can calculate the polarization force density similar to calculating the magnetiza-
tion force density.
Therefore, we summarize the polarization/magnetization force density at the in-
terface in the following:
1. Polarization surface force density [N/m 2]:
Fs = -E (E - Eo)-D- ( -), (3.11)2 2 J- o (5
where F, is defined positive towards the outside of the object.
2. Magnetization surface force density [N/M 2]:
Fs H (p _ po) + -B( ) (3.12)
2 2 p- o P
where F, is defined positive towards the outside of the object.
Surface Force Density
When the magnetic/electric field inside the materials is negligible, we can further
simplify the force calculation to surface force only. Such cases are like magnetic
suspensions of ferromagnetic materials, perfect conductors, and moving conductors,
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Figure 3-3: (a) Attractive force, and (b) repulsive force.
and electrostatic suspensions of conductors and semiconductors. We calculate the
surface force density, and integrate along the surface to obtain the total force. We
calculate the force density by using Maxwell stress tensor [111], as listed in Table 3.3.
We use a magnetic example as demonstrated in Figure 3-3: Figure3-3(a) shows an
attractive force type, and Figure3-3(b) shows a repulsive force type. For the surface
normal in the '1' direction, we calculate Maxwell stress tensor Tij, and the force will
be f T13nrdsl. For the attractive force type, IHI = H1 = H, the Maxwell stress
tensor thus becomes poH2 /2. For the repulsive force type, AHI = HI1 = H, the
Maxwell stress tensor becomes -poH 2/2.
Similarly, the electrostatic force density can be calculated. Therefore, we can
summarize both electrostatic and magnetic surface force densities in the following:
1. Electrostatic force density [N/m2]:
1
F, = -coE 2 . (3.13)
2
Notice in Equation 3.11, if e > co, we will have El -+ 0, thus F, ~ DI/(2eo) =
eoEt/2, which agrees with Equation 3.13.
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2. Magnetic force density [N/m 2]:
1Fs = -poH2, (3.14)2
Notice in Equation 3.11, if p > po, we will have H1 - 0, thus F, ~~ B2/(2po) -
PoH,2,/2, which agrees with Equation 3.14.
3.1.3 Force Limit
These electromagnetic forces are usually limited by the following two factors:
1. Maximum magnetic flux density Bma, due to magnetic saturation: In most
cases, when we design a magnetic suspension, we use back-iron to guide the
magnetic flux, i.e., in steel or silicon iron laminations. These materials have
magnetic saturation at B ~ 1.5 Tesla. After the magnetic saturation, the
material has a relative permeability near [o such that AB = [poAH. If we need
higher magnetic flux density, the iron is no longer effective, and thus we will
require a much greater coil current to drive this flux.
2. Maximum electric field intensity Ema, due to electric discharge: When we ap-
ply electrostatic suspension, it will be limited by electric breakdown (spark).
Discharge happens when E ~ 1 x 106 ~ 3 x 106 V/m in atmosphere, and
E ~ 108 ~ 109 V/m in high vacuum.
Practically, the magnetic force of the actuators are often limited by the limited power
dissipation too. We will discuss this issue when we design the actuators in Chapter 7.
In this chapter, we will focus on the limit due to magnetic saturation.
3.2 Magnetic Suspension
This section describes the principles of magnetic suspension and their force density
limits. In general, as long as the material is ferromagnetic (p > p), paramagnetic
(y > p), diamagnetic (p < p), or conductive (o- > 0), it can be suspended by a
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magnetic field. The principles of magnetic suspensions can be divided into three main
categories, and the arrangements and maximum forces will be discussed in detail in
the following sections.
1. Suspension by a static magnetic field: stable repulsion force, applicable to dia-
magnetic materials (p < p,) and superconductors (c- -+ o) .
2. Suspension by an alternating magnetic field: stable repulsion force, applicable
to non-magnetic conductors (y~ p,, and o- > 0), such as aluminum or copper.
The alternating magnetic field B induces eddy currents f inside the conductors,
and the magnetic field is repelled and can only diffuse a certain skin depth in
the conductive material.
3. Suspension by controlling the magnetic field via active feedback control or a
self-tuning circuit. This method can stabilize an unstable force, and thus is ap-
plicable to ferromagnetic materials (p > p,), paramagnetic materials (p > p),
current-carrying objects and permanent magnets. Notice that ferromagnetic
materials will lose their ferromagnetism above their Curie Temperatures (77QPC
for pure iron, and 358*C for pure Nickel [91]); this limits the temperature range
for which this approach is applicable. Fortunately, when iron loses ferromag-
netism at high temperatures, it is still conductive and can be suspended using
an alternating magnetic field. Feedback control can also be used in the previous
two open-loop systems to improve their performance.
3.2.1 Suspension by a Static Magnetic Field
Stable suspension by a static magnetic field is possible for diamagnetics (p < p,) and
superconductors (o- - 00). The operating principles are illustrated in Figure 3-4.
These systems generate stable repulsion forces. Figure 3-4(a) shows the suspension
of diamagnetic materials, such as organic materials (y ~ 0. 9 9 9 99 1po). Figure 3-
4(b) shows the suspension of perfect conductors, which generate currents inside the
material to keep the magnetic field outside the material, and the current inside the
perfect conductor does not dissipate power nor decay with time.
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Figure 3-4: Stable suspension by a static magnetic field: (a) diamagnetic materials are
magnetized in the opposite direction of the applied magnetic field and thus produce a
repulsion force, and (b) perfect conductors have no magnetic field inside the material
and thus create a suspension force.
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Figure 3-5: Force estimation of a perfect conductor in a static magnetic field.
Magnetic Force on Perfect Conductors
To calculate the magnetic force on the perfect conductor, we use an example as shown
in Figure 3-5. The magnetic field from the permanent magnet cannot penetrate the
prefect conductor, hence the magnetic field can be calculated by assuming a mirror
image inside the perfect conductor. Assuming the magnetic flux density on the surface
is calculated to be B, as shown in the surface force model, the repulsion force density
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will be
F,= PuH 2 - , (3.15)2 2PO
where F, is the surface force density in N/m 2. A normal limit to magnetic flux density
is the saturation of the back iron of the actuator, Bmax ~ 1.5 Tesla for steel. Hence
we will have maximum surface force density of
B 2  1.52Fmax - max = = 9 X 105NM2. (3.16)2o 2 x 47r x 1 0 -7
Magnetic Force on Diamagnetic materials
Diamagnetic materials have B = po(H + M), and linear diamagnetic materials have
magnetization intensity M = XmH. For example, organic materials have a magnetic
susceptibility Xm = -0.000009. Because all diamagnetic materials have magnetic
susceptibility Xm ~ 0, the diamagnetic materials have a negligible effect on the applied
magnetic field. Hence we can use the single dipole model to predict the force.
The force density of a magnetic dipole inside a magnetic field can be calculated
by the Kelvin magnetization force density:
1
F = pto(M - V)H = /po(XmH -V)H -> JFJ = -POXmVH 2 , (3.17)2
where F is force density in N/m 3, M is magnetization intensity in A/m, and H is
magnetic field intensity in A/m.
Assume a simple geometry as in Figure 3-6, assume the diamagnetic material is a
water drop which has Xm = -0.000009. We have radial magnetic field intensity
-.0 R?H = Hr = H N/i 3, (3.18)
r2 /
where Hi is the magnetic field intensity at r = R,. The magnetization force becomes
1 a R0
Fr = -pOXm-H,2 _2poXHi . (3.19)
2 Or r(
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Figure 3-6: Force estimation of a diamagnetic material in a static magnetic field.
If we assume Bmax = 1.5 Tesla, the resulting maximum force becomes:
B 2  R 4  R!Fmax = - 2 Xm max = 32 N/r 3  (3.20)
1O r5  r 5
1
Fmax = 32- N/m 3 when in contact ( r = R 2 ), (3.21)Ri
which is a very small force. Since water has weight density of 1 x 104 N/M 3, we will
need R, < 3 mm to suspend a spherical water drop using normal magnetic materials.
However, larger bias fields Bmax can be obtained via superconducting magnets
or fluid-cooled magnets, and thereby suspend larger diamagnetic objects. Geim [41]
uses fluid-cooled magnets to apply a static magnetic field with B = 20 Tesla, and
successfully suspends a little frog.
3.2.2 Suspension by an Alternating Magnetic Field
Stable suspension by an alternating magnetic field is applicable to non-magnetic con-
ductors (u > 0), such as aluminum or copper. The operating principles are illustrated
in Figure 3-7. Figure 3-7(a) shows an alternating magnetic field generated by an alter-
nating current source. Figure 3-7(b) shows a constant magnetic field moving along a
non-magnetic conductor. Both methods induce eddy-currents inside the conductors,
and the magnetic field is repelled and can only diffuse a certain skin depth into the
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Figure 3-7: Stable suspension of conductive materials by an alternating magnetic
field: (a) an alternating current source produces an alternating field, and induces
eddy-currents inside the conductor, and (b) a moving field source creates a similar
response.
conductor.
The calculation of the lifting force is similar to that of perfect conductors. To
calculate the maximum force, we assume the field source is moving very fast or the
excitation frequency is very high. Hence the diffusion skin depth is very small, and
we can assume a mirror image inside the conductor and thereby analyze the field.
Assuming the magnetic flux density on the surface is calculated to be B, as shown
before, the repulsion force density will be
FI oH B2  (3.22)2 2po
where F, is the surface force density in N/m 2 . Again, limited by the magnetic satura-
tion of the back iron: (B., ~ 1.5 Tesla for steel). We thus have a maximum surface
force density of Fm, = 9 x 10' N/M 2, which is significantly large compared to the
weight of materials. For example, aluminum has weight density of 2.6 x 104 N/M 3. If
we could drive an alternating magnetic field of 1.5 Tesla at high frequencies, we can
suspend a 35 m thick slab of aluminum.
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Figure 3-8: Stable suspension by controlled magnetic fields: (a) active feedback con-
trol, and (b) a self-tuning circuit.
3.2.3 Suspension by Controlled Magnetic Fields
The operating principles for this approach are illustrated in Figure 3-8. This method
can be used in conjunction with the previous two open-loop systems to improve the
performance. It can also be used to stabilize unstable electromagnetic forces, which
is applicable to ferromagnetic materials (p > p), paramagnetic materials (p > p),
current-carrying objects and permanent magnets. The controlled field can be obtained
either from active feedback control or by a self-tuning circuit. Figure 3-8(a) uses active
control to adjust the magnetic field according to the sensor feedback. One example
of a self-tuning circuit design is shown in Figure 3-8(b). Here an electromagnet
series with a capacitor is driven by an AC voltage. When the air gap increases, the
inductance decreases, the current increases, and the attractive force increases with
the current to stabilize the suspension.
Magnetic Force on Ferromagnetic Materials
For ferromagnetic materials, the magnetic field intensity H inside the material is neg-
ligible, and hence we can simply calculate the surface force. To calculate the limit of
magnetization force, we use a simple example as shown in Figure 3-9. Magnetization
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Figure 3-9: Estimation of magnetization force density on ferromagnetic materials.
force on ferromagnetic materials can be represented by
B2
F, = , (3.23)
2po
where F, is the surface force density in N/mI2 , B is the magnetic field between the
gap in Tesla, and po = 41r x 10-7 H/m is the permeability of the air gap. If we use
the maximum magnetic field of Bm.=1.5 Tesla due to saturation of actuator or the
steel target, the maximum force density is Fmax 9 x 105 N/M 2. For example, steel
has a weight density of 7.8 x 104 N/m 3 . If we can apply a magnetic field of 1.5 Tesla,
we can suspend up to a 12 m thick slab of steel.
Magnetic Force on Current-carrying Conductors
The Lorentz force density on a current-carrying conductor is given by:
F, = J x B, (3.24)
where F, is volume force density in N/m, f is current density in A/m 2 , and B is
the applied magnetic field in Tesla. If we assume a maximum current density of
Jmax = 5 x 106 A/m 2 due to thermal dissipation limits, and a maximum magnetic
field Bmx=1.5 Tesla due to magnetic saturation of the actuator, we can obtain the
maximum force density Fmax ~ 7.5 x 106 N/m 3 . For example, aluminum has weight
density of 2.6 x 104 N/m 3 , which is much smaller than the maximum suspension force
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density.
3.3 Electrostatic Suspension
This section describes the principles of electrostatic suspension and the limit of force
density.
3.3.1 Principles of Electrostatic Suspension
There is no stable suspension in a static electric field since there are no materials with
c < co. We thus need to control the electric field by active feedback control or by a self-
tuning circuit to stabilize an electrostatic suspension system. The advantages of using
electric suspension are that the response is fast, and the generated heat and magnetic
field are much smaller as compared with a magnetic suspension. The disadvantage is
that the force density is much lower than with magnetic suspensions. The electrostatic
force is usually limited by electric breakdown at about 1 x 106 ~ 3 x 106 V/M in
atmosphere, and 108 ~ 109 V/m in high vacuum.
Theoretically it is not possible to apply electromagnetic suspension on materials
with conductivity o = 0, permittivity E = co and permeability y = po. However, most
insulators still have a small conductivity, for example, ordinary glass has o- ~ 10-12
mho/m, fused quartz has o- < 10" mho/m. The material surface may also have a
significant conductivity due to contamination. Hence it is still possible to accumulate
electric charges on their surfaces, and suspend the object by feedback control, as was
done by Jeon [51, 52] for the suspension of glass plates.
3.3.2 Electrostatic Suspension of Conductors and Semicon-
ductors
The operating principles for controlled electrostatic suspensions are illustrated in
Figure 3-10. Since the electric field inside the material is negligible, we can simply
calculate the surface force.
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To calculate the limit of electrostatic force, we use a simple example as shown in
Figure 3-11. The electrostatic force density on a conductor can be represented by:
F,- = 2 (3.25)
where F, is the surface force density in N/m 2, E is the electric field between the
gap in V/m, and Eo = 8.854 x 10-12 F/m is the permittivity of the air gap. The
limitation of electrostatic force is mainly due to the electric breakdown (spark), which
is Emax = 1 x 106 ~ 3 x 106 V/m in atmosphere, and Emax = 108 ~. 109 V/m in
high vacuum. Therefore, the maximum force density will be Fmax ~ 40 N/m 2 under
atmosphere (if Emax = 3 x 106 V/m), and Fmax ~ 4.4 x 104 N/M 2 under high vacuum
(if Emax = 108 V/m). This small force density in atmosphere limits the applications
of electrostatic suspension. For example, a Silicon wafer has a weight of 17 N/m 2 , and
therefore is just thin enough to be suspended by an electrostatic force in air. Another
application of electrostatic forces is in Micro-electro-mechanical systems (MEMS),
since a small force density is significant enough for these micro devices. Furthermore,
if we count the thermal limit of magnetic actuators, the electrostatic force density in
vacuum actually compete well with the magnetic force density.
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Figure 3-11: Estimation of electrostatic force density on conductors.
3.3.3 Electrostatic Suspension of Poor-conductive Dielectric
Materials
To calculate the limit of electrostatic force on dielectrics, we use a simple example as in
Figure 3-12. If we assume there are no free electrons, the system remains polarized as
shown in Figure 3-12(a). However, most of dielectrics are poorly conductive, but are
still conductive. The conductivity can be in the range of a = 10-12 ~ 10-17 mho/m.
Even the humidity of air can contribute to the surface conductivity significantly.
Hence there will be charge relaxation, which means free charges will slowly accumulate
at the interface. The charge relaxation has a time constant of
E
r = -, (3.26)
0'
where E and a are the dielectric constant and conductivity of the dielectric materials.
After time t > r, the free charges will accumulate at the boundaries, as shown in
Figure 3-12(b). Usually the dielectric constant ranges from Eo(air), 2co(paper) to
9eo(glass). The time constant can range from a few seconds to a few days, and can
be significantly affected by air humidity. Therefore, we use 2 models to estimate the
force of the electrostatic suspension of dielectric materials.
Electrostatic Force on Dielectric Materials by Polarization
The first model assumes the material is moving very fast, or the control voltage is
alternating very fast, such that the charge relaxation is not significant. Thus the force
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Figure 3-12: Electrostatic suspension model of dielectric materials: (a) within time
constant, material is being polarized, and (b) after a few time constants, charges
accumulate at the surface.
is dominated by the polarization force. Polarization force can be represented by:
F = (P - V)E = iFi = -EOXeVE2,2 (3.27)
where E is applied electric field, and Xe is the dielectric susceptibility of the material.
We assume a simple geometry as in Figure 3-13, and assume that the dielectric is
a piece of glass with Xe = 5, We have electric field
Control
voltage
Spherical V
electrodes
rRi Dielectric
r material
Ro ++
Figure 3-13: Estimation of electrostatic force density on dielectrics, assumed spherical
electrodes and a small glass piece being suspended between the electrodes.
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= Er= E N/m3 , (3.28)
where Ei is the electric field intensity at r = Ri. The polarization force becomes
1 0 E8 ReE1Fr = -eOxe- r2 _ E (3.29)
2 ar 'ro
If we assume Emax = 3 kV/mm, the resulting maximum force becomes:
Fmax = -2XeE-OE 2 x- -800max N/in 3  (3.30)
1
- Fmax = -800- N/m 3 when in contact ( r = Ri ), (3.31)
Ri
which is a very small force. Since glass has a weight density of 3 x 104 N/M 3, we will
need Ri < 27 mm to suspend a glass piece by this method.
Electrostatic Force on Dielectric Materials by Permanent Charges
The second model assumes the material is moving much slower than the charge re-
laxation speed, the force is dominated by the permanent charges on the surface. The
nominal force will be
FO = ,O (3.32)2
where FO is the surface force density in N/m 2 , and EO is the nominal electric field
intensity on the surface of the dielectric material in V/m. The charges accumulated
on the surface can be calculated to be p, = e 0 E Coul/m 2 . The dielectric material
becomes like a object with permanent charges on its surface. Similar to the suspension
of conductive materials, this nominal force density has a maximum of Fmax ~ 40 N/m 2
under atmosphere, and Fmax ~ 4000 N/m 2 under high vacuum.
If the control voltage produces extra electric field intensity AE, the control force
will be
AF = pAE = EOE0AE, (3.33)
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where AF is the control surface force density in N/m 2 .
3.4 Summary
In this chapter, we reviewed the operating principles and force limit of different types
of electromagnetic suspensions. In general, magnetic suspensions has greater force
density than electrostatic suspensions. Magnetic suspensions can be applied on fer-
romagnetic or conductive materials. Electrostatic suspensions can be applied on
conductors or dielectric materials.
For materials that are considered non-magnetic, non-conductive, and non-dielectric,
we can rely on the facts that the materials may be slightly paramagnetic (Y > PO),
diamagnetic (p < po), conductive (o- > 0), or dielectric (E > co), and apply a strong
field to produce enough force. For manufacturing processes, it may be more effi-
cient by considering other suspension techniques, such as using compressed air to lift
objects.
For the rest of this thesis, we will focus on magnetic suspension of ferromagnetic
materials.
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Chapter 4
Analysis of Structural Dynamics
In this chapter, we will explore the dynamics of four different structures: strings,
beams, membranes, and plates. We will derive their governing equations and general
solutions, and decouple the original equations into modal equations. We will consider
slender structures only, and hence neglect the shear deformations in transverse direc-
tion. In this thesis, we will consider plates and membranes in rectangular shapes in
Cartesian coordinate. For different shapes of plates or membranes, we need to use
other coordinate systems or numerical methods to solve for the solutions. The dy-
namics of axially moving structures will be described in Chapter 10, and the analysis
by numerical method will be discussed in Chapter 11. Related references are listed
in Chapter 2.
4.1 Dynamics and Analysis of Beams
In this thesis, we use the Euler-Bernoulli beam model to describe dynamics of beams
and strings. The dynamic equation can be derived by combining the beam elasticity
and Newton's Second Law, F = ma. The free body diagram of a general beam
element is shown in Figure 4-1.
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Figure 4-1: Free body diagram of a beam element.
4.1.1 Derivation of Beam Equation
To derive the beam equation, we can list the following three equations: force balance,
torque balance, and the beam elasticity relation:
1. Force balance (E Force = ma)
9 + - (T09z Oz az
shear
force
tension
force
02 u
= pA 1 2
at2 .(4.1)
inertia
force
2. Moment balance (E Torque = 0):
(4.2)
3. Elasticity (derived in Appendix B):
E0 2 .UM = EI-.
Oz2 (4.3)
In these equations, f is external transverse force density, S is transverse shear
force, T is axial tension force, p is material density, A is cross-sectional area, u is
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f +±
external
force
Sz
S =a.
az
transverse deformation, z is axial axis, M is bending moment, E is Young's modulus,
I is bending moment of inertia, and EI together is called beam's bending stiffness.
Combining the previous three equations, we got the general beam equation:
f a2 (EI2U ) + a Tou = pA a2 (4.4A)M2 a2  0 (9 zn \ 2
Assuming constant T and constant EI, we can rewrite the governing equation to be:
&4u a2n 02 u
El- T 2 +pA 2=f. (4.5)
aZ4  Mz 2 0t 2
This is the governing equation for both beams and strings; in string analysis, the
bending stiffness EI is neglected, and the fourth order model is reduced to a second
order model.
4.1.2 Solution of Beam Equation with Tension
From Equation 4.5, assume homogeneous solution Uh(z, t) = CeiwePz, the resulting
beam dispersion equation becomes
EIp4 - Tp2 - pAw 2 = 0. (4.6)
After solving p, the natural response of this beam equation can be represented by the
superposition of all possible homogeneous solutions:
u(z, t) = E n(t)#On(z), (4.7)
n=1
where n(t) is the nth modal coordinate, and #n(z) is the nth modal shape:
On(Z) = CnIcosknz + Cn2 sinknz + Cn3 cosho-nz + Cn4sinho-nz, (4.8)
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with
T T 2 +pAW2
= + (4.9)2EI (2EI EIl
O-n = 1 + +". (4.10)
\ 2EI 2(EI1 El
Where Cn1 and Cn2 represent sinusoidal waveforms with wavelength 27r/kn, and Cn3
and C,4 represent evanescent waveforms, which decay exponentially with increasing
distances from boundaries.
4.1.3 Solution to Beam Equation Without Tension
In our experimental setup, there is no axial tension T, the beam equation can be
reduced to
EI4 + pA = (4.11)
and the wavenumber-frequency relation can be reduced to
a ~ 2
k= = EI1 (4.12)
The modal shapes become
4n(z) = Cnicosknz + C.2sinknz + C,3coshknz + Cn4sinhknz, (4.13)
Notice that the sinusoidal waves propagate at phase velocities:
vn - _ E4.W (4.14)kn VpA
It shows that the waveforms of different wavelengths will disperse at different speeds.
The solutions of natural responses can be obtained by solving wavenumbers kn
from the boundary conditions. The following are three common types of boundaries,
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other boundary types can be derived similarly:
1. Free boundary:
&2u
Moment: z 2 = 0 Shear:
2. Hinged boundary:
Deformation: u = 0, Moment: - = 0
3. Clamped boundary:
Deformation: u = 0, Angle: -009z
We use a free-free beam of length L as an example. The general solution is:
00
u(z, t) = (n(t)(Cnicosknz + C, 2sinkaz + Ca3coshkaz + C, 4sinhksz), (4.15)
n=1
and the boundary conditions are:
a2
09z2 Z=0
3
--Z Z=
02U
9z 2 z=L
3 
z
09Z3 z=L
=0. (4.16)
Combine Equation 4.15 and Equation 4.16, and we can get the resulting equations:
0
0
-k2cosknL
k3sinknL
-knsinknL
-k 3cosknL
For CLi to be nontrivial, we set the determinant of the matrix to be zero: Al| = 0,
and the result becomes the following characteristic equation:
coskL -coshkL = 1 . (4.18)
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z - 0
0
0
k2coshknL
knsinhknL
CI
Cn2
Cn3
Cn4
knsinhknL
kncoshknL
0
0
0
0
(4.17)
-k 2
This equation determines the natural waveforms of the structure. (This characteristic
equation happens to be the same as the one for clamped-clamped beam.) We further
solve it and obtain
knL = 0, 4.74, 7.86, 11.00, - , o0
Various results for different structures and boundary conditions can be found in
Blevins [17].
An alternative to solve for k, is by using Phase-Closure Principle [70]. However,
it does not offer advantages over solving the characteristic equations, and will not be
used in this thesis.
4.1.4 Modal Analysis of Beams without Tension
The beam responses were discretized into different modes. By further prove that
each mode is orthogonal to each other, we can decouple the partial differential equa-
tion of beams into ordinary differential equations of each mode. The detail proof of
orthogonality is shown in Appendix C.
Here we rewrite the beam equation from Equation 4.11:
EI4U 092u
EIz 4 +pA- =f.
The general solution is:
u(z, t) = ((t)On(Z), (4.19)
n=1
where n is nth modal coordinate, and #n is nth modal shape. From the orthogonal-
ity properties of each mode as shown in Appendix C, we can decouple this partial
differential equation to infinite number of ordinary differential equations:
Mn2n+ Kn~ = N~, m=1, 2, 3, ... 00, (4.20)
dt2
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where Mn is nth modal mass, Kn is nth modal stiffness, and Nn is nth modal force.
They are defined by:
L
= pA02dz,
L d 4 O z= nKn = 0 EI n dz4"d = ni,
Nn =0 f Ondz.
(4.21)
(4.22)
(4.23)
We can truncate the high frequency modes and only keep the first q modes:
M 1 0 ..- 0
0 M 2 ... 0
0 0 --- M
MW 2 0 ... 0
0 M 2w2 -- 0
+
o 0 -Mqw2
We can add modal damping (proportional damping) to each mode for the purpose
of controller design. If there is no damping, no dynamic controller can possibly
stabilize the system. By assuming modal damping, the equations are still decoupled
and are thus easier to analyze. Assuming Dn = 2(nonMn, where (, is the damping
coefficient of the nth mode. Hence we still have q decoupled equations:
Mnln + Dnen + Knn = Nn
or Mn( n + 2(nn + w ) = n n=1, 2, 3, ... q. (4.25)
We can further rewrite the new governing equations in the state-space notation,
[ (4.26)
Since the beam equation is decoupled, we can analyze each mode independently.
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N 2
Nq
NC
(4.24)
i] 0 I J [
-L -WK -M 'D --jM -
q
The frequency response of the nth mode can be represented as
(S)_ 1 4.27)
Nn(s) Mn(s 2 + 2(nwns + na)'
Assuming that we have a point force at za: f(z, t) = f(t)b(z - za), and a position
feedback at z,: y(t) = u(z,, t). To derive the frequency response from input f to
output y, we first represent them in modal coordinates:
y(t) = u(z, t) = E G (t)#On(zs)
n=1 (4.28)
f(z, t) = f(t)6(z - Za) -> Nn = fL f(z, t)#Ondz = f(t)#On(za)
By combining these two equations with Equation 4.27, we have the transfer function:
y(s) = N() (zs)
_) Mn(s 2 + 2(nWns + .2)
y(s) n(Zs)#n(za) (4.29)
f(s) n=1 Mn(s 2 + 2(CWns + n)
Notice that the modal shape at the sensor position z, determines the modal ob-
servability #n(z,), and the modal shape at the actuator position za determines the
modal controllability #n(Za) [27]. This formula plays a critical role when we derive
the sensor/actuator positioning method. It represents the modal properties of sen-
sor/actuator locations. It will be discussed later when we derive the sensor averaging
and actuator averaging methods in Chapter 6.
4.1.5 Numerical Example of Beams without Tension
This section uses a free-free beam as a numerical example. We use one sensor and one
actuator, and discuss the two cases of collocated sensor/actuator and non-collocated
sensor/actuator.
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Figure 4-2: First 5 mode shapes of a free-free beam. The sensor and actuator are
collocated. The sensor/actuator pair is near the node of the 3rd vibration mode.
Collocated Sensor/Actuator
We use a free-free beam and a pair of collocated sensor and actuator, as shown in Fig-
ure 4-2. It also shows the first 5 derived modal shapes, including 2 rigid body modes
(translation and rotation), and 3 vibration modes. Notice that the sensor/actuator
pair is near the node of the 3rd vibration mode.
Figure 4-3 shows the derived Bode Plots assuming modal damping ratio ( =
0.005. Notice the 3rd vibration mode is almost not observable/controllable, since the
sensor/actuator pair is near its node.
This simple example demonstrated the difficulties of our control problem due to
the lightly damped modes. Because the loop transfer function may have gain larger
than 0 dB when the phase margin is below 180' at high frequencies, and the closed-
loop system will be unstable.
Model-based control methods have been commonly used to solve this problem.
The model can predict the resonance frequencies, and we can: (1) use notch filters to
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Figure 4-3: Bode Plots of a free-free beam. Notice the 3rd vibration mode is almost
not observable/controllable.
avoid seeing or exciting the modes, or (2) place sensor/actuator pair near the nodes
of the resonance modes to reduce the modal observability and controllability.
In this thesis, we are trying to control systems with varying boundary conditions,
hence the model-based controller is not applicable. In this thesis, we developed a novel
sensor/actuator averaging method to position sensors and actuators, which robustly
attenuates these high frequency modes and solve this problem. It will be shown later
in Chapter 6.
Non-collocated Sensor/Actuator
When the sensor and actuator are not located physically at the same position, it
can make the closed-loop system unstable. It can be foreseen in Equation 4.29, when
sensor and actuator are located at the opposite side of a node of a mode shape, 0n(z,)
and 0,(za) will have opposite signs. It will make the control effort 180' out of phase.
Figure 4-4 shows the arrangement of sensor and actuator locations to a free-free
beam. It also shows the first 5 modal shapes of the beam. Notice the node of the 3rd
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Figure 4-4: First 5 mode shapes of a free-free beam. The 3rd vibration mode has
node between the sensor and the actuator.
vibration mode happens to fall in between the sensor and actuator. Figure 4-5 shows
the derived Bode Plots assuming damping ratio C = 0.005. Notice the 3rd, 6th and
9th resonance modes are out of phase by 1800 because the sensor and actuator are at
different sides of the nodes of these modal shapes.
This simple example demonstrated the difficulties of control due to non-collocated
sensors and actuators. In model-based control, we can use observers or modal filters
to estimate the modal coordinates and predict the real displacements at the actuators.
In this thesis, we use non-model-based controller, and develop a novel sensor/actuator
positioning method to eliminate this non-collocation problem.
4.2 Dynamics and Analysis of Strings
String element is similar to beam element, except that the bending stiffness of strings
is negligible. Hence we use the beam equation, neglect bending stiffness El, and
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Figure 4-5: Bode Plots of a free-free beam. The sensor
collocated, which causes some resonance modes out of phase
and actuator are non-
by 180o
obtain the string equation:
-TOZ2 + A t2= .
(4.30)
Similar to the procedures of solving beam equation, we obtain the nth modal shape
of this string equation
On(z) = Cn1cosknz + C, 2sinknz. (4.31)
It has only sinusoidal waveforms, and the the relation between wavenumber kn and
resonance frequency wn is represented by
kn = F"-n. - (4.32)
The sinusoidal waves propagate at phase velocities:
wn _
vn - - =
kn
T
p A
(4.33)
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Figure 4-6: Free body diagram of a plate element.
It shows that all waveforms have the same propagating speed, and hence waves don't
disperse. The speed of T/(pA) is well known as the transverse wave speed of strings.
In Chapter 10, we will show that this speed is also the critical speed of axially moving
strings.
The procedures of solving string dynamics and modal analysis are very similar to
those of beams, and will not be repeated.
4.3 Dynamics and Analysis of Rectangular Plates
Similar to deriving beam dynamics, we can derive plate dynamics by introducing
plate elasticity and force balance. The free-body diagram of a plate element is shown
in Figure 4-6
To derive the plate dynamics, we list the following three relations: force balance,
moment balance, and elasticity relations:
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1. Force balance (E Force = ma): notice that Txy = Tyx
(&S, &Sf + (OX+ ay+oxOy
external force
shear force
/0/' 9u\ a /Ou &uV 02u
a (Tx-T + + T ±T -- + )T = ph a 2  (4.34)
x ax a y ay a y O" x)t 1
tension force inertia force
2. Moment balance (Z Torque = 0): notice that Mxy= My.
[ XX + .9Myx
SX - -ax Oy(4.35)
3. Elasticity:
M 1 v o 0
MX 0 li a2u
E h = 0 1 0 2 (4 .36)MYY 12(1 - V2) aY2
MXY 0 0 22u
In these equations, u is transverse deformation, f is external transverse force density,
S is shear force, T is tension force, p is material density, h is plate thickness, E
is Young's Modulus, , and v is Poisson's Ratio of the material. Various materials'
Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio are listed in Appendix A.
Combining all equations together, we can obtain a general plate bending equation.
Here we assume that E, v, Tx, Ty and Ty are constant, and derive a simplified plate
equation:
0 4 u 4u 4U 02U + T 2 T 2 ) + 2,( )D( + 2  + - (T+ T2T )+ph =f(4.37)
9X4 Yx2a + y4 OXe2 9Y2 OXO~y Wt2
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with defined plate rigidity D:
Eh3D = ( .)
12(1 
- V2)
(4.38)
4.3.1 Solution to Rectangular Plates with Uniform Tension
To solve the plate dynamics, we further simplify the problem to demonstrate the
pattern of the solution. We assume constant tension force applied along all four
edges: Ty=T =T, and T_, = 0. The plate dynamics can then be modeled by
4 Qa4U
+ 20292 + 4)
or equivalently
T (12U &2U+ &y2) + ph 2=f, (4.39)
(4.40)DV 4 U -TV2u + ph a 2 =f,
where V4 is biharmonic operator. For rectangular plates, we assume homogeneous
solution Uh(X, y, t) = Cei'tewPex, the resulting plate dispersion equation becomes
D(p2 + q2 )2 - T(p2 + q2) - phw2 = 0. (4.41)
Similar to solving beam equation, we solve (p2 + q2 ), and derive the nth modal shape
on(x, y)
= (CnicosanX + Cn2sinanx)(Cn3cos#3ny + Cn4sin3ny) +
(Cn5cosha' + Cn6sinha'X)(Cn7cosh3'y + Cnssinhf' y).
k = n 2D D ,
T T )2 phw2
o =2 D D
(4.42)
(4.43)
(4.44)
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On(x, y)
with
Similar to beam element, plate dynamics include both sinusoidal and evanescent
waveforms. Equation 4.43 shows the relation between wavenumber k, and frequency
Wn, where an and on are wavenumber components in x and y directions respectively.
4.3.2 Solution to Rectangular Plates without Tension
For rectangular plates with negligible tension force T, the plate equation can be
reduced to
DV4U + ph =f, (4.45)
and the wavenumber-frequency relation can be reduced to
phw2kp = h- = r . (4.46)D
The modal shapes become
n,(x, y) = (CnicosanX + Cn2sinanX)(C,3cos,y + Cn4sin,3y) +
(Cn5coshanx + Cn6sinhanX)(Cn7cosh,3ny + Cnssinhoy). (4.47)
At this moment, we can foresee the difficulties to decouple the plate equations. If
we follow the same procedures as decoupling beam equation, we will have 8 boundary
conditions to solve for the 8 unknown coefficients. At last we will have an 8 by 8
matrix, we will set the determinant to be zero and solve for the characteristic equation
to get an and ,. In this thesis, the analytical analysis is derived and used to design
controller and sensor/actuator positioning method. As for solving the responses, I
will use Finite Element Method instead.
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4.4 Dynamics and Analysis of Rectangular Mem-
branes
To solve the dynamics of rectangular membranes, we simplify the problem by assum-
ing constant tension force applied along all four edges: T = T, = T, and T =0.
For membranes with tension in only one direction (T, = 0 or Ty = 0), they can be
considered as string elements. We obtain the membrane equation by neglecting plate
rigidity D in Equation 4.37, and we have
02u
-TV 2u + ph&92 = f. (4.48)
Similar to solving the plate equation, we obtain the nth modal shape:
On(x, y) = (CnicosanX + Cn2sinanX)(Cn3COSsy + Cn4sin#,3y). (4.49)
The membrane dispersion equation becomes:
kn= a± + On = nWn. (4.50)T
4.5 Modeling of Passive Damping
For the purpose of being able to decouple the equations, the structures are usually
assumed to have proportional damping (modal damping). This argument is applicable
when damping is very small, hence the coupling can be regarded as being a second-
order effect [75, pp.197]. The sources of passive damping are mainly contributed
by boundaries (joints), material hysteresis, air drag, and electromagnetic force. We
will prove that at higher frequencies, the air drag and electromagnetic force become
insignificant compared to material hysteresis.
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4.5.1 Material Hysteresis Damping
For our system, if the object has free-free boundaries, the main source of passive
damping comes from the material hysteresis at the order of I0-. The seamless tube
used in our experiment is measured to have loss factor of 0.002 at around 100 Hz1 .
When the object is attached to any boundaries, such as loose-bores, hinges, clamps,
or even strings, the damping will be dominated by the boundaries. The energy of the
structure can be transmitted through the boundaries and get dissipated. Especially
the loose-contact boundaries will have a lot of relative motion when structures vibrate,
and the friction will dominate the passive damping.
To model the material hysteresis damping, we can define a loss factor as the ratio
of energy loss per cycle [29, 26]:
AU = (Energy dissipated per cycle)
27rU 27r(Peak strain energy) '
and 77 can be measured experimentally. Lazan [62] presented a broad list of experi-
mental loss factors for different materials at different temperatures and frequencies.
Similarly, we can modify Young's modulus by using a complex modulus:
E = E(1 + j7). (4.52)
Using beam as an example, the governing equation can be rewritten as
I + p =f. (4.53)
The modal decomposition will be the same as before, and we have the system response
'If we had chosen a seam-welded tube for our experiment, the loss factor could be as high as
0.01 [151, and this project would had been much less challenging. We chose seamless tubes at the
beginning in order to simplify this project since our designed LVDT sensor is sensitive to the location
the seam-welded-joints.
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as
u(s) # q(Za)r(Z,,)
f) =iAr( 2 ±) (4.54)7(s) r=1 r (S2 + CZr)'
where C2O = w (1 + j,), hence we can rewrite it as
U(s) #r(Za)#r(Z.)
f(s) + j(W4 + W2)
Near the resonance peak when s ~ jWr, we have the loss factor r7 proportional to
damping ratio (, and q = 2(. Steel has a loss factor of q ~ 0.001 ~ 0.008. Loss
factors of several different materials are shown in Appendix A. Generally aluminum
has a smaller loss factor than steel. Fortunately, aluminum is non-magnetic and
conductive, we can add passive damping to aluminum easily without touching it by
applying a constant magnetic field.
If the loss factor is independent of frequencies, we can assume that modal damping
of each mode is the same. However, loss factor is indeed a function of frequencies
and temperatures. Lazan [62, Chapter 3] shows that some steel has its maximum
loss factor around 10 Hz. In this project, we assume each mode has the same modal
damping for simplicity. If the exact damping ratio is important, we can measure it
experimentally. To measure the loss factor of a certain material, we can use a piece
of string to hang the material freely. The attaching points can be arranged to be at
the nodes of the first vibration mode to avoid extra energy dissipation through the
string. Test the structure by hitting it with a hammer, and then observe the decay of
the first mode vibration. To test the damping ratio at different frequencies, a simple
way will be by using the same material with different lengths.
4.5.2 Air Drag Damping
For a material with loss factor smaller than 10-4, the viscous damping from air may
need to considered. To calculate the damping caused by air viscosity, we calculate
the Reynold's number to determine the type of fluid flow.
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Using the tubular beam in our experiment, for amplitude of 1mm, frequency of
1000 rad/s, the maximum velocity is 1 m/s. At this speed, we have Reynold's number
pUD 1.2 1 -0.006Re = <= 400, (4.56)
P 1.8 x 10-5
where y = 1.8 x 10-5 kg/ms is the air dynamic viscosity, U = 1 m/s is the moving
velocity, p = 1.2 kg/m 3 is the air density, and D = 6 mm is tube diameter. For this
small Reynold's number, we can assume the drag is caused by viscosity [60, §20].
The drag on an infinity long cylinder cannot be solved easily. We can use three
different approximation methods. One approximation is for cylinders with very small
Reynold's number. The drag per unit length is
F- 4l . (4.57)
log (R
This approximation apparently doesn't work for the case that Reynold's number is
larger than 7.4, since it will give a negative drag force, which is wrong.
Another simple approximation is by using a model of sphere with radius R, the
drag force is simply
F = 67rpRU. (4.58)
A better but more complicated approximation can be solved by an ellipsoid
model [59, §339]. The drag on an ellipsoid with radius R and length 2C can be
found to be
F = 67rpU 8  with A=j- (4.59)
3(A + B)' 10 A '
B=R20 dk
Jo (R2 +k)A'
A = (R 2 + k) 2(C 2 + k).
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For R = 3 mm and C > R, we can solve for the force per unit length:
F
F rPU = bU = 5 x 10- 5U. (4.60)2C
This approximation from ellipsoid model is roughly three times smaller than the
that of sphere model, which is reasonable. This equation determined the damping
coefficient b = 5 x 10-5 for the tube in our experiment.
In the following, I use modal analysis to find out the contribution of air drag to
structural damping at different frequencies. By using our experimental setup as an
example, assume the system is decoupled, we can derive natural frequency on, modal
mass M, modal stiffness Ka, and modal damping D, from air drag:
EI = l2, (4.61)
Mn = pA$2dz = pA sin2(z nzr)dz = pAL = 0.18, (4.62)
Kn = Mnw2 = 22n , (4.63)
Dn = b ndz = b sin2(z nr)dz = bL = 7.5 x0. (4.64)
fn~b L
If we write a normal equation for the nth mode, we have
Mn + Dn + Kn = No,
or MnQ ( + w2 ) = Nn (4.65)
In other words, the modal damping ratio (n is
D, 2x 10 5
(n = ~ . (4.66)2Mnw,, n2
This result shows that the air drag may add damping to the structures at low fre-
quencies. However, with the resonance frequency increases, the stiffness of structure
increases such that the air damping becomes insignificant. Table 4.1 lists the numer-
ical results of a hinged-hinged beam. The damping coefficient from the air drag is
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Table 4.1: Properties of each resonance modes of a hinged-hinged beam. Each mode
is considered an independent mass-spring system. Damping ratio (" from air drag
becomes negligible at high frequencies.
Mode Frequency Modal mass Modal stiffness Modal damping Modal damping
_n (rad/s) Mn (kg) Kn (N/m) Dn (Ns/m 2 ) ratio (n
1 11 0.18 22 7.5 x 10-5 2 x 10-5
2 44 0.18 348 7.5 x 10-5 5 x 10-6
3 99 0.18 1764 7.5 x 10-5 2 x 10-6
4 176 0.18 5576 7.5 x 10-5 1 x 10-6
5 275 0.18 13612 7.5 x 10-5 8 x 10-7
6 396 0.18 28227 7.5 x 10-5 5 x 10-7
7 539 0.18 52294 7.5 x 10-5 4 x 10-7
shown to be negligible when resonance modes get higher.
4.6 Summary
Analytical analysis gives us understanding and insight about the structural dynamic
behaviors. In this thesis, the structural uncertainty envelope, controller design, and
sensor/actuator positioning method are derived from analytical analysis. Notice that
we made the following assumptions when we derive the analytic model of structures
1. Consider small bending deformations only, and neglect transversal shear defor-
mations.
2. Assume uniform material properties, dimensions, and tension forces.
3. Assume axially moving velocity is zero.
4. Assume linear elasticity.
5. Assume damping is small, and each mode can be decoupled.
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Chapter 5
Experiments of Magnetic
Suspension and Vibration Control
of Levitated Beams
This project focused on the experiment of magnetic suspension of a slender tubular
beam. In this chapter, I describe the design of experimental setup, the modeling of
each component, and the results of the experiment. In our approach, we use multiple
Single-Input-Single-Output (SISO) controllers. That is, each pair of sensors and
actuators is controlled locally. In the next 2 chapters, I further describe the designs
of the associated actuators and sensors for this experimental setup. In Chapter 6, I
describe a novel sensor/actuator positioning method, which is a key to the successful
suspension of the flexible structures in this thesis.
5.1 Experimental Setup
The experiment is designed to magnetically suspend a 3 m (10 ft) long steel tube,
which has 6.35 mm (0.25 in) diameter and 0.9 mm (0.035 in) wall thickness. We use
8 non-contact position sensors and 8 non-contact force actuators to accomplish this
suspension.
Figure 5-1 shows the experimental setup we developed in our laboratory, and Fig-
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Figure 5-1: Tube suspension experimental setup
ure 5-2 shows the schematic design of the setup. The sensors detect the position of
the tubular beam, and send the outputs to the DSP board via A/D converters. The
DSP board does real-time sensor linearization and feedback control, and sends the
control signals to the actuator current control boards via D/A converters. The actu-
ators then apply the control forces to suspend the beam. The details of programming
this DSP board are shown in Appendix D
The sensors and actuators can be moved freely along the 3 m long rail to study
different sensor/actuator positioning methods. The designs of the sensor-stand and
actuator-stand are shown in Figure 5-3. These stands are also designed to allow the
sensors and actuators to be adjusted over t3 mm in the x and y directions, in order
to compensate for any misalignment of the rail.
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Figure 5-2: Schematic design of experimental setup for tube levitation.
5.2 Scaling of Experiment Design
In this section, we describe the design of dimensions for the scaled-down experiment.
We will analyze the scaling of both structural dynamics and magnetic properties with
respect to the original full-scale experiment at American Metal Handle.
5.2.1 Original Setup at AMH
This project germinated from ideas developed by Dr. Conrad Smith, founder of
American Metal Handle, a company that produced metal handles for brooms and
mops. They consulted with Professor T rumper on the magnetic suspension of the
metal tubes for non-contact processing. The production line at American Metal
Handle has a 47 m long seam-welded steel tube with 20 mm diameter and 0.36 mm
thickness, which is suspended by 10 magnetic suspension stages.
5.2.2 Scaling of Beams
As discussed in previous chapters, for beams without tension, we have the dynamic
equation:
El4 + pA 2 = f, (5.1)
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Figure 5-3: Stands for sensors and actuators: they allow sensors and actuators to
be moved and clamped along the rail (z axis). The x and y positions can be fine
adjusted by the adjusting screws.
where z is axial coordinate, u is transverse deflection, and f is external transverse
force density. Assuming a homogeneous solution uh(z, t) = Ceitek, the resulting
beam dispersion equation becomes
EIk4 - pAw2 =0. (5.2)
If we use hinged-hinged boundaries for example, the beam with length L will have
resonance modes with wavelengths of 2L, L, 2L/3, --- , 2L/n. The corresponding
wavenumbers kn are 7r/L, 27r/L, 37r/L, .. -, nyr/L, where kn is equal to 27r/wavelength.
For the purpose of our experiments, we designed our sensors and actuators with a
bandwidth near 1 kHz, and we want to control the system vibration up to about 1000
rad/s. Therefore we designed our experiment such that there will be 10 vibration
modes within 1000 rad/s. Our final experimental setup has pA = 0.117 kg/m, EI =
11.68 Nm 2 , and a beam dispersion equation of k2 = 0.1w,. At 1000 rad/s, we have
wavenumber kn = 10 rad/m, which is around the 9th to 10th vibration modes.
For the original AMH setup, the tube has a bending stiffness of EI = 212 Nm 2,
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and a mass distribution of pA = 0.171 kg/m, and the resulting dispersion equation
is k2 - 0.028w,. At 100 rad/s, we have wavenumber k, = 1.67 rad/m, which is near
the 25th vibration modes. This tells us that in the real production line, if we only
control the system to this low bandwidth, the dynamics of actuators, sensors, and
sampling time are less problematic, but we need to have a controller with phase lead
starting at a much lower frequency.
5.2.3 Scaling of Actuators
In Chapter 7, we derive that our actuator has a force function of
.
2
F(g, i) = 36-, (5.3)9
where F is force in N, i is input current in A, and g is air gap in mm. This nonlinear
property is normal for an electromagnet, and cannot be scaled up and down linearly.
That is the reason why electromagnets are usually designed case by case.
Details of the analyses of actuator field distribution and forces are given in Chap-
ter 7. Using the Quad-U-core electromagnet as an example, assume that the back
iron and the target both have permeability /t > y, the applied force F from the 2
pole faces can be derived as:
F - __2 PoApole(Ni)2  (5.4)
[oApole 4g 2
where Po = 47r x 10- H/m is permeability of air, N is number of turns of coil, i is
current input, g is air gap, and Apoie is actuator pole face area.
The criteria to scale up and down the actuator size are based on the magnetic
saturation and current limit:
1. Magnetic flux limit: The maximum magnetic flux density is Bmax = q/Amag <
1.5 Tesla due to magnetic saturation of ferromagnetic materials, where Amag is
the minimum cross sectional area of ferromagnetic materials. In other words,
the bottleneck along the magnetic flux path Amag determines the maximum
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force, which includes the path along actuator back iron and target steel.
2. Current density limit: The maximum current density is Jmax = Ni/Ac0 il <
5 x 106 A/M 2 due to limited heat transfer for air cool system, where Acoj is the
cross sectional area of coil.
For example, if we want to obtain a maximum force of 2 N, we can decide the
dimension of the actuator by the following 2 steps:
1. From magnetic saturation limit, assume that the minimum cross sectional area
is the pole face, we have the force function as
F - = BmaxApole > 2. (5.5)
poApole PO
With Bmax = 1.5 Tesla, we have Apoie > 1.1 mm2 . Hence we need a minimum
cross sectional area of 1.1 mm2 for both the back iron and the target steel.
2. For an air gap of g = 3 mm, and a pole face area of Apoe = 40 mm 2, we have
the force function as
- PoApole(Ni)2 06 )F= 2  = 1.2 x 10~(Ni)2 > 2, (5.6)
hence we need Ni > 1280. From the current density limit of Ni/Acouj < 5 x
106 A/M 2, we need a cross sectional area of the coil of Acu > 256 mm 2 .
In our design, we use 1200 turns of 26 gauge wire for each U-magnet.
5.3 Dynamics of Hardware
The designs of the actuators and sensors for this experimental setup are given in
the following two chapters. Here I summarize the dynamics of actuators and sensors
in the following subsections. I also include the dynamics of the time delay from
the digital controller, which introduces a phase lag at high frequencies, and makes
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the suspension control extremely difficult. These information will be included in the
open-loop system dynamics to help us design the controllers.
5.3.1 Actuator Dynamics
The dynamics of Quad-U-Core actuators are discussed in Chapter 7. We summarize
the properties in the following:
1. Force function: The actuator has the current-force relation:
-2
f(g, i) = 36 act (5.7)9
where f is force in N, iat is actuator current in A, and g is air gap in mm.
2. Actuator dynamics: The actuator alone is modeled by a resistor (13 Q), series
with an inductor (0.13 H), and paralleled with a capacitor (10 nF).
3. Closed-loop dynamics: With the augmented damping resistor of 2 kQ, the cur-
rent command to actuator current output has a gain of 1 and two poles at 4.4
kHz with a damping ratio of 0.9. The transfer function is:
iact (2.8 x 104)2
t fet s 2 + 2 x 0.9 x 2.8 x 10 4s + (2.8 x 104)2
4. Command filter: The 1st order low-pass filter has a dc gain of 0.1 and a pole
at 28 kHz:
V t= 0.1 x 1.79 x 105
Vin s + 1.79 x 105
5. Detachable 2nd order filter: The low-pass filter has a dc gain of 2.2 and two
poles at 800 Hz with a damping ratio of 0.4:
Vot 2.2 x 50002
Vm s2 + 2 x 0.4 x 5000s + 50002
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These transfer functions together are the dynamics of our actuators. Notice that
the detachable 2nd order filter is used to reduce sensor feedthrough induced by the
actuator current. It is removed later when we suspend the 10 ft long beam with
free-free boundaries in order to reduce the phase lag. Sensor feedthrough induced by
the actuator current is no longer problematic since we use sensor/actuator averaging
method, and hence the sensors and actuators do not need to be placed close to each
other.
5.3.2 Sensor Dynamics
The sensor after linearization has the dynamics from the low-pass filters: two 2nd
order filters and a twin-T notch filter:
1. Low-pass filter: We add two 2nd order low-pass filters to the sensor output, one
filter has a dc gain of 2.2, two poles at 1 kHz with damping ratio 0.4, and the
transfer function is:
Vot _ 2.2 x 60602
i s2 + 2 x 0.4 x 6060s + 60602
The other filter has a dc gain of 1.7, two poles at 3.4 kHz with damping ratio
0.65, and the transfer function is:
Vot 2 1.7 x 213002
s2 + 2 x 0.65 x 21300s + 213002
2. Twin-T notch filter: It has a dc gain of 1, a deep notch at 12kHz, and the
transfer function is:
Vot s 2 + 770002
v, s2 + 308000s + 770002 (
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5.3.3 Time Delay by Digital Control
Our digital controller is fully loaded, and thus requires nearly the whole sample inter-
val to compute the corresponding output. Thus the total time delay td of the digital
controller can be approximated by the sum of the computational time tc, and half
of the sampling time t,: td - t, + It,. For the final setup of our system, we have
computational time t, ~ 220 ps, and sampling time t, = 250 ps. Hence we can model
the time delay in frequency domain by Gd(s) = e-ds. It can be further approximated
by Pad6 approximation (2nd order):
1 - (tds/2) + (t2s 2 / 12
Gd(s) = (5.14)1+ (tds/2) + (t2s2/12)
The main effect of the time delay to the system can be interpreted as phase
lag at high frequencies. We have a sampling rate of 4 kHz, which is considered
fast at this time1 . However, if we take a look at the frequency domain at 1000
rad/s, which is our designed control bandwidth, a time delay of td = 345 /is causes
1000 x 345 x 10-6 rad phase lag, or equivalently, 200 phase lag. The phase lag due
to time delay increases linearly with the frequency, which makes the stabilization of
the high frequency vibrations extremely difficult.
5.3.4 System Open-Loop Dynamics
Combining the dynamics of the sensor, actuator, time delay, and the tubular beam,
the open-loop dynamics is shown in Figure 5-4. The tubular beam is assumed to have
free-free boundaries. Notice at 2000 rad/s, we have a phase lag of about 80o, in which
the time delay of the digital control contributes 400.
From Figure 5-4, we can see one of the difficulties of stabilize such a system:
the significant phase lag at high frequencies. Furthermore, our goal is to stabilize
the beam with varying boundary conditions, which makes the controller design even
more challenging. In the following, I will introduce the modeling of the beam with
'Our state-of-art controller DSP board, A/D board, D/A board, and controller software costs
about 20,000 US dollars.
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Figure 5-4: Open-loop dynamics from actuator force (N) to sensor output (mm),
including dynamics of the free-free beam, sensor, actuator, and time delay.
varying boundary conditions, and then we can design our controller to stabilize the
system.
5.4 Structural Dynamics with Uncertainties
In the previous section, we show the open-loop dynamics of the tubular beam with
free-free boundaries, which is only one of the many typical cases of our system, hence
it cannot be used directly to guide the controller design. Because in this project, our
goal is to stabilize this tubular beam with varying boundary conditions and varying
longitudinal lengths. We would like to find the uncertainty envelope that covers the
dynamics of such system to guide the controller design. In this section, I derive the
equation of the envelope that covers the resonance peaks in the Bode plot.
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5.4.1 Envelope of Structure Resonance Peaks
As shown in Chapter 4, the modal analysis shows that the structural response can be
represented by the superposition of each mode. For a beam structure, the transfer
function from a point force f at z = za, to a position output y at z = z, can be shown
as:
G(s) -M (() -r(Z (a)#(z) (5.15)
E~s M (S2 + 2 rw'rs + W2)'
where #r(Za) is the amplitude of the modal shape at the actuator, and #,(z.) is the
amplitude of the modal shape at the sensor.
For each mode, the transfer function is
G(s) = M r(Za)Or(Zs) (5.16)
Mr(s2 + 2(rwrs + W2)'
which has a resonance peak at
W = Wr 1 - 2(r ~ Wr for light damping, (5.17)
and the resonance peak has value of
Sr(Za)#r(Zs) Or(Za)Or(Zs) (5.18)
2MroW 1 - 2 2MrW(
We assume a sinusoidal modal shape, and normalize the modal shape such that the
maximum amplitude is 1. Then the modal mass M, can be calculated as
Mr = pA#2 dz = pA sin2( nrr) dz = -pAL = -m, (5.19)0 O L 2 2
where m is the total weight of the beam.
To derive the uncertainty envelope, we assume both modal controllability #,(za)
and modal observability r(Z,) to be 1, and the resulting resonance peak envelope
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Figure 5-5: Beam dynamics and uncertainty envelope:
free-free beam are upper bounded by the envelope.
both hinged-free beam and
becomes
1
Genveope (w) = m(W 2 (5.20)
We use a beam example to demonstrate that the derived envelope is a conservative
assumption. Figure 5-5 shows the Bode plots of a beam with damping ratio ( = 0.001
with hinged-free ends and free-free ends, and it also shows that the derived envelope
covers the resonance peaks for either case. Our assumption of #,(z,) = #,(za) = 1
assumes that each resonance peak is at its maximum. The peak envelope derived is
actually the uncertainty that we want to cover in our applications. In other words,
when the tube boundary conditions change, or the tube length changes, the resonance
frequencies will change, however, the resonance peaks will remain below the derived
envelope. This envelope is then very useful for design.
An important result from Equation 5.20 is that the designed suspension stiffness
will be mainly limited by the beam's total mass m and damping ratio (. For the same
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example of Figure 5-5, we assume the open-loop dynamics has a significant phase lag
of about 400 at w . 1000 rad/s due to the dynamics of the sensor, actuator, and
time delay. Thus we can design a controller such that the loop transfer function has
a crossover at w e 1000 rad/s. Since the open-loop dynamics has a gain of 10-2.5
m/N at 1000 rad/s, we can immediately find the maximum controller gain at 1000
rad/s can not exceed 102.5 N/m, or 316 N/m. Thus we can decide the order of the
suspension stiffness quickly from the peak envelope.
5.4.2 Peak Envelope and System Stability
If we have a controller K, the loop transfer function of the peak envelope becomes
KGenveope(w). Roughly speaking, the system will be unstable when the loop transfer
function KGenveope(w) has phase below -180 , and the gain above 0 dB.
In fact, this criteria is conservative. To see this, we can plot the Nyquist plot of
a resonance peak, and see if the resonance peak encircles the -1 point. For the nth
resonance mode, we have the transfer function:
1
Ga(s) = (5.21)
Mn(s 2 + 2(nwns + nl)
We assume in the vicinity of a resonance mode, the transfer function is dominated
by this mode. Thus the loop transfer function near this mode becomes Gloop(s) =
KGn(s) It can be approximated as a circle in the Nyquist Plot. To prove that, we
use the frequency w around Wn, and check the gain and phase of Gjoi0 (jW):
K/ Ma
GIoop(jw) = (w~ (5.22)(2 - W2) + j (2(no)'
Suppose w = wn + E, where E is a small value compared to wn. The result becomes:
Glop(j =ln rK/M4 K (-E) + (-(nWn)G2) (+ = .2nW (5.23)) W2(-2Ewn - c2) + j(2naw + 2(swnc) Mn 2w, (E2 + w)
This result matches the equation for a circle in the complex plane that has the center
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Figure 5-6: Nyquist Plot of a resonance mode.
at [0, -R] and a radius R:
X 2 + (Y + R)2 = R 2, with R = K M , (5.24)
4(nW2
where X is the real part, Y is the imaginary part, and R is the radius.
Assume Mn = 0.18, w, = 1000, (n = 0.001, K = 1000, and hence R = 1.39. When
we plot KG1 ,0 (jw) in the complex plane, we have a circle as shown in Figure 5-6.
Notice that such a system has a phase margin of sin- 9R, which is 210 in this example.
Therefore we can obtain a less conservative criteria for stability using the peak
envelope: the system will be unstable when the gain of KGenvelope(w) > 0 dB and the
phase lag
1
#01,g(w) > sin-1 .(5.25)
KGenvelopew
Notice that this is still an approximation, and is valid when the damping ratio is
small and each resonance mode dominates its local frequency response. However,
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this result is very useful for a first-level analysis of these types of loops.
plot of this criteria is shown in Figure 5-7.
The Bode
5.5 Controller Design
The controller needs to have the following functions:
1. Robustly stabilizes the system.
2. Damps the resonance modes within control bandwidth.
3. Provides enough dc stiffness to reject disturbances.
In this thesis, we design the controller using a SISO controller design method. We
extend it to a MIMO controller by checking the loop transfer function of the SISO
system multiplied by n times if we have n sensor/actuator pairs. In the following
subsections, I will introduce the controller design, and justify the stability of the
resulting MIMO controller.
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5.5.1 SISO Controller Design and Analysis
Here we show the design of a SISO controller for one actuator/sensor pair. To achieve
the robustness we need for non-contact processing, the beam dynamics will be re-
placed by the peak envelope as represented previously in this chapter. We represent
the system open loop dynamics including the beam dynamics, actuator dynamics,
sensor dynamics, and time delay. A typical bode plot of the system open loop dy-
namics is shown in Figure 5-4.
Notice that we cannot just have phase margin at the crossover frequency. We need
to have phase margin at all of the resonance modes within the bandwidth to stabilize
the system. This requires the addition of a lead compensator. However, we do not
want to increase the high-frequency gain too much. Therefore, we have designed a
slow roll-up lead compensator, which has the form
(s +m)(s±+4m) - -.H(s) = Kp( + m)(s + 4m).. (5.26)(s + 2m) (s + 8m) -.-.
Such a controller will have a maximum phase lead of 450, and have a gain slope of 10
dB/decade. A typical transfer function of the slow-roll-up lead compensator is shown
in Figure 5-8.
For the beam example as shown in Figure 5-4, we design a slow-roll-up lead
compensator of
4(s + 30) (s + 120) (s + 400)
(s + 60)(s + 240)(s + 800)
We add extra phase lead around the frequency of 800 rad/s to compensate for the
significant phase lag of the open-loop dynamics. The resulting loop transfer function
is shown in Figure 5-9. Notice that there will be high frequency resonance modes
with gain higher than 0 dB if the damping ratio is this small, and these modes may
destabilize the system if the phase margin is negative. In our work, this problem is
solved by using a special sensor/actuator positioning method: sensor averaging and
actuator averaging, which will be discussed in detail in Chapter 6.
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Figure 5-8: Bode Plots of a slow roll-up lead compensator, which has multiple zero-
pole pairs distributed along the frequencies where we need phase lead. The compen-
sator gives 10 dB/decade slope in gain, and an average phase lead of 3Wo.
Although we want to have a sufficient dc stiffness in our magnetic bearing, we
do not want to use a lag compensator. For example, if the beam has the 1st reso-
nance mode at 20 rad/s, we can design a lag compensator located at about 1/10 this
resonance frequency. The lag compensator of
h(s) = (s±2) (5.28)(s +1)
can provide a 2 times larger dc stiffness. However, introducing such a slow dynamics
into the system is not a good idea for our system. For example, if we have a displace-
ment disturbance of +2 mm for a few seconds, once this disturbance is relieved, the
tube will have a roughly -4 mm rebound, and could hit the magnetic bearings or
sensors. Furthermore, the stability of the MIMO system by using a lag compensator
for each sensor/actuator pair cannot be easily justified.
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where gij(S)
Notice that 912 is equal to 921.
such that:
[-
S(S) Or(Z)Or(Zi) (5.30)fi(s) _ M,(s2 + 2(rWrS + W2)
Using a local control method, we have the controller
f = H(s) =
f2 e2
h(s)
0
The determinant of (I + GH) is
1I + GHI = [ 1 + hgjj
+ hg2 1
hg12  1 = 1 + h(g1  + 922) + h2 (g1 g2 2 - 9?2). (5.32)
1 + hg22 J
The second order terms can be neglected when controller gain h(s) is small, when gij
is small, or when it is near resonance frequency since
qr (zi)#r(z2) 2
gii(jWr)9 2 2 (jWr) 1 g- 2 (jw,) ~ ( ) . (5.33)
Hence the determinant can be approximated by
|I + GHI ~ 1 + h(gll +922) (5.34)
when it is near resonance frequency or when it is at high frequencies. For a free-
free beam example, the comparison of Equation 5.32 and Equation 5.34 is shown in
Figure 5-11. We can see that at high frequencies, the real loop transfer function and
the approximation is very close. Hence the stability of the closed-loop system can be
predicted by this approximation.
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Figure 5-11: The Bode Plots show the loop transfer function of a free-free beam with
2 inputs and 2 outputs: the dashed line shows h(g11 +922) + h 2 (911922 - g 2 ), and the
solid line shows h(g11 + 922).
We can design the controller based on this approximation method, which has the
following characteristics:
1. The approximation method simply sums up the loop transfer function of each
sensor/actuator pair together. In terms of our derived peak envelope, we simply
times it by n if we have n sensor/actuator pairs.
2. At high frequencies, the approximate loop transfer function is very close to the
real loop transfer function.
3. At low frequencies, the approximation method differs from the real loop transfer
function, However, since the controller at low frequencies can be considered as a
good spring-damper, it will not destabilize the system. Notice that this simple
argument will not be acceptable if we use a lag compensator at low frequencies.
4. This approximation method offers a quick way to estimate the controller design.
The real closed-loop system can be easily verified by checking the closed-loop
poles (roots of I(I + GH)I = 0).
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Figure 5-12: Suspension of a hinged-free beam with length L=1.5 ft by using 1 sensor
and 1 dipole-quadrupole actuator.
5.6 Magnetic Suspension of Short Beams
We started our experimental efforts by testing the magnetic bearings on short beams
with lengths of 1.5 ft and 2 ft. Short beams are easier to suspend since the vibration
modes are at higher frequencies. In the control of short beams, we keep the bandwidth
below the 1st vibration mode. We add damping to the rigid body mode, and make
sure all the vibration modes have loop gains below 0 dB. When the vibration modes
are excited, we add low-pass filters to reduce the gains of the vibration modes.
5.6.1 Suspension of a Short Hinged-Free Beam
We started the short beam suspension with hinged-free boundaries. The experimental
setup is shown in Figure 5-12. The beam is 1.5 ft long, one end is supported by a
flexure, and the other end is suspended by a magnetic bearing. We used the Dipole-
Quadrupole actuator on this setup, since this was early in the project before we
designed the Quad-U-Core actuators.
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Figure 5-13: Modal shapes and open-loop Bode Plots of a hinged-free beam.
The modal shape for this beam and the associated open-loop Bode plot are shown
in Figure 5-13. We design the controller such that the loop transfer function has a
crossover around 150 rad/s. The controller is a simple lead compensator:
h(s) = 2 +50N/mm,
s + 200
which adds a phase lead around 50 - 200 rad/s. We successfully stabilize it with a
bandwidth below the 1st vibration mode.
The experimentally measured closed-loop Bode plot is shown in Figure 5-14. The
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Figure 5-14: Experimental closed-loop Bode Plots of the suspension of a hinged-
free beam. Dashed line shows theoretical Bode Plots for comparison, which neglects
dynamics of actuator, sensor and time delay.
1st resonance mode is at around 100 Hz, and our closed-loop bandwidth is at around
25 Hz. These results show that we only control the rigid body mode of the short
beam.
5.6.2 Suspension of a Short Free-Free Beam
In the second experiment, we use 2 Quad-U-Core actuators and 2 sensors to suspend
a 2 ft long tube with free-free boundaries as shown in Figure 5-15. The purpose of
this experiment is to test the new Quad-U-Core actuator design. In this experiment,
we found the following problems:
1. Feedthrough from actuator to sensor: as described in Chapter 8, the main
reasons are that the actuator has a fringing magnetic field in the axial direction,
and that the actuator current controller has a resonance at 4 kHz.
2. Cross-coupling between sensors: due to the use of one current control board to
drive all 8 sensors.
3. To use feedback linearization, we need accurate sensor feedback. The nonlinear
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Figure 5-15: Suspension of a free-free beam with length L=2 ft by using 2 sensors
and 2 Quad-U-Core actuators.
sensor output cannot provide accurate information.
4. When the tube has free-free boundaries, there is always some limit cycle res-
onance at high frequencies, such as 800 Hz, which is well above our control
bandwidth.
5. Sensor/actuator non-collocation becomes problematic. The tube can be stable
at one position, and becomes unstable when moved to the left or right by a
few inches. The instability happens because the sensor and actuator move
to the opposite sides of a vibration node, and the modal observability and
controllability become out of phase.
After this experiment, I modified the circuit designs of sensors and actuators, as
described in Chapter 8 and Chapter 7. The non-collocation and limit-cycle problems
are solved later by the development of the sensor/actuator averaging methods, as will
be described in Chapter 6.
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5.7 Magnetic Suspension and Vibration Control of
Long Beams
The final goal of our experiment is to robustly suspend the 10 ft long beam with
varying boundary conditions. This is the most challenging task that we faced in
this project. Especially when the tube is being suspended with free-free boundaries,
the modal damping ratio is smaller than 0.001, which makes the control extremely
difficult. After we developed the sensor/actuator averaging method, we successfully
suspended the beam with varying boundary conditions, including free-free bound-
aries. Figure 5-16 shows the stable suspension of the 10 ft long beam with free-free
boundaries.
Figure 5-16: Suspension of a free-free beam with length L=10 ft by using 8 sensors
and 8 quad-U-core actuators.
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5.7.1 Suspension of Long Beams with Loose-Bore Ends
The first experiment of suspending the 10 ft long beam, we used 8 sensors and 8
actuators to control 8 points of the beam independently without sensor/actuator
averaging. We applied the slow roll-up lead compensator, and could only stabilized the
beam when it has loose-bore boundaries, which are supporting bores that are slightly
larger than the tube. The loosely contacted boundaries provide enough damping to
stabilize the system. However there were still high frequency vibration being excited
as limit cycles. We could hear the collision between the tube and the loose bores.
When the boundaries are set free, clamped, or hinged, the system goes unstable,
because the energy can not be dissipated as much as by using loosely contacted
boundaries.
We tried to lower the high frequency gains of the controller without loosing the
dc stiffness, hence we applied a lag compensator. However, this attempt was never
successful. The beam stuck to different poles of the actuators sequentially in a period
of about 1 second, looked like a relay. For the rest of this experiment, I did not use
a lag compensator.
5.7.2 Suspension of Long Beams with Free-Free Ends
The suspension of the free-free beam is extremely difficult since there is no contacted
boundaries that can dissipate the vibration energy, hence the damping ratio is ex-
tremely low. In our attempt to suspend the free-free beam, we see the high frequency
modes can be easily excited and destabilize the system. Hence we have tried to re-
duce the phase lag at high frequencies. We removed the actuator low-pass filters,
and increased sensor filter bandwidth. By doing so, we reduce the phase lag, but
allow the signals to be noisy. We minimized sampling time and calculation time. We
designed the slow roll-up lead compensator to have only 150 phase lead across the
vibration modes so as to reduce the high frequency gain increase associated with the
compensator. After all these efforts, the system was still unstable. In operation, a
resonance mode at 800 Hz built up in a few seconds and destabilized the system. We
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were at a state that a slight touch by hand can add enough damping to stabilize the
system.
We later came up with a special sensor/actuator positioning method that finally
solves this problem. We use both sensor averaging and actuator averaging methods
and finally stabilize the system. The levitated beam is robustly stable with vary-
ing boundary conditions. The details of sensor/actuator averaging method and the
experimental results will be discussed in Chapter 6.
5.8 System Identification
To design the controller, it is important to understand the system dynamics. We can
obtain the system dynamics by solving the analytic model, or by directly measuring
it from the real system. Once we have the system open-loop dynamics, we can design
and analyze our controller accordingly. In this section, I briefly describe how we
experimentally identify the system dynamics, including identification of SISO systems
and MIMO systems. For MIMO systems, the system transfer function needs to be
obtained by solving matrix algebra.
In this thesis, I use the computer and DSP board to do on-line signal-analyzing
to identify the system dynamics. I adopted the digital-signal-analyzer program de-
veloped by Lilienkamp [67] in our lab, and modified it for identifying MIMO systems.
We use the swept sine method to measure the frequency response of the system for
each sample frequency. The details of the program are shown in Appendix D.
5.8.1 Identification of SISO Systems
For SISO system, if the system is stable by itself, we can measure its open loop
response directly, as shown in Figure 5-17(a).
However, if the system is neutral or unstable (such as our magnetic suspension
system), we have to design a feedback controller to first stabilize the system, and
then we can measure the system open-loop dynamics by measuring signals inside the
loop, as shown in Figure 5-17(b). By introducing disturbance d, we have signals ul
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Figure 5-17: Block diagrams of SISO systems: (a) an open-loop system, and (b) a
closed-loop system.
and U2 excited. The transfer function can be shown as:
U1
U= 1 (5.36)d 1+hg'
U2 hg (5.37)d 1+ hg'
where the order of h(s) and g(s) are interchangeable in multiplication since they
are scalars. Hence the loop transfer function h(s)g(s) can be obtained by directly
calculating either one of these two equations, or by comparing u1 and u2 by
-2= hg. (5.38)
U1
Equation 5.38 is more often used in analog analysis. By comparing ul and u2 signals,
it immediately shows the loop transfer functions. In digital analysis, all of these three
equations can be used conveniently.
5.8.2 Identification of MIMO Systems
For MIMO system, the system identification involves matrix calculation, and cannot
be simply obtained by comparing two signals. With the help of computer, we can
identify MIMO systems by storing signals and solving matrix equation afterwards.
A stable open-loop system is shown in Figure 5-18(a), and the dynamics can be
simply calculated from input ui and output y.
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Figure 5-18: Block diagrams of MIMO systems: (a) an open-loop system, and (b) a
closed-loop system.
For a neutral or an unstable open-loop system, we need to first stabilize the system,
and then measure the open-loop dynamics by measuring signals inside the loop. With
the system shown in Figure 5-18(b), the closed-loop transfer functions between the
signals can be calculated by
y = G(d+ He)
= y=G(d+H(r-y))
(I+GH)y=Gd+GHr
= y = (I + GH)-Gd + (I + GH)-GHr. (5.39)
Notice the order of G(s) and H(s) are not interchangeable in multiplication since
they are matrices. Our interest is to measure the open-loop transfer function matrix
G(s). It cannot be directly calculated from Equation 5.39. Instead, we can measure
ui and u2 , which can be represented in the following equations:
u1 = d + He =d + H(r - Gu1)
(I + HG)u= Hr + d
z u1 = (I + HG)-Hr + (I + HG)-d, (5.40)
U2 =H(r - y) = H(r - G(d +u 2 ))
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(a) (b) Disturbance
(I+ HG)u 2 = Hr - HGd
-> u2 = (I + HG)1 Hr - (I + HG) 1 HGd. (5.41)
Since we know our controller H(s), the transfer function matrix G(s) can be easily
calculated from Equation 5.40 from u1 and d. Hence in this thesis, I assign r = 0,
apply disturbance d, and measure u1 and d to calculate G(s) for each sample frequency
by
U1 = (I + HG)-ld. (5.42)
In the system identification code, we assign the disturbance d to be an identity
matrix. Assume we have 3 inputs and 3 outputs, to calculate the 3x 3 G(s) matrix, we
need to apply 3 different disturbances, and measure 3 outputs for each disturbances,
as shown in Figure 5-19.
(1) At t1 , I apply the first disturbance: d = [1 0 0 ]T, and the measured outputs are:
di(1)
=(I +HG)-1  d1(2)
di(3)
. tl
1
=(I + HG)- 1  0
0
At t 2 , I apply the second disturbance: d = [0 1 0]T, and the measured outputs
= (I + HG)- 1
d1(1)
d1(2)
d1(3)
= (I + HG)-1
- t2
(3) At t3 , I apply the third disturbance: d = [0 0 I]T, and the measured outputs are:
= (I + HG)- 1
d1(1)
d1 (2)
di(3)
=(I + HG)-1
- 3
0
0 . (5.45)
1
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u,(1)
ui(2)
ui(3)
all
a21
a31
- 1
(2)
are:
(5.43)
ui(1)
ul(2)
u,(3)
a 12
a 22
a32t2
0
1
0
(5.44)
u,(1)
ul(2)
u,(3)
a 13
a2 3
a3 3
- t3
(1) Step 1
Controller h(s) h(s) h(s)
U1 U2 U3
d1
Actuator | [* "
Sensor a-
(2) Step 2
(3) Step 3
0-
h(s)
U2
d2
E0--
a-
h(s)
U3
d3
Figure 5-19: Identification of a 3-input-3-output system: (1) apply dj, measure t 1 ,
U 2 , and U3 , (2) apply d2 , measure ua1 , U2 , and U3, and (3) apply d3 , measure it1 , U2 ,
and U3 -
(4) Combine the previous 3 equations, we have
all
Ann= a21
a 31
a 12 a13
a2 2 a23
a32 a33
Thus we can recover the matrix of G(s) by solving
S= H-1(I - A;-).
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= (I+ HG)-1
1
0
0
0 0
1 0
0 1
(5.46)
(5.47)
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Bode plot of open-loop dynamics
Represented by the envelope and phase lag only
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Figure 5-20: Open-loop Bode plot of the beam, which is represented by the peak
envelope and phase lag.
5.9 Summary of Suspension Stage Design Method
In this chapter, we decompose the beam suspension systems design into a few simple
steps. In the following, I will use a random example to show the simplicity of the
proposed design method.
For example, suppose we have a beam with EI = 200 Nm 2 , pA = 0.2 kg/m,
total length L = 10 m, damping ratio ( = 0.005, and a time delay of 500 ps, which
causes 300 phase lag around 1000 rad/s. We can design the suspension systems by
the following steps:
1. Peak envelope: The equation of the peak envelope of this beam is Genveiope (w) =
1/(m(w 2 ) = 1/(2-0.005-w 2 ) = 100/w 2 . The Bode plot of this envelope is shown
in Figure 5-20, the phase lag is the result of the 500 ps time delay. At W = 1000
rad/s, the envelope has a gain of 1 x 10-4 m/N.
2. Beam dispersion equation (EIkn = pAw2): For this example, we have kg =
0.03wn. From beam equation, we know that the 1st vibration mode for simply
supported boundaries has a wavelength of 2L = 20 m (wavenumber k, = 0.31
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Bode plot of controller dynamics H(s)
10 dB/decade slope
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Figure 5-21: Bode plot of the slow roll-up lead compensator, which has a phase lead
from 3 rad/s to 1000 rad/s .
rad/m), and has a resonance frequency of 3.3 rad/s. And the resonance mode
near 1000 rad/s has wavenumber k, ~ 5.5 rad/m (wavelength 1.1m).
3. Controller: We design a controller such that the cross over frequency of the
loop transfer function with respect to the envelope to be around 1000 rad/s,
where there is a 300 phase lag in the open-loop dynamics. We design a slow
roll-up lead compensator with 10 dB/decade gain slope, that has roughly a 3W
phase margin from 3 to 1000 rad/s (a lead compensator for 2.5 decade range).
To make the loop gain to be 1 at 1000 rad/s, we choose a SISO controller gain to
be 1 x 104 N/m at 1000 rad/s. If we actually use 8 independent sensor/actuator
pairs to control the beam at 8 points, we should modify the envelope by 8 times,
or divide the controller gain by 8. Hence we choose the controller to be
16(s + 10)(s + 40)(s + 160)(s + 640)
(s + 20)(s + 80)(s + 320)(s + 1280) '
and the Bode plot of this controller is shown in Figure 5-21. This controller has
a dc gain of 70 N/m, which is also the dc stiffness of each of the 8 magnetic
bearings. The resulting loop transfer function is shown in Figure 5-22. In this
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Figure 5-22: Bode plot of the loop transfer function.
Bode plot, when the gain is higher than 0 dB, the phase margin is positive,
which shows the closed-loop system is stable.
4. Sensor/actuator averaging: The details of sensor averaging and actuator
averaging methods will be introduced in Chapter 6. By using 2-sensor averaging,
we place 2 sensors set apart by 55 cm and average the output, which will
attenuate resonance modes with frequencies near 1000 rad/s (wavelengths near
110 cm). By using 2-actuator averaging, we place 2 actuators set apart by 50
cm, and apply the same force (1/2 the control force) to both actuators, that
will attenuate resonance modes with frequencies near 1300 rad/s.
5. At last, we can fine tune the controller. With the help of sensor/actuator
averaging, we can increase the proportional gain of the controller, hence increase
the magnetic bearing stiffness. We can also fine tune the controller pole-zero
locations to adjust for higher phase margin or lower gain slope.
This simple example shows the simplicity of our proposed design method for sus-
pension systems. Given the information of the beam to be suspended, we can easily
estimate the final suspension stiffness and positioning of the sensors and actuators.
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Chapter 6
Sensor Averaging and Actuator
Averaging Methods for Vibration
Control
One of the key contributions of this thesis is the idea that the stability of the non-
contact suspension of flexible objects can be significantly enhanced by the use of
properly chosen weighted averages of sensing and actuation. We refer to this idea
as sensor averaging when applied to measurements and actuator averaging when ap-
plied to control forces. The key idea of sensor averaging is to use a weighted average
of the outputs of a distributed array of N motion sensors, and thus attenuates the
observability of undesired resonance modes. On the other hand, with actuator av-
eraging we apply a weighted distributed array of M forces , and thus reduce the
controllability of undesired resonance modes. These approaches create spatial filters
that robustly attenuate resonance modes without adversely affecting the phase. The
advantages of these approaches are shown to be independent of the specific boundary
conditions or longitudinal dimensions of the structure. The averaging also eliminate
the sensor/actuator non-collocation problems. Theses approaches are thus applica-
ble to a wide range of structural control problems, and can be used to deal with
varying/unknown boundary conditions or varying/unknown structural lengths.
This chapter is organized as follows. To demonstrate the principles, I use the
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vibration control of an untensioned beam to describe the concepts of sensor averaging
and actuator averaging. Following this I demonstrate the effectiveness of sensor and
actuator averaging in our experiments for magnetic suspension of tubular beams.
Finally, I extend the theory of these averaging methods to more general tensioned
structures, including beams, strings, plates, and membranes.
6.1 Introduction to Sensor Averaging and Actua-
tor Averaging
The goal of this project is to robustly stabilize suspended flexible structures for non-
contact manufacturing processes. The suspended objects may have varying boundary
conditions, varying structure lengths, and varying structure positions. Moreover, the
lightly-damped vibration modes make it extremely difficult to stabilize such systems.
The challenges of controlling such systems is indicated in the Bode plot of Figure 6-1,
where we can see the multiple crossings of unity gain and high-frequency phase lag
typical of these suspensions. and time delay.
We stabilize the system resonance modes in two ways: (1) at low frequencies,
we add damping (phase) to these modes by using a slow roll-up lead compensator,
and (2) at high frequencies adding sensor and/or actuator averaging. Since we have
significant phase lag and do not have the ability to damp these high-frequency modes,
we use averaging to reduce the gains of these modes to below 0 dB.
By choosing a slow-roll-up lead compensator, we have the loop transfer function
as shown in Figure 6-2, which has not included any sensor or actuator averaging.
Figure 6-2 demonstrates the difficulties of stabilizing this flexible beam due to the
lightly-damped resonance modes and the phase lag from the computational and sam-
pling time-delay and from the sensor/actuator low-pass filters. The high frequency
modes have loop gain higher than 0 dB and negative phase margin, and this will desta-
bilize the system. This shows the difficulties we encountered before we developed the
concept of sensor and actuator averaging.
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Figure 6-1: Plant dynamics from commanded actuator force Fe (N) to sensor output
Yot (mm), including dynamics of the free-free beam, sensor, actuator, and time delay.
Here we assume the modal damping ratio ( = 0.001.
The following methods are frequently considered to stabilize such systems:
1. Add a lead compensator to high frequencies: If we add phase lead to this high
frequency range, the gain increase associated with the lead will amplify the
gains of the modes at higher frequencies, and these higher frequency modes will
destabilize the system.
2. Add a low-pass filter to high frequencies: If we add a low-pass filter to reduce
the gains of these high frequency modes, we will lower the phase of the modes at
lower frequencies, and these lower frequency modes will destabilize the system.
3. Reduce the controller proportional gain: This method is undesired since we
cannot sacrifice the magnetic bearing stiffness.
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Figure 6-2: Suspension Loop transfer function, including the free-free beam, sensor,
actuator, time delay, and controller. Note difficulty of stabilizing high frequency
modes in the presence of the high frequency phase lag. This plot does not include
any sensor or actuator averaging.
4. Design notch filters to exactly cancel the modes: This is essentially a model-
based controller, which is sensitive to system uncertainties and changes. For
example, a change of boundary conditions or structural lengths can easily desta-
bilize such a controller.
5. Place sensors or actuators right on the nodes of the corresponding unstable
modal shapes: This is also a model-based method, since it requires knowledge
of the node locations and is thus sensitive to system uncertainties and changes.
The varying boundary conditions make this approach not applicable.
In this project, we developed sensor averaging and actuator averaging methods
to solve the stability problem. Both methods can robustly attenuate the gains of
undesired resonance modes. These will later be shown as a new concept for a non-
model-based modal-band-stop filter associated with non-contact suspensions. The
basic arrangement of sensor averaging places two sensors set apart by a distance of
2d., and uses the averaged measurement as a single output for feedback. Hence the
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resonance modes with wavelengths close to 4d, will have opposite deflections at the
two sensors, and thus a low contribution to the averaged output. Actuator averaging
is a dual to sensor averaging. Here, two actuators are spaced apart by a distance of
2 da, and we apply the same force to each actuator. Since the modes will be forced
in opposite directions if their wavelength is close to 4da, this results in a similar
filtering effect. On this basis, we show that sensor/actuator averaging can reduce
modal observability/controllability over a broad range of undesired resonance modes
without adversely affecting the measurement or actuation phase. Another advantage
of using these averaging methods is that they only depend on the properties of the
structure element, and are independent of boundary conditions, structure lengths,
or structure positions. Another advantage is that the averaging arrangement also
eliminates possible sensor/actuator non-collocation problems. These advantages will
be further discussed in the following sections.
6.2 Sensor Interpolation and Sensor Averaging
Before I start the derivation of sensor averaging, I would like to introduce how we
came up with this idea. Before we developed the sensor averaging method, we had
another idea of sensor interpolation to place sensors and actuators, which will be
discussed in the following.
Our first approach to suspend the 10 ft long beam is by using 8 sensor/actuator
pairs to control 8 points of the beam, each sensor/actuator pair consists one sensor
and one actuator located in close proximity. However, it did not work out because of
the problems with high-frequency modes elucidated in the previous section.
Our second approach is the idea of force/moment control; we try to control both
linear and angular displacements of a point. This approach has the advantage that
there is no hidden mode even when the sensor/actuator pair is located on a vibration
node since we can observe the angular displacement on the node. In this approach, we
place two actuators in between two sensors in close proximity as shown in Figure 6-3.
With the two position sensors, we can sense both linear and angular displacements of
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u1, u2, u3, U4 , uO: real deformation
U3, U4 , uo: estimated deformation
Sensor Actuator Center Actuator Sensor
Beam
U1 U3
Bearn
Figure 6-3: Sensor interpolation: measure ui and u2, and calculate u 3 and u 4 by
interpolation to estimate the real displacements of u3 and u4 .
the mid-point, and with the two force actuators, we can apply both force and moment
to the mid-point. We tried this approach, but it did not help on stabilizing the
suspension. It does offer the advantage that every vibration mode is observable and
controllable. However, what we need to stabilize our system is not to observe/control
the hidden mode, but to attenuate the high frequency modes.
In this approach, we noticed that we can use the same sensor/actuator positioning
method, and eliminate possible sensor/actuator non-collocation problems if we use
sensor interpolation method. As shown in Figure 6-3, we measure sensor outputs ui
and U2 , and calculate f23 and U4 by interpolation to estimate the real displacements u3
and u4 at the actuators. In result, sensors and actuators can be considered collocated
and the non-collocation problems can be reduced.
However, our results show that the gain of the estimated displacement to the real
displacement ft/u depends on the sensor/actuator location along the beam. The only
exception is when two actuators merge into one, in which case interpolation becomes
averaging.
Averaging is a special case of interpolation, we place only one actuator at the
mid-point between the two sensors. As shown in Figure 6-3, we average the sensor
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Figure 6-4: Sensor positioning arrangements for beams: (a) 2-sensor averaging, (b)
3-sensor averaging, and (c) continuous-sensor averaging.
outputs ui and U2 to get U-o to predict the real displacement uO at the actuator. It
has the property that the gain of the averaged displacement to the real displacement
uO/uo is independent of the sensors/actuator location along the beam. Furthermore,
we find that we can attenuate certain sinusoidal resonance modes by adjusting the
sensor distance. With this discovery, we further study sensor averaging and its dual
of actuator averaging in the following sections. We will show the derivation by using
a beam example, and then extend it to other structures.
6.3 Sensor Averaging and Actuator Averaging for
Beams without Tension
In this section, we explore the sensor averaging and actuator averaging methods for
beams. We assume the beam has negligible tension force. We start with sensor
averaging, and then show the dual properties of actuator averaging.
In sensor averaging, we use the average of multiple sensors' measurements to
stand for a single point's displacement. Figure 6-4 shows the different arrangements
of sensor locations that we will study in the following sections.
6.3.1 Summary of Dynamic Analysis of Beams without Ten-
sion
In this section, we briefly review the structural dynamics of slender beams without
tension and axial velocity. As developed in Chapter 4, the beam equation can be
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written as:
EIz 4 + pA 2 =f, (6.1)
where El is bending stiffness, z is axial coordinate, u is transverse deflection, p
is material density, A is cross-sectional area, and f is an external transverse force
density. From Equation 6.1, assuming a homogeneous solution Uh(Z, t) = Cejwtekz,
the resulting beam dispersion equation becomes
Elk4 - pAw2 = 0. (6.2)
The natural response of this beam equation can be represented by the superposition
of all possible homogeneous solutions
00
u(z, t) = E 4 (t)#n(z)
n=1
00
- Z n(t) (Cnicosknz + Cn2sinknz + Cn3coshknz + Cn4sinhknz)
n=1
00
~ Z n(t) (Cnicosknz + Cn2sinknz), (6.3)
n=1
( when kn is large, and z is away from boundaries. )
with wavenumber kn:
4 ~ 2
kn = 1, (6.4)EI
where n is the nth modal coordinate, On is the nth modal shape, and Wn is the reso-
nance frequency. Here Cn, and Cn2 represent sinusoidal waveforms with wavelengths
27r/kn, and Cn3 and Cn4 represent evanescent waveforms that decay exponentially
with increasing distances from the boundaries. Notice that the evanescent waveforms
have negligible effects far away from the boundaries especially at high frequencies
where kn becomes large. For example, the 9th modal shape for the beam in our
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Figure 6-5: The 9th modal shape of a clamped-clamped beam. The exponential
components are shown in dashed line, which have negligible effects away from the
boundaries.
experiment with clamped-clamped ends is
#9(z)= -0.2cosknz + 0.2sinkaz +
(0.2 + 2.184 x 10- 14 )coshkaz - (0.2 - 2.184 x 10- 14 )sinhkaz
= -0.2coskgz + 0.2sinkgz + 0.2ek9(z 3 ) + 0.2ek~z. (6.5)
This modal shape is shown in Figure 6-5, and the exponential components are shown
in dashed lines. It shows that the exponential components have negligible effects
away from the boundaries.
We also derived the modal analysis of beam dynamics in Chapter 4. In summary,
the system dynamics can be decoupled into ordinary differential equations for each
mode. The frequency response of the nth mode of beam dynamics can be represented
as
____) 1
n () + 2)1(6.6)
Nn(s) Mn(s 2 + 2(nWns + na)'
where Nn is modal force, Mn is modal mass, and (, is modal damping ratio. If we
have a point force input at za: f(z, t) = f(t)6(z - za), and a position feedback at z,:
y(t) = u(z,, t), the frequency response from input f to output y becomes
y(s) # On(zs)On(za)
f (s) Mn(s2 + 2(nns + )
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The modal shape at the sensor position z, determines the modal observability q5(z,),
and the modal shape at the actuator position za determines the modal controllability
0,n(za) [4]. Equation 6.7 shows that the modal properties can be modified by sen-
sor/actuator positioning. For example, if an actuator is placed on a node of the ith
modal shape, such that modal controllability qi(za) = 0, the gain of the 3rd mode
will become zero. For another example, if an actuator and a sensor are placed on
the opposite sides of a node of the jth modal shape, such that modal controllability
#j(Za) = -0.1 and 4j(z,) = 0.1, the modal gain becomes out of phase by 1800, which
causes non-collocation problems in a feedback system based on these positions.
In the following, we discuss the averaging effects on beams with 2-sensor averaging,
3-sensor averaging, and with more general sensor weightings.
6.3.2 2-Sensor Averaging for Beams
As shown in Figure 6-4(a), we place two sensors set apart by a distance of 2d, and
predict the displacement of the center point at z = zo. The real displacement at zo
is:
00
u(zo, t) = E n(t)On(zo)
n=1
and the averaged output from 2 sensors at z, = (z, - d) and z2 = (z0 + d) is:
1
f,(z',t) = (u(zI, t) + u(z2, t))2
2 E n (t)[#n(zi) + On (Z 2)]
- E n (t)[Cn1 (cosknz1 + cosknz 2) + Cn2(sinknz1 + sinkz 2)]
00
-S n(t)(Cn1 cosknzo + Cn2 sinknz, )cosknd
00
-E (n(t)#n(zo) - cosknd).
n=1
(6.8)
(6.9)
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Figure 6-6: 2-Sensor averaging for beams: modal gain cosk.d plotted as (a) a function
of k., and (b) a function of w,.
Compare Equation6.8 and Equation 6.9, sensor averaging creates a modal-band-stop
filter: each mode is multiplied by a gain of cosked. Replacing the wavenumber k, by
frequency w,, from the beam dispersion equation, the modal gain coskad becomes
coskad = cos ( d . (6.10)
Using our experimental setup as an example, the tubular beam has (pA)/(EI) =
0.01. For a spacing d = 0.15 m, the result of Equation 6.10 is illustrated in Figure 6-
6. If we plot the modal gain as a function of wavenumber kn, it is simply a cosine
function. The notch zero is located at knd = 7r/2 (wavelength = 4d). When we
plot the modal gain as a function of resonance frequency wn, the resulting plot shows
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that some resonance modes are attenuated near the notch zero at W" ~ 1000 rad/s
(wavelength = 60 cm). The phase stays unchanged before the notch, and flips by
180' after the notch when cosked < 0. The result shows a very promising potential:
if we can adjust the sensor distance 2d, we can attenuate undesired resonance modes
without adversely affecting the phase below the notch Furthermore, at frequencies
below the cosine notch, all the resonance modes are in phase, which means there will
be no sensor/actuator non-collocation problems for these modes.
To demonstrate this cosine effect on beam dynamics, I model the beam dynamics
with an output y(t) = .(u(zi, t) + u(z2 , t)) instead of y(t) = u(zo, t). In terms
of state-space notation by [A, B, C, D] matrices, I simply modify the C matrix to
implement the sensor averaging. The resulting Bode Plots is shown in Figure 6-7,
which is modeled by using the finite element method within the Matlab only for the
purpose of convenience. The modal gain cosked creates an ideal band-stop filter for
the resonance modes over a broad range of frequencies without adversely affecting
the phase. If we put the cosine notch at the frequency region where there will be
unstable modes ( gain > 0 dB, phase < -180'), this notch attenuates the resonance
peaks without affecting the phase. Thereby we can increase the system gain margin
and improves the stability-robustness.
6.3.3 Modal Analysis of Sensor Averaging
To further understand the behavior of sensor averaging, we can rewrite Equation 6.9
by modal analysis, and it becomes
__s) _#q(z 0)f =s} 
- n + ) cosknd) (6.11)
f~s se Mn(s2 +2(nons + W2)
Equation 6.11 is indeed a non-model-based modal-band-stop filter. To demonstrate
the effect of sensor averaging on resonance modes, we use an example of a system
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Figure 6-7: Theoretical beam model for 2-sensor averaging. Solid line shows a beam
model with 2-sensor averaging (d = 15 cm). Note that a broad range of resonance
modes are attenuated. Dashed line shows a beam model with collocated sensor and
actuator (d = 0) for comparison.
with 3 resonance modes, The transfer function of this system is assumed to be:
y(s) _ 1 K2  1
= (+ + (6.12)
f(s) s2 + 242 S2 + 662 S2 + 1292'
where the resonance frequencies are w, = 24 rad/s, W2 = 66 rad/s, and w3 = 129
rad/s. If the modal gain of the 2nd mode K 2 is equal to 1, we have the resulting
frequency response as shown in Figure 6-8. The frequency response is simply the
linear combination of each modal response.
If we can reduce the modal gain of the 2nd mode, assume K 2 is reduced to 0.1,
we have the resulting frequency response as shown in Figure 6-9. The reduction of
the modal gain makes the frequency response of the 2nd mode reduced by 10 times,
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Modal Analysis of Beam Dynamics
Total response is the linear combination of each modal response
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Figure 6-8: Modal analysis of beam dynamics: the total response is the linear com-
bination of all modal responses. Note that the magnitude is plotted on a linear scale
centered on zero.
and brings zero close to the pole robustly.
To demonstrate the dynamics in Bode plot, I add a modal damping of( = 0.001 for
each mode. Figure 6-8 and Figure 6-9 are put together for comparison in Figure 6-10
on Bode coordinates.
The reduction of modal gain is exactly what we are doing by using sensor averaging
method. It robustly moves the system zeros to the poles of the resonance modes that
we try to attenuate.
In comparison, if we use a notch filter to attenuate certain resonance mode, instead
of moving the system zeros, it will add 2 extra zeros to that certain frequency to
cancel to poles. When the system parameters change, and the resonance mode moves
to another frequency, the notch filter can easily fail since the added zeros cannot
cancel the poles anymore.
In summary, the sensor averaging method has the following properties: (assume
2 sensors are set apart by 2d)
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Figure 6-9: Modal analysis of beam dynamics: reduction of modal gain brings the
zero close to the pole robustly, which can be caused by sensor averaging.
1. It makes a waveform with wavelength 4d unobservable.
2. It robustly attenuates the modal observability of waveforms with wavelengths
close to 4d.
3. It is independent of sensor pair location z,.
4. It is independent of beam length and boundary conditions. When the beam
length or boundary conditions change, natural frequencies W" change. In Figure
6-6, the curve of coskad remains the same. So although the resonances move
along the curve, those in the vicinity of the notch are still robustly attenuated.
5. Sensor averaging causes no phase lag because it is a spatial filter, not a temporal
filter.
6. The 1800 phase flip can be easily eliminated by a third sensor, or be reversed
back by actuator averaging. Both will be discussed later in this Chapter.
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Figure 6-10: Bode plots beam dynamics. Dashed line shows the Bode plot of the
original dynamics. Solid line shows the Bode plot of the dynamics if the 2nd mode is
attenuated by 10 times.
6.3.4 3-Sensor Averaging for Beams
The sensor averaging method can be readily extended to more than 2 sensors. This
section gives an example of using 3 sensors to obtain the cosine notch. Using 3 sensors
has the advantage over 2 sensors that there is no phase reversal above the notch. By
using 3 sensors as shown in Figure 6-4(b), and take the averaged measurement as
= u(zo, t) + u(z 1 , t) + u(z 2, t) _ 1 + coskd (613)Zo, ) = 2 4 = ynkr)<nkzo) 2 (613
n=1
Notice that the modal gain of 0.5(1 + cosknd) is always positive, and hence the 1800
phase flip in 2-sensor averaging will not happen in 3-sensor averaging. Also notice
that the notch zero is now located at knd = 7r. Again we use our experimental setup
as an example, and choose d = 0.30 m to have the notch near 1000 rad/s. The result
is illustrated in Figure 6-11. It shows the cosine notch as an ideal modal-band-stop
filter while phase remains unchanged for all frequencies.
The FEM beam model with 3-sensor averaging is shown in Figure 6-12. The
advantage of using 3 sensors is that phase remains unchanged for all frequencies, and
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Figure 6-11: 3-Sensor averaging for beams: modal gain 0.5(1 + coskad) plotted as (a)
a function of ka, and (b) a function of w,.
the notch is broader than 2-sensor averaging. The disadvantage is that the total
sensor spacing 2d will be twice as long as for the two sensor case, if the notches are
to be placed at the same frequency.
6.3.5 Continuous-Sensor Averaging for Beams
The logical extension of the sensor averaging at 2 or 3 points is to use more sensors.
The limit is continuous position sensing as shown in Figure 6-4(c). From the previous
derivation, we realize that sensor averaging is a spatial filter, and is a dual to a tem-
poral filter. Therefore we can adopt the filter theory widely used for signal processing
and apply it to sensor averaging. Oppenheim [87, Chapter 7] describes commonly
used windows for FIR (Finite Impulse Response) filters, as shown in Appendix E.
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Figure 6-12: Theoretical beam model for 3-sensor averaging. Solid line shows a beam
model with 3-sensor averaging (d = 30 cm), and a broader range of resonance modes
are attenuated than by using 2-sensor averaging. Dashed line shows a beam model
with collocated sensor and actuator (d = 0) for comparison.
In the following, we demonstrate the characteristics of continuous-sensor averaging
using rectangular, triangular, and Blackman windows.
Rectangular Window
By using a rectangular window, we have the same weightings for all sensors. We
assume that we have an infinite number of sensors placed within the length 2d, the
averaged output is chosen to be the integration of all sensor output:
) 1Z' sinknd
L(zo, t) = 2 I u(z, t)dz = I d(t)#k(z0)-n=1 \ ) (6.14)
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Figure 6-13: Sinc effect from continuous-sensor averaging for beams
The modal gain is a sinc function (sinkad)/(ksd), which is illustrated in Figure 6-13
as a function of wavenumber k, and resonance frequency w,,. It has a notch zero
at k.d = ir, and it has 1800 phase flip after the notch zero. It also shows that
the high frequency modes will be attenuated, which is the main advantage of using
continuous-sensing.
Using our experimental setup as an example, instead of assuming an infinite num-
ber of sensors, I assume that we have 9 sensors over 60 cm span. The sensor weighting
for each sensor is 0.1111. The resulting FEM beam model is shown in Figure 6-14.
Notice that the modes become out of phase after the notch zero.
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Figure 6-14: Theoretical beam model for 9-sensor averaging with a rectangular win-
dow. Solid line shows a beam model with 9-sensor averaging with a rectangular
window (d = 30 cm), and resonance modes at high frequencies are all attenuated.
Dashed line shows a beam model with collocated sensor and actuator (d = 0) for
comparison.
Triangular Window (Bartlett Window)
A triangular window is known to have slightly wider mainlobe, and slightly lower
sidelobes than a rectangular window. We will show that by using a triangular window,
the main advantage is that the averaged output will have no phase change. The
triangular window is simply defined by:
2n/M
w[n] = 2- 2n/M
0
0 < n < M/2
M/2 < n < M
otherwise
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Figure 6-15: Theoretical beam model: 9-sensor averaging with a triangular window.
Solid line shows a beam model with 9-sensor averaging with a triangular window
(d = 60 cm), and phase remains unchanged. Dashed line shows a beam model with
collocated sensor and actuator (d = 0) for comparison.
where M is the total number of sensors plus 1, and n is the nth sensor.
Using our experimental setup as a numerical example, we assume 9 sensors placed
along a 120 cm span. The sensor weightings are: 0.04, 0.08, 0.12, 0.16, 0.20, 0.16,
0.12, 0.08, and 0.04. The resulting FEM beam model is shown in Figure 6-15. Notice
that the phase remains unchanged.
Blackman Window
The Blackman window is known to have sidelobes lower than -60 dB. The tradeoff
is that it has a wide mainlobe, hence we need a longer space to place sensors. The
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Figure 6-16: Theoretical beam model: 9-sensor averaging with a Blackman window.
Solid line shows a beam model with 9-sensor averaging with a Blackman window
(d = 60 cm), and resonance modes at high frequencies are almost unobservable.
Dashed line shows a beam model with collocated sensor and actuator (d = 0) for
comparison.
Blackman window is defined as:
0.2- 0.5cos(27rn/M) + 0.O8cos(4-7rn/M) 0 < n < M
w[n] = (6.16){0.4 otherwise
where M is the total number of sensors plus 1, and n is the nth sensor.
Using our experimental setup as an example, I place 9 sensors over 120 cm. The
sensor weightings are: 0.0096, 0.0478, 0.1214, 0.2022, 0.2381, 0.2022, 0.1214, 0.0478,
and 0.0096. The resulting FEM beam model is shown in Figure 6-16. It shows
that the high frequency modes become almost unobservable. This can be interpreted
that the mode shapes are mainly sinusoidal and orthogonal to the sinusoidal sen-
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Table 6.1: Comparison of three FIR windows
Window Phase change High frequency modes Window size
Rectangular 1800 slightly attenuated (> 0.2) small
Triangular unchanged attenuated (< 0.1) medium
Blackman almost unchanged almost unobservable large
sor weighting, hence they become unobservable. Resonance modes at even higher
frequencies start to appear, and can be interpreted that the wavelengths become so
small that the waveforms are aliased through the 9 discrete sensors. If we could have
an infinite number of sensors, theoretically all the high frequency modes will become
unobservable. Another significant advantage of using a Blackman window is that the
gain falls at a slope of -2, compared to the original dereverberated transfer function
(backbone) of the original dynamics that falls at a slope of -1.5 [27].
Different windows for FIR filters have their own advantages and disadvantages.
These are demonstrated in Appendix E, and are summarized in Table 6.1. A rect-
angular window has the notch zero at a lower frequency, therefore it needs a smaller
space to place the sensors. However, after the notch zero, the high frequency modes
are only slightly attenuated: the 1st sidelobe has a peak at -13 dB (gain = 0.22).
A triangular window has the notch at a higher frequency, and hence needs a larger
space to place the sensors. However it has the advantage that the phase does not
change. A Blackman window has the notch at even higher frequency. The advantages
of the Blackman window are that the phase remains almost unchanged, and the high
frequency modes are almost unobservable.
At this point, the concept of continuous-sensor averaging meets the concept of the
distributed sensors, which have been widely used for structural control. Distributed
sensors are usually made of piezoelectric materials, and are attached on the surface of
the structure. They output voltage as a function of the structure curvature integrated
over the sensor surface area. Most of the research on distributed sensors focuses on
model-based modal sensing. Here, the sensors are shaped to observe only the modes
that are not orthogonal to the shape. Collins et al [24] focus on non-model-based
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distributed sensors; they design distributed sensors shaped as a sinc function, and
use them as spatial filters to attenuate high frequency modes. The sinc function
is associated with an ideal low-pass response. These shaped sensors are designed
from essentially the same perspective as our sensor averaging techniques, and thus
represent the closest prior art in the literature. The application of distributed sensors
and the comparison with sensor averaging method is described later in this Chapter.
6.3.6 Actuator Averaging for Beams without Tension
Actuator averaging is a dual to sensor averaging. Here, we use multiple actuators
and apply the same force to each actuator. The resulting filtering effect is similar
to sensor averaging. Actuator averaging attenuates the modal controllability, and
sensor averaging attenuates the modal observability. Sensor averaging is easier to
understand since it simply averages the vibration waveforms. Actuator averaging
places actuators in a similar way such that certain resonance modes will not be
excited, as can be interpreted from the concepts of modal forces.
If we place one actuator at z = zo, and apply force f from the actuator, the
resulting nth modal force can be calculated by:
N = f(z)#$(z)dz = jf6(zo) - #n(z)dz = f#n(zo). (6.17)
We then place two actuators set apart by 2d, and apply the same control forces f/2
to each actuator. With actuators located at z, = (zo, - d) and z 2 = (z, + d), the
averaged modal force is given by
Nn = f(z)#n(z)dz = -f(On(zl) + #n (z 2 )) = f#On(zo) -cosknd. (6.18)0 2
Compare Equation 6.17 and Equation 6.18; actuator averaging creates a modal gain
of cosknd, just like the sensor averaging method.
Similar to 3-sensor averaging, by using 3 actuators, and assigning the force distri-
bution as f/4 at z = zi and z = z2, and f/2 at z = z0, we can also create a cosine
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notch filter without phase change.
Actuator averaging can also be readily used for strings, plates, and membranes,
simply from its dual properties to the sensor averaging.
6.3.7 Combination of Sensor Averaging and Actuator Aver-
aging
In the ideal case, sensor averaging and actuator averaging will be used together. The
resulting modal gain is the multiplication of both averaging effects. For beams, using
two sensors set apart by 2d, and two actuators set apart by 2 da, the filter gain of
each mode becomes cosked, - cosknda. In other words, the frequency response shown
in Equation 6.7 becomes
Ei() ( _ 2 _ . cosknd., - cosknda) (6.19)
f(s) n Mn(s2+2(nons +
The distances d, and da can be arranged to meet the system's requirement. If d, = da,
it creates a broader notch, and eliminates the 1800 phase flip. If we set d, = da, we
can use two independent notches to attenuate two frequency regions.
6.4 Experimental Results of Sensor Averaging and
Actuator Averaging
In this section, we show experimental results of magnetic suspension of a tubular
beam. We will demonstrate that the experiments verify our proposed sensor averaging
and actuator averaging methods.
6.4.1 Experimental Setup
As shown in Figure 6-17, we use eight sensors and eight actuators to suspend a steel
tube. The details of the experimental setup, sensor dynamics, actuator dynamics,
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and the controller design are shown in Chapter 5. In this chapter, we focus on the
verification of sensor/actuator averaging methods.
6.4.2 Control with Nearly Collocated Sensor/Actuator
We clamp the beam at both ends, support the beam weight by two strings, and place
one actuator between two sensors to control the beam at one point at z = 1.12 m. We
place sensors and the actuator in close proximity (or more precisely, sensor averaging
with notch zero at frequency higher than 5000 rad/s). We can thus regard a sensor
and an actuator as both at z = 1.12 m. We use the controller
H(s) = 4000(s + 30) (s + 120) (s + 400)2 (6.20)(s + 60)(s + 240)(s + 800)2'
which has a dc gain of 250 N/mm. We are almost able to stabilize the system
locally, except there is a limit cycle vibration at 1100 rad/s. Figure 6-18 shows
the experimental setup and the measured loop transfer function compared with our
theoretical model. The loop has 300 phase margin for all vibration modes below 500
rad/s. The alternating pole-zero pattern shows that the modal controllability and
modal observability have the same sign, which implies there is no non-collocation
problem.
From the experimental Bode Plots, it seems that we do have positive gain margin
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Figure 6-18: Experimental setup and Bode Plots of loop transfer function by using
collocated sensor/actuator. Dashed line shows theoretical Bode Plots for comparison.
at 1100 rad/s, and cannot predict the limit cycle at that frequency. One possible
reason is that we might not measure the resonance peaks accurately since we did not
measure the frequency points fine enough. Another possibility is that the system is
nonlinear, for example, the system damping from the boundaries may depend on the
vibration amplitude.
6.4.3 Control with 2-Sensor Averaging
To avoid the limit cycle in the sensor interpolation experiment, we pull the sensors
apart to implement sensor averaging. Specifically, the sensors are placed ±0.15 m
from the actuator at z = 1.12 m. We use the same controller as in the previous
section. Figure 6-19 shows the experimental setup and the measured loop transfer
function, and compared to the previous experiment in which sensor/actuator are
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Figure 6-19: Experimental setup and Bode Plots of loop transfer function by using 2-
sensor averaging. Dashed line shows the previous result of collocated sensor/actuator
experiment for comparison.
nearly collocated. The sensor averaging shows the improvement of gain margin within
frequency range from 700 rad/s to 1500 rad/s while the phase is below -180'. Thus
we are able to stabilize the system and avoid the limit cycle. Notice the modal
observability becomes 1800 out of phase after the cosine notch zero as we expected.
To suspend the beam with free-free boundaries, we use 8 sensors and 4 actuators,
apply the same sensor averaging method, and control the beam at 4 points. The sys-
tem is stable with loosely clamped boundaries. However, when the beam is released
to free-free boundaries, a 5000 rad/s vibration builds up and destabilizes the system
in a few seconds. This frequency is much higher than our control bandwidth and the
phase is significantly below -1800, and hence cannot be easily stabilized by conven-
tional control methods. This problem was later solved by adding actuator averaging,
as described in Section 6.4.6
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Figure 6-20: Experimental setup and Bode Plots of loop transfer function by using 3-
sensor averaging. Notice that the phase remains unchanged. Dashed line is measured
with 1 sensor for comparison.
6.4.4 Control with 3-Sensor Averaging
To verify the proposed idea of 3 sensor arrangement, we use 3 sensors and 2 actuators
to implement this experiment. Specifically, the sensors are placed ±0.15 m from each
other and the center is at z = 1.12 m. The two actuators are placed closely to the
sensor at the center.
The system low-pass filters and controller are different from the previous sections,
since I did the experiments at much later time, and system has gone through some
modifications. The new controller has the transfer function:
(s + 80)(s + 800)2 (s + 3000)2
(s + 120)(s2 + 2 -0.5 - 1200s + 12002) (s + 2000)2'
which has a dc gain of 180 N/mm. Figure 6-20 shows the experimental setup and
the measured loop transfer function. It includes (1) 3-sensor averaging experiment,
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Figure 6-21: Experimental setup and Bode Plots of loop transfer function by using
2-actuator averaging.
and (2) 1 sensor experiment for comparison. Notice the modal observability stays in
phase after the cosine notch zero.
6.4.5 Control with 2-Actuator Averaging
To verify the effectiveness of the proposed actuator averaging, we use 1 sensor and 2
actuators to implement this experiment. Specifically, the sensor is placed at z = 1.12
m, and the actuators are placed ±0.17 m from the sensor. Figure 6-21 shows the
experimental setup and the measured loop transfer function. Notice the similarity
between this setup and sensor averaging.
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6.4.6 Control with 2-Sensor Averaging and 2-Actuator Av-
eraging
As shown in Section , our attempt to stabilize the free-free beam by using 2-sensor
averaging was not successful. In this attempt, we used 8 sensors and 4 actuators to
control the beam at 4 points independently. We have a positive phase margin in the
loop transfer function up to about 120 Hz, and the sensor averaging is designed to
attenuate resonance modes in the vicinity of 160 Hz. However, our results show an
800 Hz vibration builds up and destabilizes the system. The damping ratio of this
free-free beam is later measured to be below 0.001, and the sensor averaging alone
is not sufficient to attenuate the high frequency modes over such a broad frequency
range.
To address this problem, we add actuator averaging along with sensor averaging
to create a broader notch, which is basically the two cosine notches put side by side.
The experimental results show a stable result. The suspended tube is robustly
stable when the boundary conditions varies, including simply-supported, clamped,
and free boundaries. The experimental setup and measured Bode plots of h(s)G22 (s)
at the 2nd point is shown in Figure 6-22, where h(s) is the controller transfer function,
and G 2 2 (s) is the transfer function from the force input f2 to the position output u 2 .
Although this Bode plot is supposed to show the free-free beam dynamics, notice
that the free-mass dynamics of 1/(ms2 ) is not observed in Figure 6-22. This happens
because we measure the dynamics of the beam in the horizontal direction, and the
beam is controlled in the vertical direction at the same time. Thus the open-loop
dynamics of the beam in the horizontal direction behaves like a pendulum instead
of a free-mass. the natural frequency of this pendulum dynamics appears as a little
bump at 20 rad/s in Figure 6-22.
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Figure 6-22: Experimental setup and Bode Plots of loop transfer function of the 2nd
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6.5 Sensor Averaging and Actuator Averaging on
Beams and Strings with Tension
In this section, we extend sensor averaging and actuator averaging theoretically to
beams and strings with tension. We will summarize their dynamic equations, dis-
persion equations, and general solutions. From the result, we can verify that sen-
sor/actuator averaging is valid for these structures.
6.5.1 Summary of Dynamics of Beams with Tension
The beam equation with tension T can be shown to be
El- 4 T z2 + pA -T f,jz_4 -57Z+2 &2=f (6.22)
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where El is bending stiffness, z is axial coordinate, u is transverse deflection, p is
material density, A is cross-sectional area, and f is external transverse force density.
Assuming a homogeneous solution uh(z, t) = CewtePz, the resulting characteristic
equation becomes
EIp4 - Tp2 - pAw 2 =0. (6.23)
The natural response is:
00
u(z, t) = p,(t) (C 2icosk2z + C,,2sink2z + Cn3coshanz + Cn4sinha72z)
n=1
00
~ Z $,(t) (Cnicosknz + Cn2sink7 z), (6.24)
n=1
(when on is large, and z is away from boundaries. )
with
T TEA 2k =1 - + ( +2  (6.25)
T + T )2 +pAW2
On = 2E+ (+ 2  + (6.26)
where p7 (t) is the nth modal coordinate, <$ 7 (z) is the nth modal shape, Cn, and Cn2
represent sinusoidal waveforms, and CO and Cn4 represent evanescent waveforms.
In general, tension helps the stabilization of the beam by increasing the resonance
frequencies. Tension also makes Un increase, and thus make the system response
more dominated by sinusoidal waveforms, which makes sensor/actuator averaging
assumptions more valid.
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6.5.2 Summary of Dynamics of Strings with Tension
To have interesting dynamics, a string must be subject to tension. The governing
equation for a string under tension is
02 u 02U
-T + pA -2 =f, (6.27)
where the nth modal shape is
0,(z) = C, 1cosknz + Cn2sinknz. (6.28)
A string has only sinusoidal waveforms. The relation between wavenumber k" and
resonance frequency w, is given by
pA2
kn = " (6.29)
T
Recall that in beam dynamics, we have to make the assumption that the evanes-
cent waveforms are negligible at higher modes. However, in string dynamics, the
response is pure sinusoidal, and thus do not need this assumption.
6.5.3 Sensor Averaging and Actuator Averaging on Beams
and Strings
We combine the analysis of beam and string elements due to their similarities. Because
we are focusing on the high frequency modes near the controlled-system bandwidth,
the evanescent waveforms near the boundaries are less important. Therefore we as-
sume the beam vibration is dominated by sinusoidal waveforms. We can represent
the beam/string vibration by
0 
00
u(z, t) = E n(t)#n(z) = Z n(t)(Cnicosknz + Cn2sinknz). (6.30)
n=1 n=1
This equation is exactly the same as what we derived for beams without tension.
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Figure 6-23: Sensor positioning arrangements for plates and membranes: (a) 4-sensor
averaging, and (b) circular continuous-sensor averaging.
Therefore we conclude that sensor averaging and actuator averaging methods can be
applied to beams and strings with tension, and the modal gain will still be cosked. The
only differences are the relations between k, and w,, as summarized in the following:
2pAw
Beams without tension kn EI (6.31)
T + T 2 pAw2
Beams with tension kn = \ 2EI 2+ E (6.32)
pAw2
Strings with tension kn = T . (6.33)
6.6 Sensor Averaging on Rectangular Plates and
Rectangular Membranes with Uniform Ten-
sion
In this section, we extend sensor averaging and actuator averaging methods to vibra-
tion control of rectangular plates and rectangular membranes. We first summarize the
dynamics of plates and membranes with uniform tension. Then we derive two different
arrangements for sensor averaging: 4-sensor averaging and circular continuous-sensor
averaging. Figure 6-23 shows these two arrangements of sensor locations. Of course,
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other patterns may be of interest, depending upon the plate shape and intended use
of the suspension. The two examples in Figure 6-23 suggest some of the possibilities.
6.6.1 Summary of Dynamics of Rectangular Plates with Uni-
form Tension
We consider plate element with constant plate rigidity D and constant tension force
applied along all four edges: T = T2 = Ty. The plate dynamics can be modeled by
02u
DV 4 U - TV 2 u + ph 02U =f,
with
Eh3
12(1- v 2 )
Here V4 is the biharmonic operator, u is transverse deflection, f is an external trans-
verse force density, E is Young's Modulus, h is plate thickness, and v is Poisson's
Ratio of the material. Assuming a homogeneous solution uh(x, y, t) = COiep exqV,
the resulting plate characteristic equation is
D(p 2 ± q2 )2 - T(p2 + q2 ) - pAw2 = 0. (6.35)
The nth modal shape is:
#n (x, y) = (Cnicosanx + Cn2sinanx) - (Cn3cos3ny + C,4sin,3,y) +
(C, 5cosha'x + Cn6sinha'x) - (C, 7cosh/' y + Cn8sinhn' y)
~ (CnicosanX + Cn2sinanx) - (C 3cos~S~y + Cn4sin3y), (6.
(when a' or f' is large, and x or y are away from boundaries. )
36)
with
T T 2 pAW2k 2 =al + #2 = +n "
n 3l 2D 2D D' (6.37)
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(6.34)
TT2
a.2 = a', n+ '2 = -+ ( + . (6.38)
Un" 2D2D D (.8
Plate dynamics include both sinusoidal and evanescent waveforms. Equation 6.37
shows the relation between wavenumber kn and frequency Wn, where an and #n are
wavenumber components in x and y directions respectively.
6.6.2 Summary of Dynamics of Rectangular Membranes with
Uniform Tension
In this paper, we consider membranes with constant tension force applied along all
four edges, T = Tx = Ty. (For membranes with tension in only one direction, T, = 0
or Ty = 0, they can be considered as string elements.) The membrane equation is:
-TV 2u + ph 2 = f, (6.39)
and the nth modal shape is:
#n(x, y) = (Cnicosanx + Cn2sinanX) - (Cn3cos/3ny + Cn4sin/3ny). (6.40)
The membrane dispersion equation is
kn= a + On n= hw. (6.41)
6.6.3 Sensor Averaging on Plates and Membranes with Uni-
form Tension
Similar to the argument for beam vibration, we assume that the plate vibration is
dominated by sinusoidal waveforms, and combine the analysis of plate and membrane
elements together. The plate/membrane vibration can be represented by
00
u(x, y, t) = n(t)#n(X, Y)
n=1
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00
E= GI) - (Cicosa"X + C, 2sinaX) - (C,3 cos3y + Cn4sin3y). (6.42)
n=1
6.6.4 4-Sensor Averaging for Plates and Membranes
As shown in Figure 6-23(a), a simple way to use the averaging method is by placing 4
sensors to predict the deflection at the center. Assume the target point is at (X0 , Yo).
The sensors are located at (xi, yO), (x 2 , yo), (x,, yi), and (Xo, Y2); the average output
is chosen as
1
= [u(x1, Yo, t) + u(x 2 , yo, t) + u(X,, Y1, t) + u(Xo, Y2, t)]4
S n(t)[0.(x1, yo) + n(X2, Yo) + #.(X., y1 ) + On(Xo, Y 2 )]
' ~((t)Ol(X0 YO). -cosand + cos3nd
n=1 #~zyo 2.( 6.43)
The modal gain (cosand+ cos/3,d)/2 is a function of wavenumber components an and
/3n, but is not an independent function of wavenumber kn. In other words, it is not an
independent function of resonance frequency wn. Notice that it can still be used to
attenuate the resonance modes that have waveforms such that and e 2 and /3nd ~ 1.
6.6.5 Circular Continuous-Sensor Averaging for Plates and
Membranes
To obtain an averaged output that has a modal gain as a function of frequency wn,
it is intuitive to choose a circular array of sensors with radius d around the center
(X0 , yO), as shown in Figure 6-23(b). The averaged output can be shown as
fL(x 0 , y., t)
27r 00
2- 7 #  1 (t)q$.(x0, + dcosO, y,, + dsinO)dO
n11 2
= 0 (t0)# (x0 , y 1) -] cos(k dcos9)d9
n=1 27r
00
n=1
(6.44)
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Figure 6-24: Modal gain of circular continuous-sensor averaging for rectangular plates.
The detail of this proof is shown in Appendix F. It shows that the circular averaged
output has a modal gain as a function of wavenumber ka, hence a function of resonance
frequency w,. Using a plate as an example, the function g(knd) is illustrated in Figure
6-24. The first notch zero falls at kad ~ 2.4. In reality, the circular continuous sensing
may not be practical, but it can be approximated by multiple sensors in a circular
arrangement.
6.7 Research on Discrete Modal Filters and Dis-
tributed Sensors
Two research topics relevant to the averaging method are Discrete Modal Filters [72]
and Distributed Sensors [5, 63, 24]. References and primary introductions of these two
methods are shown in Chapter 2. In this section, I summarize how they are applied
to vibration control, and their comparison to sensor/actuator averaging method. The
application of Discrete Modal Filters in our experiment will be further discussed in
Chapter 9.
The concepts of discrete modal filters and distributed sensors have one common
property with sensor/actuator averaging: they are all spatial filters. Hence they
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have no phase lag problems as in temporal filters. The main differences are that
discrete modal filters and most of the distributed sensors are designed as model-
based modal filters; they are designed to extract modal coordinates. On the contrary,
sensor/actuator averaging methods are non-model-based filters; they are designed to
exclude the modal observability and modal controllability of certain modes.
Discrete modal filters are developed by Meirovitch [71, 72] to solve the observer
spillover problem. Observer spillover happens when we use observers to estimate
modal coordinates; if there are unmodeled modes, they can contaminate the esti-
mated modal coordinates, and destabilize the system [6]. The approach of discrete
modal filters fits the measured displacements with modal shapes to obtain modal co-
ordinates by simple algebra (no dynamic observer is involved). Due to the orthogonal
properties of each mode, the unmodeled modal shapes will not contaminate the calcu-
lated modal coordinates, and thus the observer spillover problem is solved. However,
the disadvantage of using discrete modal filters is that we need a large number of
sensors due to the following two reasons. First, with n sensors, we can only observe n
modal coordinates at most. Secondly, if there are resonance modes with wavelengths
shorter than twice the sensor distance, they will be aliased and can still contaminate
the estimated coordinates [39, Chapter 5].
We use a beam example to demonstrate the concept of discrete modal filters. As
shown in Figure 9-10, we use 8 sensors to detect the beam deformation. We can
then match the 8 sensor outputs to 8 modal shapes, and therefore obtain 8 modal
coordinates. To use discrete modal filters, we need to obtain the modal shapes in
advance from the theoretical or experimental model.
The advantage of using a discrete modal filter is that it can avoid the observability
spillover [6]. The disadvantages are: (1) It relies on the accuracy of the system
model, and is sensitive to parametric uncertainties, and (2) Resonance modes with
wavelengths smaller than twice the sensor distance will be aliased and contaminate
the estimated modal coordinates. Furthermore, it is practically difficult to use this
method in our system, because (1) The tubular beam in our experiment is not straight,
and (2) The 8 sensors in our setup are not identical. Thus the 8 sensor outputs cannot
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Figure 6-25: Discrete modal filters estimate the vibration modal coordinates of a
simple supported beam.
properly represent the combination of the modal coordinates.
Another approach to estimate the modal coordinates is through distributed sen-
sors. Distributed sensors are usually made of sheets of shaped piezoelectric materials
and are bonded on the surface of the structure. The sensor outputs voltage as a func-
tion of the structure's curvature integrated over the area of the sensor. By designing
the shape of the sensor, the output will have different weightings on the vibration
modes. Since distributed sensors are continuous, they do not have the aliasing prob-
lems as in discrete modal filters. However, Clark [22] points out that distributed
sensors are very sensitive to placement errors. This study [22] uses a distributed sen-
sor to observe the 3rd mode on a simply supported beam, and intentionally misaligns
the sensor by a 0.26% position error (1 mm misalignment on a 380 mm long beam).
The paper shows that other modes can significantly contaminate the measured modal
coordinate.
Similarly, we use a beam example to demonstrate the concept of distributed sen-
sors, as shown in Figure 6-26. The sensor output is a voltage proportional to the
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Figure 6-26: A distributed sensor for the 2nd vibration mode of a clamped-free beam.
The sensor shape is designed to match the curvature of the 2nd modal shape.
structure curvature [79]:
Q0 L a
V - 0 - 2 - .f(z)dz, (6.45)
where V is output voltage, Qo is the sensor material's charge coefficient, C is a
proportionality factor based on sensor dimension, 92u/&z2 is the beam curvature, and
f(z) is the sensor distribution function. From this equation, we have the following
observations:
1. The output is the integral of the structure curvature over the area of the sensor.
2. Rigid body modes cannot be observed since the curvature of rigid body modes
is zero.
3. By choosing the sensor distribution function f(z), all the modes that have
curvature 9 2u/&z2 orthogonal to f(z) become unobservable.
In Figure 6-26, the sensor shape is designed to match the curvature of the 2nd modal
shape. In turn, all the modes except the 2nd mode will be unobservable due to the
orthogonality properties.
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Figure 6-27: A distributed sensor works as a spatial filter, the shape of a sinc function
can attenuate high frequency modes. This figure is adopted from the work of Collins
et al [24].
Most of the research on distributed sensors focuses on model-based modal sens-
ing; they design the sensor shapes to extract certain modal coordinates. Collins el
al [24] focus on non-model-based distributed sensors, they use distributed sensors as
spatial filters, which is the same concept as our continuous-sensor averaging. In this
paper [24], they design a distributed sensor shaped as a sinc function as shown in
Figure 6-27, and use it as a spatial filter that works as an low-pass modal filter.
In our experiment, we tried to use discrete modal filters in our experiment, but it
was not successful. We will further discuss the application of discrete modal filters in
our experiment in Chapter 9. On the other hand, we cannot possibly use distributed
sensors since the beam itself is the product, and we are not able to touch the beam.
However, the concept of distributed sensors is very similar to our continuous-sensor
averaging method.
6.8 Conclusions
This Chapter presents the novel results of sensor averaging and actuator averaging
method for vibration control of flexible elements. This method takes the advantage
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that the relations between resonance frequencies and wavelengths depend on struc-
tural properties and can be calculated. Therefore we can place sensors and actuators
based on wavelengths of undesired modes, and attenuate these resonance modes to
improve the gain margin. Sensor averaging attenuates the modal observability, and
actuator averaging attenuates the modal controllability. This averaging method is
mathematically proved and experimentally verified. It creates band-stop filters for res-
onance modes without adversely affecting the phase. The resulting modal band-stop
filter is independent of sensor/actuator pair locations, namely z, for beams/strings
and (x,, yo) for plates/membranes. It is also independent of structural lengths and
boundary conditions. We summarize the properties of the fundamental 2-sensor av-
eraging and 2-actuator averaging methods in the following:
1. In the derivation, we assume the modal shapes of the resonance modes are
dominated by sinusoidal waveforms.
2. The modal gain of coskad is only a function of the wavelengths of the reso-
nance modes. The modal gain is independent of structure length and boundary
conditions.
3. The modal gain is a function of sensor/actuator pair distance 2d, and is inde-
pendent of the sensor/actuator pair location.
4. Sensor/actuator averaging methods make the resonance mode with wavelength
4d not observable/controllable.
5. Sensor/actuator averaging methods robustly attenuate the modal observabil-
ity/controllability of resonance modes with wavelengths close to 4d.
6. Sensor/actuator averaging methods eliminate sensor/actuator non-collocation
problems.
7. Sensor/actuator averaging methods cause no phase lag since they are spatial
filters.
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In our experiment of beam suspension, we simply choose the frequency where we
want to attenuate the modal gain (w, = 1000 rad/s), calculate the corresponding
wavenumber k, by the beam dispersion equation k2 = 0 1wn (k, = 10 rad/m), and
then choose the averaging distance d such that knd ~ 7r/2 (d = 15.7 cm).
Notice in the analysis of averaging on rectangular plates and rectangular mem-
branes, we assume uniform tension: T, = Ty. For situations when T, and T. are
different, the results need to be modified, and the circular continuous-sensor averag-
ing will not be a pure function of resonance frequency w, as shown in Equation 6.44.
Although in this project we use frequency domain control for our application, this
averaging method can be easily adopted in model-based control as well. Further-
more, for open-loop control, actuator averaging can be used to avoid exciting certain
resonance modes.
For structures moving at significant speed (near critical speed), the sensor/actuator
averaging still works on beams and plates, since the modal shapes of the high fre-
quency modes are almost the same and are still dominated by sinusoidal waveforms.
However, for strings and membranes, sensor/actuator averaging will not work because
all the modal shapes change significantly when they are moving near critical speed.
The verification of these results is shown in Chapter 10.
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Chapter 7
Actuator Design for Magnetic
Suspension of Tubular Beams
In this chapter, I describe the design and analysis of actuators for our experimental
magnetic suspension of tubular beams. As shown in Figure 7-1, the main objective of
the actuator designs is to provide magnetic forces F, and F, in the x and y directions
respectively to control the tube motion, where F needs to be sufficient to support the
tube weight. Furthermore, the actuators need to have large air gaps to leave room
for the tube vibration, coatings, and other processes on the part. The part may also
be at high temperature, and so we need space for thermal insulation.
For this experimental setup, I have developed two different actuators: a Dipole-
y
Actuator design objectives:
(1) Provide magnetic forces Fx
Sand Fy independently. Fy
Fy needs to be suff icient to
support the tube weight.
(2) Have a large air gap to
Fx leave room for tube vibration,Tube thermal insulation, coatings,
Air Gap and other processes.
Figure 7-1: Actuator design objectives: (1) provide forces F, and F., and (2) provide
a large air gap.
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(a) (b)
Figure 7-2: Dipole-Quadrupole actuators: (a) a small version, and (b) a large version.
Quadrupole actuator and a Quad-U-Core actuator, as shown in Figure 7-2 and Fig-
ure 7-3. Both types of actuators are non-contact, electromagnetic force actuators
capable of applying force in the two lateral dimensions. We tried both types of actua-
tors in our experiment. The dipole-quadrupole actuator is a nice idea in theory, but it
did not work out in practice. So we went with the quad-U-core actuators for our final
experiment of the 10 ft long beam suspension. The following sections will include the
actuator designs, magnetic field analysis, force analysis, and circuit designs.
At the end of this chapter, I further develop an eddy-current model for laminated
actuators with small air gaps and a solid steel target. This is an extension for future
development of similar actuators. We will show quantitatively that both actuators
used in this project have large air gaps, and we can thus neglect the eddy-current
effects.
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(a) (b)
Figure 7-3: Quad-U-Core actuators: (a) long and thin cores, and (b) short and thick
cores.
7.1 Electromagnetic Theory for Calculating Actu-
ator Forces
Before I introduce the conceptual designs of the actuators, I would like to briefly
describe the methods that I use to predict the actuator forces. In this section, I include
the calculation of the actuator electromagnetic field distribution. I also introduce a
simplified magnetic circuit model, which can be used to guide the sensor and actuator
designs.
7.1.1 Solutions of Laplace's Equation
The electromagnetic field distribution inside actuators can be solved from Laplace's
Equation. For an EQS system, if there is no free charge in the control volume, we can
define an electric scalar potential <D, such that electric field is given by E = -V<D.
In the control volume, the scalar potential satisfies Laplace's Equation V2'1 = 0.
Similarly, for an MQS system, if there is no electric current in the control volume,
we can define a magnetic scalar potential T, such that the magnetic field is given
by H = -VIP. In the control volume, the scalar potential also satisfies Laplace's
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Equation V 2 'I = 0.
In the analysis of actuators in this project, we will solve the magnetic Laplace's
Equation in polar coordinates. For EQS systems and for other coordinate systems,
it can be solved in a similar manner.
In this analysis, we assume the actuator can be modeled as a 2-D system, i.e.,
that the fields are uniform along the z axis (perpendicular to paper). For a 2-D polar
coordinate system, Laplace's Equation becomes:
1 a alp 1 02 X
+ =0. (7.1)
r Or r 2 09
Assuming that the solution is separable, it has the form of TI(r, 0) = R(r)F(9), and
we obtain the following ordinary differential equations
d2 F
d O2 =-m 2 F, (7.2)
r= m 2 R. (7.3)
The general solutions are [44]:
(1) for m = 0
4I = a1 + a20+ a3 lnr + a40 -lnr. (7.4)
(2) for m 2 > 0 (azimuthal oscillating, radial exponential)
IQ = birmcosm9 + b2r'sinm9 + b3r-cosm9 + b4r-msinm9. (7.5)
(3) for m 2 < 0(m -+ jp) (radial oscillating, azimuthal exponential)
T = cieP0cos(plnr) + c2e-P 9cos(plnr) + c3e?"sin(plnr) + c4e-P'sin(plnr). (7.6)
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Figure 7-4: Magnetic circuit model (not including eddy-currents).
Also, the magnetic field intensity H can be obtained by
H -# a[H ]
H = -VT -> [H,., Ho] = , .
I 0r r 00
(7.7)
7.1.2 A Magnetic Circuit Model without Eddy-Currents
To guide the design of actuators and sensors, we use a simplified magnetic circuit
model. This approach is easier than solving Laplace's Equation, and can provide an
accurate approximation to the performance of the design. A simple magnetic circuit
model of constant cross-sectional area A is demonstrated in Figure 7-4. The analogy
between an electric circuit and magnetic circuit is summarized in Table 7.1.
This magnetic circuit model includes materials with different permeabilities, but
it does not include magnetic diffusion. In other words, if there are conductors in
the system, and induced eddy-currents are not negligible, this model will not be
acceptable. A magnetic circuit model including eddy-currents will be introduced
later in this chapter.
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Table 7.1: Analogy between electric circuits and magnetic circuits.
Electric circuit Magnetic circuit
J: current density B: magnetic flux density
I: current #: magnetic flux
E: electric field strength H: magnetic field strength
V: voltage F = NI: magnetomotive force
o: conductivity p: permeability
R = L/(o-A): resistance 7Z = L/(pA): reluctance
V = IR = El Ni =7Z = Hl
7.2 Design Considerations
During the design process of the electromagnetic actuators, we develop the following
check list. They are very common issues that should be considered in actuator designs:
1. Maximum force: The maximum force that an electromagnetic actuator can
apply is usually limited by magnetic saturation and input current limit, both
are introduced in the following.
2. Magnetic saturation: Magnetic saturation limits the maximum magnetic flux
density that the back iron and target steel remains effective. Steel and silicon
iron have Bat ~~ 1.5 Tesla, and ferrite has Bat ~ 0.3 Tesla. Ringing field may
saturate the back iron easily when the air gap is large, hence it is preferable
that actuators have short poles to reduce the fringing field, and thick back iron
to prevent magnetic saturation.
3. Current limit: Air cooled systems have a typical current density limit of about
5 x 106 A/M 2 due to the limited heat transfer rate.
4. Air gap: Magnetic force in attractive-type suspension is approximately propor-
tional to the inverse of air gap squared.
5. Current source: The power supply usually has its own voltage limit and current
limit. A typical power supply that we use for the experiment has a 28 V output
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and a 16 A current limit. The voltage limit determines the maximum current
slewing rate.
6. Bandwidth: The actuator bandwidth can be limited by the current controller,
magnetic diffusion, and low-pass filters in the circuit design.
7. Force functions of tube position and input current: We need to predict the force
functions of Fx(x, y, I2, I,) and Fy(x, y, I, I,), where Fx and F. are forces in the
x and y directions, x and y are the tube positions, and Ix and I, are current
inputs to control Fx and Fy. These functions may be nonlinear. For a more
accurate modeling, we may further derive the forces as a function of magnetic
hysteresis and magnetic diffusion. In this thesis, I include the eddy-current
model to account for magnetic diffusion, and prove that our actuators have
negligible eddy-currents effect due to the large air gaps. Magnetic hysteresis is
a function of materials, and is neglected in this thesis.
8. Power efficiency: We may need to consider the power dissipation for the ac-
tuators, which include the power dissipation in coils and in power amplifiers.
Our final experimental setup has an average of 25 W power dissipation for each
actuator, including the actuator coil and power FET, which is reasonably low.
In certain cases, if power dissipation needs to be minimized, we can use Pulse
Width Modulation (PWM) method to drive the actuators, and the tradeoff is
that the force output will be noisier.
9. Manufacturing: We need to consider the difficulties in fabricating actuators,
including coil winding and the machining of laminations and ferrites.
7.3 Dipole-Quadrupole Actuator
The idea for using a Dipole-Quadrupole actuator originated with Professor Trumper.
This actuator has one dipole field and two quadrupole fields: the dipole field is used
to magnetize the suspended object, and the quadrupole fields are used to gener-
ate controlled forces in the x and y directions. The expected advantages of this
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topology are: (1) the forces are controllable even when the object is magnetically
saturated, (2) forces are linear to quadrupole current inputs, (3) forces are neutral
to position change, and (4) it can be used for beams and strings. Although the
Dipole-Quadrupole actuator is a nice idea in theory, the performance is not as ideal
in practice. The main reason is that the presence of the tube is not negligible, hence
the magnetic field distribution changes significantly with the tube motion. Our ex-
perimental results show that the forces are not neutral to tube position change, and
the tube tends to stick to the pole tips.
The processes of fabricating a Dipole-Quadrupole actuator is shown in Figure 7-
5. All the coil winding was done by hand. The steps are: (1) the arrangement of
12 laminated poles, (2) dipole coil winding1 , (3) y-quadrupole coil winding, (4) x-
quadrupole coil winding, and (5) assembly of the outer laminated loop and epoxy
bonding of the assembly 2.
7.3.1 Conceptual Design
As shown in Figure 7-6, the Dipole-Quadrupole actuator is driven by 3 field compo-
nents: the dipole field, the x-direction quadrupole field, and the y-direction quadrupole
field. In the conceptual design, we use surface current distribution on the inside sur-
face of the actuator to predict the field distribution. In practice, the wires will take
a lot of space, hence we fit varying turns of wires inside the actuator slots instead of
on the surface to realize the sinusoidal field distribution. The field analyses of these
three field patterns are given in detail in Appendix G. In the following I summarize
the key results of the field analyses.
'Special care is needed to avoid short circuit between magnetic wires and lamination edges.
2 Thermally conductive epoxy was ordered from Cast-Coat Inc., 354 West St., W. Bridgewater,
MA 02379, (508) 587-4514.
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(a) Final iron structure
Figure 7-5: Processes of making a dipole-quadrupole actuator: (a) final iron structure,
Step(1) 12 lamination poles, Step(2) dipole coil, Step(3) y quadrupole coil, Step(4) x
quadrupole coil, Step(5) outer lamination loop and epoxy bonding.
Dipole Field: Uniform Field
As shown in Figure 7-6, the dipole field is driven by a z-directed surface current
distribution of
(7.8)Jdipole(0) = -JocosO
at a radius Ro. After solving Laplace's Equation, we obtain the magnetic scalar
potential due to the dipole as
T = -Jorsin9.
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(7.9)
Uniform field Current density
Y -Jo cosO
R
Magnetization m
(a)
x
Gradient field Current density
-JxO cos20
(b)
Gradient field Current density
-JyO sin20
Fy
(C)
Figure 7-6: Conceptual function of a Dipole-Quadrupole actuator: (a) the dipole
field, (b) the x-direction quadrupole field, and (c) the y-direction quadrupole field.
Notice that in the real hardware, we simply design the coil distribution such that
the pole tips will have magnetic scalar potential as T = -JRosinO. The resulting
magnetic field in Cartesian coordinates is:
H = [H, H] = [0, Jo]. (7.10)
Thus we see that the dipole current generates a uniform magnetic field within the
bore of the actuator.
In the hardware, we approximate the dipole current distribution by winding vary-
ing turns of coils into the 12 actuator slots. The designed coil distribution provides
an approximately sinusoidal magnetic potential on the 12 poles, and thus realizes
approximately a dipole field distribution.
X-Direction Quadrupole Field: Uniform Gradient Field
As shown in Figure 7-6, the x-direction quadrupole field is driven by the z-directed
surface current distribution
= -,Jcos20 (7.11)
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at a radius of RO. After solving Laplace's Equation, we obtai
potential due to the x-quadrupole in Cartesian coordinates as
1IF = IJxy.RO
in the magnetic scalar
(7.12)
The resulting magnetic field in Cartesian coordinates becomes
ftJ JH [Hx, Hy] = [-*y, -xz],Ro Ro
and the resulting gradients of the magnetic field are
VHx
VHv
0H,
= [ ,'
a J
ax
OHx]
OH
y]
= [0, X ],RO
= [ ,x 010.RO
(7.13)
(7.14)
(7.15)
The result shows that the x-quadrupole current generates a magnetic field with uni-
form gradients, and thereby will exert a uniform force on a dipole located in the
field.
Y-Direction Quadrupole Field: Uniform Gradient Field
The y-direction quadrupole field is the same as x-direction quadrupole field rotated
by 45'. The y-direction quadrupole field is driven by the current distribution:
J = -Jy,sin20. (7.16)
After solving Laplace's Equation, we obtain the magnetic scalar potential in Cartesian
coordinate:
it 1
S= 1J.(y2 _ X2).
2RO (7.17)
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The resulting magnetic field in Cartesian coordinates is
H = [Hx, Hy] = - x, LY]
Ro Ro
The resulting gradients of the magnetic field are
VHx = [ , O]Ox Oy
VHv = [ ,y) ]
Ox ay
JYG 0]
RO
J
= 0, Y"] IRO
The result shows that the y-quadrupole current generates a magnetic field with uni-
form gradients, and so creates a uniform force on a dipole located in the field.
Predicted Force Behavior
If we put a magnetized object with magnetization density M inside the cavity, the
force density can be predicted by Kelvin magnetization force density:
fx = (ptO1 -V)Hx = pL.(M. OHax
fy = (pZOM V)Hy =axMr *
OH
Oy
+ MV Y),
ay
where fx and fy are volume force densities in N/m 3 . We make the following assump-
tions:
1. Assume that the radius of the tube is much smaller than the radius of the
actuator bore, and the presence of the tube does not affect the dipole and
quadrupole fields.
2. The dipole field applied by the actuator is much stronger than the quadrupole
fields, and the tube is mainly magnetized by the dipole field only.
3. The dipole field applied by the actuator magnetizes the tube in the y direction
with a magnetization density M = [0, My] A/m. From Haus [44], a cylinder
with p >> po inside a uniform magnetic field with a field strength H A/m, the
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Figure 7-7: Magnetization of a tube inside a uniform field: (a) a cylinder is mag-
netized by a magnetization density of M = 2H, and (b) a tube has the same total
magnetization strength.
magnetization density of the cylinder is M = 2H A/m, as shown in Figure 7-
7(a). A tube inside a uniform magnetic field has the same total magnetization
strength as long as it is not saturated, as shown in Figure 7-7(b). Hence we
can treat the tube as a cylinder when we calculate the field distribution and
the forces. If the tube is saturated, we can modify the result, and assume that
the magnetization density is determined by the ratio of wall thickness w to the
radius R, of the tube, such that M = [0, M,] = [0, (Bsat/po) x (w/R)].
Under these assumptions, we have the resulting forces:
F. = A. My 2rRi = M JoirR
= y R,
Fy = poMy '7rRf =t1 My Jyo~rR, t
(7.23)
(7.24)
where Fx and F, are forces per unit length in N/m. The result shows that the actuator
will have the following characteristics:
1. Fx and F, are controlled by JxO and J,, independently.
2. Fx and F. are decoupled.
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3. F, and Fy are independent of the position of the tube.
4. The actuator works even when the tube is saturated, which is a required char-
acteristic for thin-wall tubes.
For the actuator shown in Figure 7-5, we have coil windings with 3 current inputs:
1o, I, and I for dipole coil, x quadrupole coil and y quadrupole coil respectively.
These current inputs relate to the current distribution by Jo ~ 9.3 x 101 A/m,
Jo ~ 4.2 x iO4Ix A/m, Jyo ~ 4.8 x 1I, A/m. For an actuator with 1" length and
0.5" inside diameter, and a tube with 0.25" diameter, the calculations above predict
the forces as: Fx = 1.24IoIx N, and F, = 1 .4 21 Oy N. It will be shown later that
this estimation is 3 ~ 4 times smaller than the Matlab analysis and the experimental
results. The reason is that the tube inside the actuator significantly reduces the
magnetic reluctance, and hence increases the magnetic field, which was ignored in
the idealized calculations above.
7.3.2 Matlab Analysis
In the previous analysis, we neglect the presence of the tube when we calculate the
magnetic field distribution. However, in our final design, we have an actuator with
0.5" inside diameter and a tube with 0.25" diameter. The reluctance of the air
is reduced by roughly a factor of 2, hence the presence of the tube is apparently
not negligible. Therefore, I use numerical methods to solve for the magnetic field
distribution of the actuator to account for the significant dimensions of the tube.
I did this in the Matlab environment. The force is predicted as a function of the
excitation currents and position of the tube. The details are given in Appendix H.
In the following I only summarize the process and the result.
The Matlab model is shown in Figure 7-8. The magnetic scalar potential in the
air gap is represented by Laplace's Equation:
V2 = 0.
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Figure 7-8: Matlab model of a Dipole-Quadrupole actuator for solving the magnetic
field distribution.
I use the general solution of Laplace's Equation, and fit the boundary conditions of
the given scalar potentials. The boundary conditions are:
1. Magnetic scalar potential TI of each pole tip is calculated from the current
distribution.
2. Magnetic scalar potential between pole tips is assumed to be linear.
3. Scalar potential of the tube is a constant xI,', i.e., we assume the tube perme-
ability is high.
4. The net magnetic flux going through the tube is zero:
LHrdO = 0.
I use 360 point boundary conditions, and assume that the solution to be a combination
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T is linear
pole tips
T8
- T4 I - - -ZT31
of 20 harmonics 3:
20 (7.-5IF = I + (CimcosmO + C2msinmO) ((. (7.25)
Under assumptions above, the field will be normal to the surface of the tube. The
surface force distribution around the tube is thus
1f =-POH (7.26)2
directed normal to the tube surface at each point. An example of the resulting
calculated force distribution is shown in Figure 7-9. The results of the numerical
calculations can be approximated as:
F, = 2.4I + 0.3x + 0.3xy, (7.27)
Fy = 2.41 + 0.3y + 0.3xy, (7.28)
where the dipole current is assumed to be 0.5 A, Fx and F. are forces in N, I, and I,
are the currents in the x-quadrupole and y-quadrupole respectively in A, and x and
y are the tube positions in mm with respect to the centered condition.
7.3.3 Experimental Results
We design a testbed to measure the actuator forces as a function of current inputs and
tube positions, the design is shown in Figure 7-10. We use an X - Y stage to move
the actuator in the 2 lateral directions relative to the fixed tube. The experimental
results are shown in Figure 7-11 as compared with the theoretical analysis. The
experimental results can be modeled as:
Fx = 1.51 + 0.2x, (7.29)
F, = 2 Iy + 1. 5y. (7.30)
3 For the Matlab code I wrote, the numerical solution becomes wrong when m is larger than 46.
I did not further debug the code.
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7-9: Force distribution of dipole-quadrupole actuators analyzed by
)
using Mat-
F, with dipole current 0.5 A and x-quadrupole current Ix = 0.5 A, and (b)
F, with dipole current 0.5 A and y-quadrupole current I, = 0.5 A.
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Figure 7-10: Testbed for measuring actuator forces as a function of current inputs
and tube positions.
The experimental results show practical problems that were not considered at the
conceptual design of this actuator:
* The actuator pole tips are close to each other, and can be magnetically saturated
easily.
" The tube dimension is not negligible, and it thus significantly changes the mag-
netic field when it moves. The force is thus highly dependent on the tube
position.
* When the tube is close to the pole, especially at the top and the bottom, it will
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Figure 7-11: Experimental force function of the Dipole-Quadrupole actuators, com-
pared with the Matlab analysis.
be attracted and stick to the poles, and cannot be removed unless we turn off
the dipole field.
" The actuator has a maximum force of about 1 N due to thermal limit.
" It is troublesome to make such an actuator, the coil winding for the prototype
took about 40 hours' work.
Due to these disadvantages, we only used it at the beginning of this project to
suspend a 1.5 ft long beam with hinged-free ends. We then decided not to use this
actuator for the final beam suspension experiment. However, such actuators still offer
two promising applications: (1) suspension of thin-wall tubes, and (2) suspension of
small-diameter strings. Furthermore, it has the advantages that the force f. and fv
are decoupled, and are linear to input quadrupole currents.
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7.4 Quad-U-Core Actuator
In this project, we decide to use a tube with a 0.25" diameter, and sensors and
actuators with a 0.5" bore diameter. In this setup, the Dipole-Quadrupole actuator is
not ideal since the presence of the tube is not negligible. Although it offers the linear
current-force relations, it is not an attractive choice compared with its difficulties
of fabrication. Hence I decide not give up using Dipole-Quadrupole actuators, and
instead use typical electromagnets, and design the Quad-U-Core actuators as the
actuators for our final experiment. The current-force relation is nonlinear for this
type of actuators, but we can linearize it by using a biased current method or the
feedback linearization method. The Quad-U-Core actuators are shown in Figure 7-3.
Each U-shaped lamination is wound with 1200 turns of gauge 26 wires. The input
current limit is set to be 1 A due to power dissipation limits, the input voltage is 28
V. Each electromagnet is measured to have a resistance of 13 Q, and an inductance of
0.13 H. Hence from the 28 V power supply, the maximum available current is around
2 A, and the maximum current slewing rate on the inductance is about 0.2 A/ms.
Figure 7-3(a) shows the first version of this actuator; it has long and thin poles.
From experiments, the force saturates at 0.5 N when the input current is 0.5 A. This is
because the fringing magnetic field causes saturation in the back iron of the actuator.
Figure 7-3(b) shows the second version of this actuator; it has shorter poles, and
thicker cores.
7.4.1 Conceptual Design
Because of the difficulties of making the Dipole-Quadrupole actuator, the Quad-U-
Core actuator is designed and used instead for the final experimental setup. The
Quad-U-Core actuator simply consists of 4 U-core electromagnet, and each U-core is
shown in Figure 7-12. The properties of the Quad-U-Core actuator are predicted by
the magnetic circuit model shown here.
In designing the actuators, we want to obtain its force as a function of current
and air gap f(i, g). We also need to predict the maximum force, which is usually
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(steel) Assumption:
Magnetic flux (|} o/2g<<p/(L1+L2)
limited by current limit due to heat transfer, and magnetic flux limit due to magnetic
saturation.
In our experiment, we consider actuators with large air gaps. In this case, the
eddy-current effect is negligible as shown later. As shown in Figure 7-12, we assume
that the back iron and the target both have permeability such that [po/2g < p/(L1 +
L2 ), the magnetic field in the air gap can then be obtained by
Ni
p0 A 2g
The applied force F can then be derived as
B 2  k2
F = 2A- = , --, (-.32)
2po pu0A' q<ma,(32
where po = 4ir x 1- H/in is permeability of free space, N = 1200 is the number
of turns of coil, i is current input, and A = 40 mm2 is the cross-sectional area of
actuator pole face. With these numerical values, the resulting force function becomes
F(i, g) = 8, (7.33)
g
where F is force in N, i is current input in A, and is air gap in mm. It will be shown
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that this approximation is close to the Matlab analysis and the experimental result.
When designing the actuator, we estimate the maximum force output by consid-
ering current limit and magnetic saturation. The current intensity is mainly limited
by heat transfer. For an air cooled system, ?max ~ 5 106 x (cross sectional area of one
wire). Magnetic saturation can happen inside both the actuator and the suspended
object. We follow the magnetic flux path in Figure 7-12 to find the bottleneck,
the minimum cross sectional areas are A (the pole face area) and 2(a + b)W (the
perimeter of the pole times the target steel thickness). Hence the maximum mag-
netic flux #max is approximately the minimum of A - (Bsat)actuator, A - (Bsat)target and
(2a + 2b)W - (Bsat)target. The saturating flux density Bsat is about 1.5 Tesla for Si-Fe
laminations and for the target steel.
In our experimental setup, we have electromagnets wound by gauge 26 wires,
which have a diameter of 0.016" (0.4 mm). Therefore, the maximum current input
should be set at
imax ~ 5 x 106 x 7r(2 x 10-4)2 = 0.6 (A). (7.34)
In the real hardware, we have an operating point current running at 0.3 ~ 0.4 A to
support the weight of the beam. We set the maximum current in the software to 1
A for control purposes. However, if we run 1 A through the coil constantly for more
than 1 minute, the coil becomes extremely hot. The maximum force due to current
limit can be found to be
__2 0.62Fmax = 18 m = 183.22 = 0.6 (N). (7.35)
92 3.22
The maximum force due to magnetic saturation can be found to be
B 2  1.52
Fmax = 2A max = 8 x 10-5 - = 72 (N). (7.36)
2po 2po
It seems that the actuators should not have saturation problems. However, due to
the large air gaps, the fringing field can saturate the back iron easily. That is why
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we designed the actuators with thicker back iron as shown in Figure 7-12.
7.4.2 MATLAB Analysis
In an approach similar to that we used for the Dipole-Quadrupole actuator, in the
Quad-U-Core actuator we can solve for the magnetic field in the air gap, and then
solve for the force as function of current input and tube position. The details are
shown in Appendix H. I summarize the result in the following.
We can assume that the solution of magnetic scalar potential as a combination of
20 harmonics 4 :
T = Coln- + 0(C cosm + C2msinmO) . (7.37)
Notice that the solution form is slightly different from that of the Dipole-Quadrupole
actuators, that is because the boundary conditions are different. The resulting force
is
.2
F(i, g) = 3 4 -, (7.38)
where F is force in N, i is current in A, and g is air gap in mm.
7.4.3 Experimental Results
The experimental results show that the force is approximately
.2
F(i, g) = 367, (7.39)
9
where F is force in N, i is current in A, and g is air gap in mm. As expected, the force
is a nonlinear function of current and tube position. This result compares favorably
with predictions from the Matlab analysis. In our test, the maximum continuous
4As in the analysis Dipole-Quadrupole actuators, my Matlab code starts to show errors when m
is larger than 23.
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current is around 0.7 - 0.8 A, which limits the maximum force to 1.7 - 2.3 N when
the tube is centered and the air gap is 3.2 mm. Since the 10 ft long tube weighs 3.5
N, in order to lift the beam from the bottom of the actuator (air gap g = 6.4 mm), we
need 8 actuators driven by a 0.7 A current to lift it. In practice, we set the maximum
current to be 1 A for the control purpose. During suspension, the top magnet has an
average input current of 0.3 ~ 0.4 A.
7.4.4 Push-Pull Linearization versus Feedback Linearization
We can linearize the actuator output by two methods: push-pull linearization, and
feedback linearization. We will show that push-pull linearization is not desirable
because it makes control more difficult. We thus will use feedback linearization in
our final setup.
The arrangement of push-pull linearization is shown in Figure 7-13. Here, the
top magnet has input current (io + i) A with an air gap of (go - x) mm, and the
bottom one has input current (io - i) A with an air gap of (go + x) mm, where io is
the constant bias current, and go is the nominal air gap. The resulting force is the
combination of the forces from these two electromagnets:
[(io +i)2  (i 0 -__i)2F = F1 - F2 = 36 , (7.40)(go - x) 2  (go + x)2
which shows that the i2 terms will be canceled. This function is plotted in Figure 7-
13, we see that with 0.5 A bias current, the resulting force shows a linear relation to
the input current i within the ±0.5 A range.
In order to incorporate the actuator force function into the system dynamics, we
further linearize this nonlinear equation with respect to input current i and displace-
ment x by
OF. OF
F(ix) ~ (0,0)+ i x0i Ox
F io 2_36 4 i+43 . (7.41)
20  9
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Figure 7-13: Actuator linearization by push-pull arrangements, assuming the actuator
bias current is i. = 0.5 A.
If we have a bias current of i0 = 0.5 A, and a nominal gap of go = 3.2 mm, the
resulting force function becomes:
F(i, x) = Kii + K~x = 7.Oi + 1.lx, (7.42)
where F is force in N, i is current in A, and x is the displacement in mm.
As for statics, push-pull linearization seems to be a good solution to linearize the
actuator output. However, if we look at the dynamics, we will find that the push-pull
linearization makes the system difficult to control. The arrangement of the push-
pull setup with a bias current is analogous to adding permanent magnets to both
sides of the electromagnets. As shown in Figure 7-13, a free mass M with 2 biased
electromagnets has dynamics: Mz = F = Kii + K~x. Originally, the free mass has
2 poles at the origin. With the bias current, these two poles move to ± /KX/M,
as shown in Figure 7-14. For our system, if we have M = 0.35 kg, and 8 actuators
with a total K, = 8800 N/in, the open loop poles will be moved from the origin to
+160 rad/s. In order to stabilize these poles, the feedback control will need to have
a proportional gain of at least 1100 N/in for each actuator.
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Figure 7-14: Instability caused by push-pull arrangements.
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Figure 7-15: Block diagram of feedback linearization.
For this reason, we instead choose to use feedback linearization in our final ex-
periment. The block diagram for feedback linearization is shown in Figure 7-15. For
our actuator, we have f = 36i 2 /d2 , where f is force in N, i is current in A, and d is
air gap in mm. With the feedback of air gap d, from the control force command fe,
we can calculate the required current i by i = dv/IJZ/6 in the software. Hence we can
avoid the nonlinearity in the actuator, and the resulting output force becomes follows
the force command: f = f,. By using this arrangement, the open loop poles stay at
the origin.
7.5 Input Current Control
In this section, I include the circuit design of current source for the actuators. We
use power amplifiers for Dipole-Quadrupole actuators since we need two-directional
currents. We use power FET drives for Quad-U-Core actuators since we only need
uni-directional currents.
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Figure 7-16: Current control circuit for Dipole-Quadrupole Actuators
amplifier and PI controller.
using power
7.5.1 Power Amplifier Circuit Design for Dipole-Quadrupole
Actuators
The current control board for the Dipole-Quadrupole actuator is shown in Figure 7-
16. This circuit is modified from a circuit design that has been widely used in our
lab [109]. The circuit consists of a PI analog controller, a low-pass filter, PA-12 power
amplifier, the load, and a 1 Q current sense resistor. The same current control circuit
is used to drive the primary coils of sensors.
The PI controller parameters are determined to properly tune the loop transfer
function. We first model the actuator by a resistor RA and an inductor LA. From
open-loop testing, the dipole coil has RA = 40 Q and LA = 0.4 H, and each quadrupole
coil has RA = 20 Q and LA = 0.07 H. The low-pass filter is chosen to have R = 10 kQ
and C = 500 pF, and the bandwidth is 30 kHz. We design the PI controller such that
the controlled current has a bandwidth of 1000 rad/s with 90' phase margin. The
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resulting controllers are
GpI = 5 0 0 s + 100 for dipole coil, (7.43)
8
Grp = 10 0 +100 for quadrupole coils. (7.44)S
7.5.2 Power FET Circuit Design for Quad-U-Core Actuators
For Quad-U-Core actuators, we only need uni-directional currents, hence we use power
FET drives to control the current since they are cheaper than power amplifiers. The
current control circuit for the Quad-U-Core actuators is shown in Figure 7-17. This
circuit is modified from a design that has been widely used in our lab [69, ?, 3],
the original circuit designs are shown in Appendix I. In the following, I will explain
the functions of this circuit design. I will focus on the modifications that I made
particularly for this project, including the damping resistor and the 2nd order low-
pass filter.
In Figure 7-17, I separate the circuit into 6 subsystems:
1. Actuator: This can be simply modeled by a resistor RA and an inductor LA.
However, when we drive the current by using power FET, there is a 4 kHz
resonance in the actuator current iACT, although the power FET current iFET
is well controlled. Hence we model the actuator by a resistor RA, an inductor
LA, and a capacitor CA. This augmented model successfully predicts the current
oscillation. However, we did not figure out exactly what sources introduce such
a large capacitance (about 10 nF by this model), they can be the capacitance
within the turns of the coil, between the coil and the lamination core, and/or
between the power FET drain and the heat sink.
2. Damping resistor: A resistor is added to the circuit to damp the RLC circuit
resonance in the actuator.
3. Detachable 2nd order low-pass filter: When the sensor and actuator are located
close to each other, the magnetic field from the actuator causes feedthrough in
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Figure 7-17: Current control circuit for Quad-U-Core actuators by using power FET.
the sensor outputs. By adding this 2nd order low-pass filter, we can reduce this
feedthrough significantly. The tradeoff is that it causes extra phase lag to the
actuator. To avoid this phase lag, the filter is usually removed when the sensors
and actuators are not closely located.
4. 1st order low-pass filter: This part provides a low-pass filter to the current
command. It is from the original design in Ludwick [69].
5. Power FET with current feedback: This is the key part of current control. Since
we only need current in single direction, we chose power FET drives instead
of power amplifiers since they are much cheaper.5 The current feedback is
sensed by the 1 Q resistor. This feedback loop may need further modifications,
since the local loop has a proportional gain of an order of 106 from the Op
5The power FET is about $1.00 each, and the PA-12 power amplifier is about $100.00 each.
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Amp. Aggarwal [3] uses a lag compensator, and the circuit design is shown in
Appendix I.
6. Fast fly-back network: It is from the original design in Olsen [86]. The purpose
of fly-back circuit is to protect the circuit from excessive voltage when the
system is suddenly turned off. However, a traditional diode-resistor fly-back
circuit can lead to slow current negative slew rates and hence may reduce the
actuator large-signal bandwidth. This design of the fast fly-back circuit can
guarantee the current decrease at the rate of diAcT/dt = VZener/LA. In our
design, we set VZener to about 37 V.
At the beginning, we modeled the actuator by a resistor (13 Q) and an inductor
(0.13 H). Hence we did not have the damping resister in the current control circuit.
During suspension experiments, we put the sensors and actuators close to each other
to avoid non-collocation problems. However, in this location, the magnetic field of
the actuators causes significant feedthrough into the sensor outputs. As shown in
Figure 7-18, when we apply a sinusoidal current command to the actuator using 10
ms steps, the current sensor (1 Q resistor) voltage V shows nothing wrong. But
the position sensor outputs become extremely noisy within ±7 V while its operating
range is ±10 V.
To get a closer look, we measure the FET drain voltage Vd instead of source voltage
V, and observe a lightly-damped resonance at 4 kHz as shown in Figure 7-19.
We successfully model this resonance by adding a capacitance of 10 nF into the
actuator model as shown. The transfer function can be shown to be
iACT 1(7.45)
iFET (LACA)S 2 + (RACA)S + 1
The RLC circuit model has a resonance frequency of 1/ LACA. Hence we model the
stray capacitance as about 10 nF, which is possibly due to the capacitance within
the turns of the coil, between the coil and the lamination core, and/or between the
power FET drain and the heat sink.
To avoid this resonance, we add a damping resistance Rd into the system, as shown
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Figure 7-18: The steps on a computer-generated sinusoidal actuator current command
(CHI) cause feedthrough into the position sensor outputs in both x and y (CH2 and
CH3, respectively).
in Figure 7-17. With this addition, the system transfer function becomes
ZACT +RA+Rd (LACA)s 2 + (RACA± +)s d (1+ )
(7.46)
We choose Rd = 2 kQ, such that the system has a bandwidth of 4.4 kHz with a
damping ratio of 0.9. The disadvantage of using the damping resistor is that in steady
state the actuator will have a bias current of 0.014 A, and the power dissipation from
the damping resistor will be 0.4 W. This bias current may be eliminated by adding
a series capacitor sufficiently big, such as a 10 pF, 200 V rating capacitor. For
this project, we only use the damping resistor, and the damped output is shown
in Figure 7-20. The actuator current no longer has the oscillation, and the sensor
outputs are significantly improved.
After we solved the resonance in the actuator current, we still observe feedthrough
in sensors that are caused by the actuator when the sensor and actuator are located
next to each other. We then added an extra 2nd order low-pass filter to reduce
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Figure 7-19: Resonance of actuator current causes feedthrough into position sensor
outputs. The position sensors demodulate the feedthrough and result in noise with a
different frequency from the actuator current oscillation.
this feedthrough. The reason is that we use inductive sensors by the principles of
differential transformers. The sensor coils pick up the time derivative of the mag-
netic flux linkage dN/dt, and the demodulation circuit cannot filter out the high
frequency noise effectively. Therefore, a first-order filtered magnetic flux will still
cause feedthrough in the sensor outputs. By adding this 2nd order low-pass filter,
we reduced the feedthrough significantly. The tradeoff of adding this filter is that
it causes extra phase lag to the actuator. The 2nd order low-pass filters are usually
removed when sensors and actuators are not closely located.
In our final setup, we have:
1. Second order filter: R = 20 kM, C = 0.01 [LF, K = 2.2, the low-pass filter has
a dc gain of 2.2 and two poles at 800 Hz with a damping ratio of 0.4:
K
(R 2 C 2 )s 2 +(3 - K)RCs + 1
2.2 x 50002
s2 + 2 x 0.4 x 5000s + 50002 (7.4
2. First order filter: R1 = 5.6 kQ, R2 = 620 Q, C = 0.01 pF, the low-pass filter
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Figure 7-20: Actuator current is damped by the damping resistor Rd, and no longer
cause feedthrough in the position sensors.
has a dc gain of 0.1 and a pole at 28 kHz:
V__ R2 0.1 x 1.79 x 105
V (R1R 2 C)s + (Ri + R 2 ) s + 1.79 x 105
3. Damping resistor: Rd = 2 kQ, the actuator has RA = 13 0, LA = 0.13 H, and
CA = 10 nF, the current command to current output has a de gain of 1 and two
poles at 4.4 kHz with a damping ratio of 0.9:
iACT 1
iFET (LACA)S 2 + (RACA + )s+ (1 + )
(2.8 x 104)2
s2 + 2 x 0.9 x 2.8 x 104 s + (2.8 x 104)2
We model the actuator dynamics by combining these transfer functions together. The
eddy-currents in the actuator and target are ignored.
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Figure 7-21: Model for computing the effects of magnetic diffusion in a conductive
steel target. The model occupies a depth D into the paper
7.6 Eddy-Current Model
For magnetic bearings with small air gaps and a solid steel target, we need to consider
the effects of eddy currents. The reason is because the reluctance of the air gap is
small, and the eddy currents cause the reluctance of the suspended object to become
significant relative to the gap reluctance. In the following, I solve the magnetic diffu-
sion equations, and introduce a simplified magnetic circuit model including magnetic
diffusion in a conductive target.
7.6.1 Magnetic Diffusion of Conductors
To include eddy-current effects, we start with the magnetic diffusion equation:
V 2 B = - . (7.50)
A simple model of the magnetic circuit is shown in Figure 7-21. While applying an
ac magnetic field B = Bocoswt = Re[Boeiwt ], the magnetic field diffuses into the
material by a certain skin depth 6:
= 2 (7.51)
Iposw
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The three variables here are permeability p, conductivity o-, and the ac field frequency
w. The magnetic flux density inside the material is given by the solution of the one
dimensional magnetic diffusion equation [111]
B = Re[Boe-'/ej(wt-z/)]. (7.52)
We can integrate the magnetic flux density B through the material thickness W and
multiply by D to obtain the total magnetic flux #, assuming 6 < W:
W BDdz = Re[Boeswt  ] = Bo6D--cos(wt - 450), (7.53)
z=O 1 + j 2
where D is the width of magnetic flux path inside the target steel.
With the results from this 2-dimensional model in hand, we now move on to
developing a model for our tube suspension. In our experimental setup, a 6.35 mm
diameter tube is the steel target. We simplify the actuator by using a model as shown
in Figure 7-22(a) and (b), which includes magnetic reluctance from the air gaps and
the target steel. The air gaps are considered planar for simplicity. As shown in
Figure 7-22(c), we have the magnetic circuit as:
Ni = k(I1Z + R2 + R 1 ), (7.54)
where each component is given by
$1Z = Hig= g, (7.55)p0ab
#$Z2 = H2 (c - a) = (c - a). (7.56)puD8
Here H1 is the magnetic field intensity in the air gap, H2 is the magnetic field intensity
on the surface of the target steel, and # is the total magnetic flux. Therefore we can
rewrite the magnetic reluctance R for the magnetic circuit model as
R1 = 9 (7.57)p0ab'
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Figure 7-22: Actuator reluctance includes air gap reluctance and target steel reluc-
tance with a 450 phase lag due to eddy-currents: (a) side view of the actuator model,
(b) top view of the target steel, (c) magnetic circuit model, and (d) complex reluctance
components.
(1+ j)(c - a)2 = LD 2 w.
The combination of R 1 and Z2 is shown in Figure 7-22(d). This 450 phase lag matches
qualitatively with results from the literature on magnetic bearings with small air gaps
and a solid steel target [34].
To verify that we can ignore the eddy-currents for our experiment, we can compare
the air reluctance and material reluctance over the bandwidth of the control loop, and
thereby determine if eddy-currents are significant. The setup of our experiment has a
required actuator bandwidth of close to 800 Hz, and the target steel has a skin depth
of
2 2
IO-w V5000o - 7.5 x 10 6 - 16007r
= 9 x 10-5 m = 0.09 mm
at 800 Hz. Compared to the wall thickness of the tube W = 0.9 mm, the criteria of
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rL
(7.58)
(7.59)
6 < W is satisfied. Hence the resulting magnetic reluctance is:
27i=2g 2 -3.2 x iO -2b - 2 -3. x 10- 1.2 x 108 [1/H] (7.60)poab 41r x 10-7 - 4 x 10-5
(1 + j)(c - a) 
_ 0.0254(1 + j)
pD6 5000po -6.4 x 10-36 i [/ (
Since the reluctance from target steel is much smaller than that of air, we can conclude
that the eddy-currents are negligible for our experiment.
7.6.2 Experiments on Eddy-Current Model
To further verify our eddy-current model, I did 2 simple experiments. In the first
experiment, I use ferrite as the actuator core, and a solid steel slab as the target,
with an air gap of 0.13 mm6 . The air gap needs to be this small such that the air
gap reluctance will be small relative to the reluctance from the target steel. In the
second experiment, I replace the solid steel target by Silicon-iron laminations. The
orientation of the laminations are designed to induce eddy currents, such that I can
verify the eddy-current model7 . Both experimental setups are shown in Figure 7-
23, notice the laminations are oriented such that the large surface area is facing
the actuator. The model is shown in Figure 7-24(a) and (b). We first calculate
the reluctance from our eddy-current model, and then compare the results with the
experimental results.
The calculation of reluctance is similar to that of the previous section, except
that the target steel has a larger surface area. In order to integrate the surface
and calculate the reluctance, I assume the pole face has a radius of r as shown in
Figure 7-24(b). The reluctance of the target steel between two pole faces becomes:
OR2 : 2 Hdx = - Jr(i + 0(i + )A)dx
X1 P r 2=r6 2,7r(c - x)6)
6 0.13mm is the thickness of a piece of paper.
7 In magnetic bearings, if laminations are used as targets, they will be oriented to avoid eddy
currents. Here I am doing the opposite for experimental purposes.
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Figure 7-23: Experiments of testing target steel reluctance:
the target, and (b) Silicon-iron laminations as the target.
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Figure 7-24: Actuator reluctance includes air gap reluctance and steel reluctance: (a)
side view of the actuator model, (b) top view of the target steel, and (c) magnetic
circuit model.
-(1+ j)nc-r
7rpob r
(7.62)
where H is the magnetic field intensity on the surface of the target steel, and q is the
total magnetic flux. Therefore we can rewrite the magnetic reluctance R for magnetic
circuit model by
L
Ro = = 1 x 10 5 [1/H] for the ferrite core, (7.63)
Ilferriteab
R =  9 4 x 10 5 [1/H] for the air gap, (7.64)
poab
R 2 = lnc - r = 1.3 x 104(1+ j)Vf [1/H], for the steel target(7.65)7rpb r
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Figure 7-25: Experimental Bode Plots of total reluctance R by using a solid steel
target, the effects of eddy-currents cannot be clearly observed due to the fringing
field.
= 3 x 103(1 ±j)v/ [1/H], for the Si-Fe target. (7.66)
where 6 = V2/(pow) < W.
In the experiments, we measure the voltage V and the current i of the electric
circuit. From the relation V = i(R + jwLi), since the circuit resistance R is given,
we can thus calculate the system inductance Li. From the relations Lji = N# and
R = Ni/#, the resulting reluctance can be calculated by 1Z = N 2 /Lj, where N = 500
is the turns of the coil.
The first experimental result of using a solid steel target is shown in Figure 7-25.
it shows the measured total reluctance as a function of the frequency compared with
theoretical calculation. The reluctance does increase with frequency as we expect it.
However, we find that the 450 phase shift is not very obvious at high frequencies,
which we believe is due to the effects of the fringing field.
As shown in Figure 7-26, the fringing field of the actuator does not contribute to
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Figure 7-26. Modeling of the fringing field reluctance.
the actuator force output. However, in our experiment, we are measuring the voltage-
current relation, and the fringing field contributes to the total reluctance, and affect
our measurement. The fringing field can be modeled as a reluctance parallel to the
air gap and target steel. By this model, we can explain the behavior of Figure 7-25
at high frequencies when the fringing field starts to dominate the total reluctance.
The second experiment uses Si-Fe laminations as the target, and the measured
total reluctance is shown in Figure 7-27 compared with theoretical calculation. Since
the Si-Fe laminations have lower reluctance, the parallel fringing field reluctance has
less effects on our measurement, and we observe a clear 450 phase shift.
Overall, these experimental results are not completely satisfying, since we have
the fringing field affecting our results, and we cannot clearly show how well this
eddy-current model predicts the magnetic flux going through the air gap. A better
experiment will be by measuring the magnetic flux through the air gap, or by mea-
suring the forces applied to the target steel, hence we can avoid the fringing field from
affecting the experimental results.
7.7 Summary
In this chapter, I show the conceptual designs, magnetic field analyses, force estima-
tion, and circuit designs or our developed Dipole-Quadrupole actuator and Quad-U-
Core actuator. The Dipole-Quadrupole actuator has a linear current-force relation,
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Figure 7-27: Experimental Bode Plots of total reluctance R by using a Si-Fe lamina-
tion target, the 450 phase change shows the effects of eddy-currents.
it also produces less axial magnetic field that can interfere with the sensor. It has
the potential to be used for suspending thin tubes and strings. The Quad-U-Core
actuator is easy to make, and functions as we predicted. At the end of this chapter,
I further discuss the eddy-current model for actuators with small air gaps and solid
steel targets.
From our experience, both the magnetic saturation in the back iron and power
dissipation in the coil limit the maximum forces of our actuators. The main reason
is because the actuator operates at a large air gap, it hence produces a large amount
of fringing field that saturates the back iron, and it also needs a large current input
to provide a sufficient magnetic field through the air gap. Although the large air gap
amplifies the difficulties in magnetic saturation and thermal limit, it helps on the
problem of eddy currents. Since the air gap dominates the system total reluctance,
the eddy currents inside the solid steel target are insignificant within our control
bandwidth.
In this thesis, we control the actuator forces by controlling the current inputs. For
fast-moving target steel, the eddy currents inside the steel target can be significant,
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and the current-force relation will vary with the moving speed. If the moving speed
is unknown, a possible solution to control the force may be by the feedback of the
magnetic flux at the air gap, since the flux-force relation is not affected by the moving
speed. This topic will need further study in the future.
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Chapter 8
Non-contact Sensor Design for
Tubular Beams
In our experiment of tubular beam suspension, we need to use non-contact position
sensors to feedback the tube positions in the two lateral dimensions. The sensors
need to be robust to environmental contamination such as dust or paint for various
manufacturing processes. They also need to have large air gaps, for the same reason
as actuators, to allow workpiece vibration, heat insulation, and to leave room for
coatings and other processes on the workpiece. Furthermore, it is desirable that
sensors are compact in the axial direction, and can be placed close to the actuators
to avoid possible sensor/actuator non-collocation problems.
In this project, we developed a 2-dimensional inductive position sensor to meet
these criteria, as shown in Figure 8-1. This sensor was designed and built by Robert
J. Ritter in our lab for his Master's thesis [93]. The mapping of the sensor outputs V
and V as a nonlinear function of x and y position of the tube is shown in Figure 8-2.
I encountered various problems with using these sensors for the magnetic suspen-
sion of tubular beams, including feedthrough from the actuators and cross-coupling
from other sensors. In this chapter, I summarize the operating principles of the sensor
design. I also discuss the modifications that I make to solve these problems.
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Sensor Demodulation circuit board
Figure 8-1: Two-dimensional position sensor for tubular beam suspension.
Table 8.1: Choices of different non-contact position sensors.
Sensor Working Materials Sensitive environment Advantage
Optic non-transparent dust linear
Capacitive conductive humidity, dust accurate
Inductive magnetic or conductive - large range
Eddy current conductive -
Hall effect magnetic or conductive -
Interferometer mirror surface dust, air density accurate
8.1 Introduction to Sensor Design
For magnetic suspension of tubular structures, we can use several different types of
non-contact position sensors. The comparison of different sensors are summarized in
Table 8.1, the details of the comparison can be found in Sinha [97] and Usher [103].
We choose to design inductive sensors because of the following advantages:
1. It is more robust to environmental contamination such as dust or paint than
capacitive or optic sensors.
2. It works for magnetic or conductive materials, and hence is compatible with
magnetic suspension processes.
3. The size of the sensors can be compact in axial direction, and can be placed close
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Figure 8-2: Two-dimensional position sensor output when tube is moving in a 1 mm
grid in x and y.
to the actuators to avoid possible sensor/actuator non-collocation problems.
8.1.1 One-Dimensional Sensor
We designed the sensor in a similar principle to linear variable differential transformer
(LVDT) [48]. Figure 8-3 illustrates the working principle of our one-dimensional
sensor design. The primary coil is driven by a 6 kHz current source, the secondary coils
read the time derivative of magnetic flux linkage: V = dNq1/dt and V2 = dN02 /dt.
By reading the amplitude of V1-V2 by using synchronous detection, we can determine
the horizontal position of the tube.
Two types of one-dimensional sensors are developed in this research. The simple
E-core sensor shown in Figure 8-4(a) is designed to sense horizontal positions of tubes,
but the output greatly depends on the vertical positions too. The modified B-core
sensor shown in Figure 8-4(b) is designed to sense horizontal positions of tubes, and to
avoid the dependence of vertical positions. Both of these sensors were built by Robert
J. Ritter in his Master's thesis. The cores of the sensors are made of ferrite1 , which
is ferromagnetic and non-conductive. Since ferrite is not appreciably conductive, it
doesn't have a problem of phase lag due to magnetic diffusion, and is a good choice
'Soft ferrite was ordered from Eastern Components, Inc., (800)642-0518.
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Figure 8-3: One-dimensional differential transformer position sensor.
for sensors that need high bandwidth. However, ferrite has a smaller permeability
([ ~ 2700[p,) than silicon iron, and is difficult to machine.
This sensor design works for both ferromagnetic and conductive materials in the
target. However, these two types of materials act with opposite effects. Ferromagnetic
materials such as steel attract the magnetic flux, and non-magnetic conductors such
as aluminum or copper repel the varying magnetic flux. Hence the sensor outputs for
these two types of materials will have opposite signs with respect to displacement of
the target.
8.1.2 Two-Dimensional Sensor
We really need a sensor which is active in 2 degrees of freedom (x + y). The design
of such a 2-dimensional position sensor is illustrated in Figure 8-5. The working
principle is similar to the 1-dimensional position sensor. The 3 primary coils are
driven by three 6 kHz current sources with a 120' phase difference. This creates
a rotating magnetic field at 6 kHz rotation frequency. We use 3 secondary coils to
determine the x and y position of the tube. The original electronics in Ritter [93]
uses synchronous rectification to read the amplitudes of the 3 secondary coil voltages.
In this thesis, I change it to synchronous detection, and will be discussed later in this
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(a) (b)
Figure 8-4: One-dimensional position sensors for tubular beams: (a) a simple E-core
sensor, and (b) a modified E-core sensor.
chapter. The sensor output is nonlinear to the real x and y position, and must be
linearized in the software.
The core of this sensor is made of silicon iron laminations2 with thickness of 0.007
inch. Notice the skin depth of the 6 kHz magnetic field inside the laminations will be
_ 2 I26 ~ 0.0007 inch. (.)6= \(70000t0p)(2.1 x 106)(6000 x 2ir)
Thus only 20% of the lamination thickness is being effectively used. Since the thick-
ness of 0.007 inch is an industrial standard, we chose them because of the lower price.
Also we choose laminated steel over ferrite because: (1) it is easier to machine, and
(2) the eddy current will be negligible due to the large air gap.
8.2 Modifications of the Sensor Design
In this project, I encountered several problems while using the sensors for the magnetic
suspension of tubular beams. The main problems are the feedthrough caused by
actuators, and the cross-coupling caused by other sensors. I also make improvements
including reducing the phase lag, linearizing sensor output, and stabilizing current
2Laminations were ordered from Thomas & Skinner Inc., Caldwell, NJ, (973)227-2784.
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Figure 8-5: Two-dimensional differential transformer position sensor.
control loop. The original design and new modifications are illustrated in Figure 8-6.
The modifications are described in the following sections.
8.3 Sensor Feedthrough Caused by Actuators
Placing the sensors close to the actuators may be desirable to avoid sensor/actuator
non-collocation problems. However, the actuator generates magnetic fields that can
cause feedthrough into the sensor output. We solved this problem by four steps:
(1) change to synchronous detection, (2) adjust 50% duty cycle on reference signal,
(3) add low-pass filters to actuator command, and (4) add magnetic shielding plates
made of high-p metal' outside the sensors to eliminate noise caused by the magnetic
field coupling. The details are discussed in the following sections. After these efforts,
the result is acceptable such that sensor and actuator can be placed right next to
each other.
3Magnetic shielding metals were ordered from Daner-Hayes, Inc., 300 Eliot St., Ashland, MA
01712, 508-881-0400
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Figure 8-6: Sensor setup and modifications that are different from the original design.
8.3.1 Synchronous Detection
The first step to eliminate noise from the environment is to change the detection of
sensor output from rectification to synchronous detection. The original design uses
lVi = V - sgn(V) to obtain the rectified signal. By using synchronous detection,
we rectify the output by another reference signal, and we have IV l = V - sgn(I3 ),
Vb= Vb -sgn(Ii), and IVcI = V -sgn(12). By doing so, we should be able to filter out
signals at other than the excitation frequency, which is 6 kHz. The circuit design is
shown in Figure 8-7. Here the AD630 is an integrated circuit synchronous detector.
The three phase currents 1, 12, and 13 are used as the reference channels for Vb, V,
and Va, respectively. The output summing amplifiers yield the x and y voltages V
and V, which will be low-pass filtered to get rid of the 12 kHz residual signal from
synchronous detection.
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Since we use synchronous detection to extract the 6 kHz component in the sensor
output signal, any dc component in the signals V, V, and V should be filtered out.
However, when we put sensors and actuators close together, the sensor picked up de
feedthrough from the actuator. This effect is shown in Figure 8-8. When the actuator
has a l i increasing current, the tiedtrovatdve of the generated magnetic field
d#/dt is constant. This dc feedthrough should be filtered out by the synchronous
detection. Although the sensor output V em owr ie h uptV does not
filter this dc component.
We figured out that it results from the 6 kHz signal generating circuit. As shown
in Figure 8-9, the 6 kHz signaJ measured from one of the I Q current sensing resistor
has a duty-cycle of 53/47%. This explains why dc component was not filtered by
synchronous detection.
Therefore I modified the signal generating circuit by adding a potentiometer to fine
tune the signal level to obtain 50% duty cycle, as shown in Figure 8-10, After doing
so, the dc feedthrough from actuators gets filtered, the results are greatly improved,
as shown in Figure 8-11. There are still feedthrough due to ac magnetic flux, but the
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Figure 8-8: Sensor picks up dc feedthrough from the actuator: actuator has linearly
increasing current, sensor output V is operating correctly, but V is not working
properly.
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Figure 8-9: The measured 6 kHz input signal; it does not have 50% duty cycle.
dc component is effectively eliminated.
8.3.3 Sensor AC Feedthrough Caused by Actuator Current
To further reduce the feedthrough due to ac magnetic flux, I added a 2nd order low-
pass filter to the actuator command. Since the sensors pick up the time derivative of
the magnetic flux linkage dNo/dt, if the actuator has a step current input, the sensor
will pick up the derivative of this step, which is a spike. A first-order low-pass filter
added to the actuator command cannot avoid this feedthrough sufficiently. Hence I
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Figure 8-11: Sensor dc feedthrough caused by the actuator is filtered correctly by
synchronous detection.
added a 2nd order low-pass filter to the actuator command. The details of this filter
are presented in Chapter 7. The result is improved as shown in Figure 8-12.
8.4 Sensor Coupling From Other Sensors
While operating the sensor, a phenomenon is noticed that there is cross coupling
between sensors. For example, if the tube moves at sensor No.1, the output of sensor
No.2 will be affected too. We figured out that it is due to the change of the inductance.
This is happening because we have the sensor primary coils in series, and use one
current source to drive all 8 sensor coils.
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Figure 8-12: Sensor ac feedthrough caused from actuator current is reduced after
actuator command is filtered by another 2nd order low-pass filter.
The model of the sensor primary coil and current control is shown in Figure 8-
13. The 8 primary coils in series have a total resistance of R, = 2.72 Q and a total
inductance of L, = 304 pH. Together with the current sensing resistor of 1 Q, the
open-loop pole of this system is (R, + l)/L, ~ 2 kHz. While tube moves toward
one pole of one sensor, the inductance increases, and the gain and phase of current
output change, which affects every single sensor. In the original design, we have a
proportional gain of 400 for current control. This results in a bandwidth of 200 kHz,
and a loop gain of 33 at 6 kHz. This gain level is insufficient to regulate the current
at this frequency.
To solve this problem, we could use a current control board for each sensor, which
means we will need 24 current control boards for all the 3 primary coils of 8 sensors.
Another way is to improve the performance of the current control loop such that the
change of the inductance will not affect the current output as much. We had 3 ideas
for doing this:
1. We can increase the controller gain to improve the loop gain at 6 kHz. The
disadvantage is that the closed-loop bandwidth is getting too high, and the
current control loop can go unstable. Notice that the original bandwidth of
200 kHz is already too high, one of the current control board went unstable
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2. We can use a PI controller instead of a proportional controller, hence we can
improve the loop gain at 6 kHz without increasing the closed-loop bandwidth.
3. We can use a 30 Q resistor in series with the primary coils, which changes the
open-loop dynamics, and moves the open-loop pole from 2 kHz to 18 kHz (higher
than the excitation frequency at 6 kHz). By doing so, when the inductance
changes, the open loop pole shifted around 18 kHz, but will not affect the loop
gain at 6 kHz, as shown in Figure 8-14.
We solved the sensor-sensor coupling problem by using both (2) and (3). The
final current control loop is shown in Figure 8-15. The final loop transfer function
becomes:
s(Rp1 Cp1 )+1 1 1L.T. (s) =-5 -
s(C 1 ) s(Ls) + (Rs + 31) R5
s(5 x 106) +1 1 1
s(2 x 10-11) s(3.04 x 10-6) + (33.71) 1 x 104 (8.2)
This loop has a bandwidth of 70 kHz, and a loop gain of 19 at 6 kHz. The 30 Q resistor
makes the closed-loop current less sensitive to inductance changes. The PI controller
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Figure 8-14: Sensor current control with 30 Q resistor in series: the varying inductance
will not significantly affect the loop gain at 6 kHz.
makes the loop gain high enough at 6 kHz without increasing the bandwidth. The loop
gain at 6 kHz is lower than the original loop gain of 33, it means it has a larger steady-
state error with respect to the command. However, when the inductance changes,
the loop gain almost remains constant, hence the output is not varying with respect
to the inductance changes. Since this approach reduced the closed-loop bandwidth
from 200 kHz to 70 kHz, it also avoided the current control loop from going unstable
randomly.
8.5 Reduce Phase Lag Due to Low-Pass Filters
In the original setup, we have the sensor output going through a 4th order Bessel
low-pass filter with 1 kHz bandwidth [49]. This 4th order low-pass filter causes 3('
phase loss at 1000 rad/sec. Actuator command has a 3rd order low-pass filter with
800 Hz bandwidth, which also causes 30' phase loss at 1000 rad/s. In addition to
that, the digital control has a calculation time of t, = 220 pas and a sampling time of
t, = 250 ps, the total time delay of t, + 0.5t, causes 200 phase lag at 1000 rad/s. The
total phase lag makes it extremely difficult to stabilize the system.
Therefore, we changed the low-pass filter to be lower damped, and added a notch
filter at 12 kHz to filter the residue from synchronous detection. By doing so, we
reduced the phase lag from 30' to 140 at 1000 rad/s. The new circuit diagram is
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Figure 8-15: Sensor current control circuit and the corresponding block diagram.
shown in Figure 8-16. The transfer function of the 2nd order low-pass filter is:
Vut(s) .
Vi.(s)
K
(R 2 C 2 )s 2 + (3 - K)RCs + 1 (8.3)
The transfer function of the twin-T notch filter is:
Vat(s) _
1/.(s)
R 2C 2 ,s2 + 1
R 2C2 2+4RCs+1*
(8.4)
According to Horowitz [49, Chapter 5], in order to get a deep and stable notch, we
use 1% metal film resistors and polypropylene capacitors, which have good accuracy
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wrong idea. Increasing the gain does not make the system more linear, it only make
the sensor output amplified, and in turn it becomes out of the ±10 V operating range
of the A/D converters, and makes the system difficult to stabilize.
8.7 Linearization of Sensor Output
To perform feedback control and feedback linearization on actuators, we need to know
the positions of the tube. Since the sensor output is nonlinear, we must linearize it in
the software. Hence we calibrate every sensor independently, and tried two different
methods to linearize it: (1) a 2-D look-up table and (2) curve fitting. It turns out
the curve fitting takes less computational time, therefore we use it to linearize the
sensor output. The original sensor grids, curve fitting equations and resulting sensor
outputs are given in Appendix J.
8.8 Summary
In this chapter, I briefly reviewed the designs of the non-contact position sensors. The
original sensor design and field analysis can be found in Ritter [93]. I also described
the modifications that I made in the circuit to solve the problems of feedthrough
caused by actuators and coupling from other sensors. With these modifications, the
sensors have functioned well enough to demonstrate the key experimental results of
this thesis.
However, the sensors still have the following problems: At first, the nonlinear
outputs of the sensor need to be improved, such as by using 4 poles to obtain a
rectangular grid instead of a triangular grid. The effectiveness of linearization in
software is limited. The inaccuracy of the sensor outputs are actually limiting the
extension of testing model-based control methods. For example, we may need to
use the information of the sensor outputs to reconstruct the vibration modal shapes.
The accuracy we need for performing such task is beyond the sensors we use now.
Secondly, each sensor is significantly different from each other. The calibration of
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each sensor is time-consuming, which limits the possibility of mass production of
such sensors. To make the sensors identical, all the parts must be made identical,
such as lamination cores and coil winding.
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Chapter 9
Model-Based Control Methods
Model-based control methods have been widely used in structural vibration control.
This chapter reviews various model-based control methods for interested readers.
Related references are listed in Chapter 2. In this chapter, I review R2 control, H-,,
control, p analysis, and modal filter. These methods are model-based, and are not
suitable for our system with varying boundary conditions. However, they do provide
good performance for the closed-loop systems, and are being widely used for unvarying
systems.
9.1 LQG Control ('H2 control)
Linear Quadratic Gaussian (LQG) Control, also referred to as H 2 control, consists of
2 parts: Linear Quadratic Regulator (LQR) and Kalman Filter. I will summarize the
design method in the following subsections.
9.1.1 LQR
LQR assumes full state feedback. For a system of
x = Ax+Bu,
z = Cx,
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where x is the system states, u is control input, and z is user-defined performance.
LQR finds controller ua -Fx to minimize the defined quadratic cost:
J = j [z(tj)z(t) + u(t)TRuuu(t)]dt
f [x(t)TCTCX(t) + u(t)T Ruuu(t)]dt
f [x(t)TRXX(t) + u(t)TRuuu(t)]dt. (9.1)
Where we can tune the weighting matrix Ruu to reach desired performance. In gen-
eral, when we put less weighting at Ruu, the system performance is better, but requires
more control input. For example, in space structure control, we can put more weight-
ing on the control input, and the generated controller can minimize the usage of fuel.
The controller gain matrix F can be found by solving the Control Algebraic Riccati
Equation:
Controller gain matrix:
F U= R,-BT1S- , (9.2)
Control Algebraic Riccati Equation:
0 = ScA + ATSC + R,, - ScBR-uB T Sc, (9.3)
which can be easily solved by using MATLAB.
9.1.2 Kalman Filter
Kalman Filter is an optimal observer, which minimizes the estimation error covariance
in the presence of disturbance and sensor noise. For a system of
x = Ax + Bu + L , (9.4)
y = Cx + MO, (9.5)
where is disturbance, y is sensor output, and 0 is sensor noise. Disturbance and
sensor noise 0 are both assumed to be zero-mean white Gaussian noise. They have
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the following properties:
Mean: E{(t)} = 0, (9.6)
Correlation: E{(t) '(t + r)} = B6(r), (9.7)
Mean: E{9(t)} = 0, (9.8)
Correlation: E{9(t)0'(t + T)} = E6(r), (9.9)
where and E are the intensity matrices of disturbance and sensor noise respectively.
Observers use the system output y as feedback to estimate the system state by:
X = As + Bu + K(y -Cs), (9.10)
where z is the estimated state. If we combine the system dynamics and the observer
dynamics, we have:
X = (A - KC)1 + L - KMO, (9.11)
where J = x - - is the state estimate error. Kalman Filter finds the filter gain matrix
K by minimizing the cost function:
J = E { z2(t) = E{'(t)z(t)} = tr[E{z(t>z'(t)}] = tr[EZ], (9.12)
where Ej is the covariance matrix of the state estimation error. The cost function J
is the sum of the error variances of each state xi. The filter gain matrix K can be
found by solving the Filter Algebraic Riccati Equation, which is a dual of the Control
Algebraic Riccati Equation:
Filter gain matrix:
K = SOCTR-, (9.13)
Filter Algebraic Riccati Equation:
0 = ASo + SoAT + LELT - SOCT(MEMT)-lCSO (9.14)
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0 = ASo + SoAT + R - SOCT ROCS.
We can consider R and Roo as the weighting matrices, we can tune them based
on the real disturbance and noise intensity, or we can tune them such that observer
converges at required bandwidth. When we put less weighting at R,9 , the observer
has higher bandwidth and converges faster, but becomes very sensitive to sensor noise.
9.1.3 LQG Control (LQR + Kalman Filter)
LQG control is simply putting LQR and Kalman Filter together. Here we represent
LQG control in a more generalized form [4], including cross weighting matrices. The
generalized form will make it easier to understand the similarities and differences
between R 2 control and N, control.
System equations can be generalized as:
System dynamics: ± = Ax + Bu + Bww, (9.16)
Measurement: y = Cx + Du + Dow, (9.17)
Performance: z = Czx + Dzu, (9.18)
where w is generalized disturbances, including disturbance 6 and sensor noise 0. Given
the following assumptions:
1. [A, B] and [A, B,] are controllable,
2. [A, C] and [A, Cz] are observable,
3. R=[ Cz Dz =>k 0; Ru >O,
Z~ XRun]
DB1=[Vxx Vy 1>, v>
4. V = B B D T = X X ' 0; VVY > 0,DwW I' vT ~ '
. D VY V~Y
LQG control finds the controller by minimizing the N 2 norm of the transfer func-
tion matrix Twz(s). The transfer function matrix Twz(s) represents the closed-loop
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(9.15)
transfer functions from disturbance w to performance z. The K 2 norm of Tez(s) is:
|T.(S)|12 2r=
(27
dw) 2
-00tr TWZ(jw)TZ(-jA)1
00 r (9.19)
where oa is the ith singular value of T,. If the disturbance w(t) is zero-mean white
noise with identity intensity, then the H 2 norm of Twz(s) represents the RMS of z(t)
in time domain:
||T.(s)I|2 = RMS of z(t) =
= E{zT (t)z(t)}
E Zzi(t)
= t r[E{z(t)zT (t)}]. (9.20)
If we replace z(t) by z = Czx + Dzu, we have
||TWZ(s)1| = E{zT (t)z(t)} = lim [ Z T (t)z(t)]dtT-+oo 2 -T z
1
= lim -
T-+oo 2T
IT[xT Rxxx + 2xT Rxuu + uT Ruuu]dt.
-T
(9.21)
LQG controller has the following structure:
= (A - BF - KC + KDF)& + Ky, (9.22)
(9.23)u = -Fl.
The controller gain F and filter gain K can be solved from the Algebraic Ricatti
Equations:
Controller gain matrix:
F = R;-(RT + BTSc), (9.24)
Control Algebraic Riccati Equation:
0 = ScAc + ATSC + Rxx - RxuR;-R T - ScBR;-uB T SC, (9.25)
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[TWZ(jw)] dw)
with A, = A - BR- R .
Filter gain matrix:
K= (SxOT +VXV)V,- 1, (9.26)
Filter Algebraic Riccati Equation:
0 = AS + SOA' +Vx - V VV- S CTVjCS, (9.27)
with Ao = A - VvV 1 C.
9.1.4 A Numerical Example of LQG Control on Beam Sus-
pension
In this section, we use a single-input-single-output controller to demonstrate how the
LQG controller works on the beam system. We neglect the cross-product penalties,
by using the following MATLAB code, we can find the controller gain F and observer
gain K:
% LQR
Rxx=C'*C; %state weighting
Ruu=0.01*eye (size (B,2)); %input weighting
[F , S,Ec]=lqr (A ,B, Rxx,Ruu);
% Kalman Filter
Rww=B*B'; %disturbance weighting
Rvv=0.001*eye(size(C,1)); Xnoise weighting
[K,P,Eo]=lqr(A',C',Rww,Rvv);
K=K ';
% LQG compensator K(s): systemjlqg
% loop transfer function: system-loop
A-lqg=A-B*F-K*C;
system-lqg=ss(A-lqg,K,F,zeros([size(F,1),size(K,2)]));
system-loop=series (system_beam, systemlqg);
Figure 9-1 shows the Bode plots of plant open-loop dynamics and the LQG con-
troller dynamics. The plant open-loop dynamics includes dynamics of beam, sensor,
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Figure 9-1: Bode plots of system open-loop dynamics and LQG controller, controller
behaves as a lead compensator with notches at resonance frequencies.
actuator, and time delay. The beam dynamics is based on the beam of our experi-
ment, where the sensor and actuator are both placed at z = 40.5 inches. It shows
that the LQG controller is highly based on the system model, and works like a lead
compensator with notch filters right at the resonance modes.
Figure 9-2 shows the associated Bode plots of the loop transfer function, and
Figure 9-3 shows the Nyquist plot of the loop transfer function. It shows that
LQG controller has good nominal performance, it has good phase margin and gain
margin. However, we need to examine the robustness of this controller with respect
to modeling errors.
Assuming the real beam has stiffness EI smaller than that of the model by 5%,
and we use the previously calculated LQG controller to control the system. The Bode
plots of the system open-loop dynamics and controller dynamics are shown in Figure
9-4. It shows the resonance frequencies are only slightly off the model.
The Bode plots and Nyquist plot of the resulting loop transfer function are shown
in Figure 9-5 and Figure 9-6. In Nyquist plot, the loop transfer function encircles
the -1 point, and shows that the closed-loop system will be unstable. This result
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Loop transfer function of LQG control
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Figure 9-2: Bode plots of system loop transfer function, the resonance peaks are
canceled by the controller notches.
shows that the controller has very poor stability-robustness with unmodeled errors,
and a slight change of beam dynamics can make the system unstable.
LQG controllers can work on structural vibration control only when the systems
are very well modeled. Stability-robustness of LQG control can be improved by
adding weightings to the resonance frequencies. The weightings can make the con-
trolled system less sensitive to parametric uncertainties. Sensitivity-Weighted LQG
(SWLQG) is developed [27] for this purpose. An example of using SWLQG is shown
in Appendix K. It shows that SWLQG makes the controller notches smoother. Hence
by reducing the performance, it can improve the stability-robustness. However, the
improvement is still limited to a small uncertainty. In our case, the controller is re-
quired to work under varying boundary conditions and tube positions, hence LQG or
SWLQG control is not suitable for our design purpose.
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Nyquist diagrams of loop transfer function
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Figure 9-3: Nyquist plot of system loop transfer function, the system has good phase
margin and gain margin.
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Figure 9-4: Bode plots of system open-loop dynamics and LQG controller, the con-
troller is designed based on the model, and will be used on the 5% off model.
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Figure 9-5: Bode plots of system loop transfer function, with 5% stiffness
resonance peaks cannot be exactly canceled by the controller notches.
change, the
Nyquist diagram of loop transfer function
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Figure 9-6: Nyquist plot of system loop transfer function, with 5% stiffness change,
the closed-loop system is unstable.
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9.2 'H control
HX, control focuses on the maximum disturbances the closed-loop system can take.
They are often used in the areas of buildings' vibration control in the presence of
earthquakes, or airplanes' vibration control in the presence of wind gust.
In this section, we represent the H, control by using the generalized system
equations as in the previous section. H,. control finds the optimal controller to
minimize the R.. norm of the transfer function matrix Tz(s):
|ITWZ(s)IK, = sup4[Tz(jOW)] < -Y (9.28)
HO, controller design is an iterative process to find Ymi. The control problem becomes
a mini-max differential game to optimize the quadratic cost:
J = inf sup [zz - 2 wTw]dt (9.29)
Notice that if y - oc, it becomes the same as LQG control.
If we describe modeling uncertainty as disturbance w, we are able to use H,
control with the presence of modeling uncertainty. To do so, we have to further
introduce the small gain theorem and p analysis to combine with H-,. control.
9.3 Small Gain Theorem and p Analysis
Small gain theorem and p analysis are tools to analyze the system stability with the
presence of uncertainties. p analysis is also called the generalized small gain theorem,
and is less conservative than small gain theorem. When we combine A analysis and
71, to design controllers by iteration, it is called p synthesis. We will use a simple
example by using small gain theorem and p analysis, and show that they are too
conservative for structural vibration control.
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Figure 9-7: Block diagram of a controlled system Tez(s) with uncertainty A(s).
9.3.1 Small Gain Theorem
For a system as shown in Figure 9-7, G(s) is the open-loop dynamics, K(s) is the
designed controller, T22(s) is the closed-loop transfer function and A(s) is the un-
certainty matrix. Small gain theorem states that if Tz(s) and A(s) are both stable,
then the interconnected system is stable for all uncertainty A(s) if and only if
IA(s)H, I|TWZ(s)IOc, < 1 [ (9.30)
If the uncertainty matrix A(s) is normalized and ||A(s)Ij, < 1, then the system is
stable for all A(s) if and only if IITwz(s)|K, < 1.
Although it is a necessary and sufficient condition, small gain theorem is always
considered conservative, because it is a stability requirement for ALL possible complex
uncertainty matrices A(s). For example, if the system T,(s) has IITz(s)I|. = 1.001,
we can always find an uncertainty matrix A(s) which has N, norm of 1 to destabilize
the system. However, we can have the actual uncertainty matrix A(s) with H-, norm
much larger than 1, and the system can still be stable.
By using small gain theorem as an analysis tool, we can design a controller K(s)
by any means, and check its stability-robustness by small gain theorem. To use small
gain theorem as a synthesis tool, we can combine it with -,', control. In other words,
we design the controller K(s) by using H, control to minimize IITz(s) and check
the stability-robustness requirement of ITz(s)III IA(s) II < 1.
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However, small gain theorem is probably too conservative if A(s) is a diagonal
matrix:
A,(s) 0 ... 0
o A 2 (s) - - 0
A(s) = Ad(s) = , (9.31)
0 0 
- n (An(s)
where each diagonal component Ai(s) can be a matrix. For each diagonal component
HAj(s)IK < 1, then it is true that IIA(s)JIK < 1. From small gain theorem, the
system will be stable for all diagonal A(s) if IIT,(s) I I, < 1. Notice that it is only a
sufficient condition now, and can be very conservative. The structured singular value
At is thus developed to handle this conservatism.
9.3.2 p Analysis
In this section, we will introduce the definition of Structured Singular Value (SSV,
pt). pt analysis is used to predict the range of diagonal uncertainties that a system
can have and maintain stability.
Structured Singular Value methodology can be used to handle the unmodeled
dynamics similar to the small gain theorem. It is less conservative than small gain
theorem when the uncertainty matrix is diagonal. SSV is defined to provide necessary
and sufficient conditions for stability-robustness to such structured perturbations.
Similar to small gain theorem, A analysis defines IjTz(s)jj such that the inter-
connected system (I + AdTez)'l is stable for all diagonal uncertainty matrices Ad(s)
if and only if
IAd(s)I|o IITu(s)II, < 1, (9.32)
which is also called the generalized small gain theorem. If Ad(s) is normalized such
that each diagonal component jAj(s)jj < 1, then the system is stable for all Ad(s)
if and only if |ITv,(s)jj _ < 1. From Equation 9.32, we define the structured singular
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value p of T,, as:
1p(.2jo) (9.33)
min{-max(Ad) : det(I + AdTW) = 0}'
Ad
unless no Ad makes (I + AdT22) singular, in which case pu(Tez) = 0,
and the maximum value of p (T, 2(jw)) is:
||T=(s)ll, = sup i (TWZ(jW)). (9.34)
However, in general, p(T.,2(s)) cannot be computed. Currently, only the upper
bound can be found by iteration. We take the advantage that this upper bound
happens to be an R, norm, and we can use H,,, control to design the controller to
minimize the upper bound. The details are shown in Appendix L, and references are
listed in Chapter 2.
9.3.3 An Example of Vibration Analysis by Using Small Gain
Theorem / p Analysis
Here we will use a simple example [28] to demonstrate how small gain theorem and
yt analysis work on vibration control. As shown in Figure 9-8(a), we have a simple
mass-spring-damper system, it has uncertainty on the spring stiffness. The dynamics
can be shown as:
mz + b± + (k + A)x= f (9.35)
The block diagram is shown in Figure 9-8(b), and the gain of Tw2 is shown in Figure 9-
8(c).
Because the uncertainty A is an 1 x 1 matrix, ft analysis is the same as the small
gain theorem, hence the system is stable for all A if and only if
IkI IITWZ(s)I, = IIAILo IITW(s)H00 < 1 (9.36)
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Figure 9-8: (a) A simple spring-damper-mass system, (b) the block diagram, and (c)
the gain plot of IT,,.
In single input single output system, I T, (s) II is simply the maximum magnitude
on its Bode plot, which is
1 1 21
IIT22(s)IK = ~_____ =__ .__2m~wy/'Y- 7 2m~wg 2(k (9.37)
From small gain theorem, for the system to be stable, the uncertainty must have:
||A lK, < 2(k. (9.38)
A typical value of the damping ratio is ( = 0.005, which results in
||A lK, < 0.01k. (9.39)
The system of mi + b± + (k ± 0.Olk)x = f has a resonance frequency at 1.005wn to
0.995wn. In other words, it analysis thinks the system can be unstable when resonance
frequency wn changes by over 0.5%. But in reality, since A is a real scalar, the system
will be stable for -k < A < oc. The p analysis is too conservative since it considers
A to be a complex number. Figure 9-9 shows the pole plot of the system, the shaded
disk shows the pole uncertainties by assuming complex A, and the solid line shows
the actual pole variations with real A.
If we design a controller using p synthesis, it will try to minimize IITWZ(s) IK-
The designed controller will move the closed-loop poles towards left-half-plane, and
make sure the uncertainty disk doesn't cross to the imaginary axis. For such a simple
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Figure 9-9: Uncertainty in a pole plot.
system, p synthesis may work. But for systems with a large number of lightly-
damped modes such as our experimental setup, p synthesis will ask too much stability-
robustness, and may generate no solution at all. Notice that it is not guaranteed that
there is an existing solution. Hence the p synthesis is almost useless in our case.
9.4 Discrete Modal Filter
In this section, we explore another model-based control strategy: Discrete Modal
Filter [72]. In our system, we have 8 sensors and 8 actuators. The spatially distributed
sensors make it possible to extract modal coordinates by using discrete modal filter.
9.4.1 Introduction of Discrete Modal Filter
In modal control, we can extract the modal coordinates by different methods: band-
pass filter, reduced-order observer, or discrete modal filter. Band-pass filter works
only when vibration frequencies are far from each other. Reduced-order observer may
have observer spillover from unmodeled modes, which can make the system unstable.
Discrete modal filter simply fits the sensor outputs to modal shapes to estimate the
modal coordinates. It takes the advantage that resonance modes are orthogonal to
each other, hence the unmodeled resonance modes will not cause observer spillover in
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the estimated modal coordinates. Furthermore, the calculation is very simple. The
disadvantage of using discrete modal filter is that we need a large number of sensors
to avoid aliasing resonance modes with short wavelengths.
As shown before, we have beam equation:
El 14 + pA a =f, (9.40)
where u is the physical displacement of the beam. From expansion theorem, we can
represent the physical displacement by the combination of all the modal shapes:
00
u(z,t) = Z (t)r(Z), (9.41)
r=1
where r is the modal coordinate, and , is the modal shape.
By using k sensors, we can extract k modal coordinates: (notice that the symbols
and normalization method are different from Meirovitch [72].)
6(M #1(xi) #2(x1) ... k(X1) U(Xi)
2( # 1(x2 ) #2(x2) ... k(x 2 ) u(X2)
. (9.42)
.k(t) # 1 (Xk) #2(xk) ... #k(xk) u(xk)
Discrete modal filter extracts the modal coordinates by fitting the modal shapes.
Since each mode is decoupled, we can design controllers for each mode independently.
The resulting modal forces need to be transformed back to physical coordinates.
Similar to discrete sensor modal filter, with m force actuators, we can apply m modal
forces:
f(xi)
Nr= L , (x)f(x)dx = [#r(Xi) pr(X2) ... #r(xm) f(X2)
0
f (xM)
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N, O1(X1) #1(X2) ... (Xm) f (xi)
N 2  02(xi) #2(X2) ... 2(Xm) f(x2) (943)
Nm _ m(Xi) qm(X 2 ) -. -- m(xm) f (xm )
Therefore we can solve f(x) vector by
f(Xi) #1(Xl) 01(x2) ... (Xm) N1
f(X2) #2(X1) #2(X2) -. - 2(Xm) N 2
. = .. . . -(9.44)
f(x m ) q.m(Xi) Om(x 2 ) - - m(Xm) Nm
9.4.2 Controller Design
After designing the modal filter, we can design the controllers for each modes that
we want to control. With 8 sensors, we are able to control at most eight modes. The
modal coordinates can be obtained by using Equation 9.42, and the computed modal
force can be transformed into actuator force by using Equation 9.44.
9.4.3 A Numerical Example of Modal Filter
To evaluate the discrete modal filter, we use a numerical example to show how it
works. We will include modeling error in this example. For a simply supported beam
with length L = 2.95 m, we model it as 3 m long beam. Eight sensors are located
at [0.216,0.546,0.864, 1.194, 1.638, 1.969, 2.477, 2.807] m, and eight actuators are lo-
cated at [0.381, 0.508, 10.29, 1.156, 1.803,1.930,2.642,2.769] m. Assume the beam is
vibrating, and the modal coordinates at an instant are 1, 1/4, 1/9, ... , 1/n2. The
estimated 8 modal coordinates compared to the real modal coordinates are listed in
Table 9.1. Figure 9-10 shows the real beam shape, 8 sensor outputs, and the estimated
modal coordinates. Although they look very close, the estimated modal coordinates
are actually contaminated by higher frequency modes.
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Table 9.1: Estimation of modal coordinates by discrete modal filter.
Mode Real modal coordinate Estimated modal coordinate
1 1.0000 0.9828
2 0.2500 0.2681
3 0.1111 0.1071
4 0.0625 0.0724
5 0.0400 0.0363
6 0.0278 0.0306
7 0.0204 0.0253
8 0.0156 0.0222
9 0.0123 none
none
'0()
N
0
z
Beam Deformation
o (1) Sensors detect - - - Real shape (2.95 m long) -.-.-
Sthe deformation 
-- Estimated shape by 8 modes
1 2 3
(2) Decompose into
modal coordinates
Beam position (m)
2nd modal coordinate:
4=0.27
+..... 
..
+
Figure 9-10: Modal filter: 8 sensor outputs are used to fit 8 modal shapes
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Figure 9-11: Estimated modal coordinates by 8 sensors.
dinate contains contamination from other modes.
104102 103
Frequency (rad/s)
Each estimated modal coor-
To see it more closely, we look at the modal gains in frequency domain. Assume the
beam has all the modes excited, Figure 9-11 shows the components in the estimated
modal coordinates. For the 1st sensor modal filter, it does attenuate the 2nd to 8th
modes, but the higher frequency modes will be aliased and contaminate the estimated
1st modal coordinate. Notice that except the 1st modal coordinate, the other modal
coordinates can be either in phase or out of phase and cannot be predicted.
Similar situations happen to the modal filtering by actuators. Figure 9-12 shows
the components in the applied modal forces. For the 1st actuator modal filter, we
apply only the 1st modal force from the 8 actuators. The 2nd to 8th modal forces are
attenuated, but the higher frequency modal forces are excited. Notice that except
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Figure 9-12: Applied modal forces by 8 actuators. Each actuator modal filter excites
modal forces to other modes.
the 1st modal force, the other modal forces can be either in phase or out of phase
and cannot be predicted.
9.4.4 Experimental Result
I tried using modal filter on our experimental setup in the attempt to stabilize the 10
ft long beam with free-free boundaries. However, it was never stable. It is difficult to
implement the modal filter on our experimental setup due to the following two reasons.
At first, the tubular beam is bent and not straight. Hence the measured sensor outputs
may not be the vibrating deformation, but the original shape of the beam. Secondly,
the sensors are not identical. If we use the measured sensor outputs to match the
modal coordinates, the accuracy is doubtful. In order to use discrete modal filters,
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we not only need a good theoretical model, we also need a good hardware: a straight
beam and good identical sensors.
Although the modal filter experiment was not successful, its duality between
modal sensor and modal actuator was enlightening, and that is when I realized that
there can be actuator averaging that is dual to sensor averaging.
9.5 Conclusion
For our purpose of vibration control, we require the robustness associated with mod-
eling error, varying boundary conditions, and varying tube positions. This chapter
describes different model-based controllers that are being widely used. However, none
of them can stabilize our experimental setup with our required stability-robustness.
The LQG control is too aggressive for our system. It offers good nominal per-
formances (phase margin and gain margin). However, it has very poor stability-
robustness with modeling errors. The LQG controller works as a lead compensator
with notches at the resonance frequencies. Sensitivity Weighted LQG (SWLQG) is
more robust with regard to the modeling errors. It makes the controller notches
smoother, thus by sacrificing the performance, it can tolerate more modeling errors.
However, it is still not enough for our required robustness.
On the contrary, p analysis is too conservative since it considers complex uncer-
tainties. This conservatism will ask too much for the closed-loop system, and may
result in no answer at all. A possible fix is real-p synthesis, which is still under inves-
tigation. It is known that real-p analysis requires significant calculation time, and is
not accurate for systems with order larger than 3.
Discrete modal filter has two main advantages. First, it can avoid observer
spillover that happens by using observers. Secondly, it causes no phase lag, which is
a common property for spatial filters. The disadvantage of using discrete modal filter
is that it needs a large number of sensors. Since resonance modes with wavelengths
smaller than twice the sensor distance will be aliased and contaminate the estimated
modal coordinates.
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Chapter 10
Dynamics of Axially Moving
Structures
The suspension of fast-moving workpieces is an extension of this project. In this
chapter, I review the dynamics of axially moving structures as a starting point for this
extension. This chapter includes the analyses of subcritical speed behavior, and the
calculation of the critical speed. In this chapter, we consider axially moving beams
and strings. Dynamics of moving plates and membranes can be derived similarly.
In general, the dynamics of axially moving structures becomes gyroscopic. When
the moving speed approaches the critical speed, the system goes through buckling
and becomes unstable. We show that the critical speed of beams and plates can be
increased by increasing the magnetic bearing stiffness. At this moment, we have not
fully developed the suspension technologies for fast-moving structures. The research
is ongoing in our lab. Related references about dynamics of moving structures are
listed in Chapter 2.
10.1 Dynamic Equations of Moving Structures
When the structures are moving and vibrating at the same time, the dynamic equa-
tions need to be modified. The dynamics can be re-derived from free body diagram
of the structure element, by including the Coriolis force and centrifugal force. We can
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also derive it by using convection derivative1 :
a a 
at' Z -V , (10.1)
where t' is the time in moving frame, V is the moving velocity, and V = (&/&x) +
(a/ay)p + (a/&z)2.
For beams and strings moving axially with speed V, the governing equation can
be obtained by rewriting beam equation in moving frame:
a94U a2u a92UElz T 2+pAt f2
aZ4 aZ2 W2
a4EIu a2U a a 2 fE z - Tz+ pA(± +V )\ f
OZ4 aZ2 at a 4a4U a92U a2u a2U 12#> El -T + pA + 2pAV + pAV 2  - f. (10.2)
az4 az2 t2 azat Oz 2
Equation 10.2 represents a linear gyroscopic system; the last 2 terms represent Coriolis
force and centrifugal force due to axial motion, respectively.
In this thesis, we focus on slow-moving or non-moving structures, and neglect
the gyroscopic motion of the structure. To verify if the velocity V is negligible, we
compare V with the critical speed V, which is the lowest speed at which divergence
instability happens. For a beam with length L, the critical speed is [106]:
T EI
T = A pL2 , hinged-hinged beam, (10.3)pA AL2
VC = AL2 , clamped-clamped beam. (10.4)pA pAL21
For strings, we can simply neglect the bending stiffness El, and the critical speed
will be
VC = strings, (10.5)
'This method is adopted from electromagnetic theories in moving frames [110].
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which shows that critical speed of strings does not depend on the length of the string.
Once the moving speed approaches the string propagating speed at T/(pA), it
becomes unstable.
For our system with simple supports, given the tube parameters, the critical speed
can be obtained as V, = 10.5 m/s. If the object is moving at speed close to or higher
than V, Equation 10.2 should be used to model the structure. The analysis of the
dynamics can be solved numerically or analytically. Finite element model can be
derived directly from the governing equation, and will be shown in Chapter 11. The
modal analysis techniques for gyroscopic systems can be found in Meirovitch [73, 74].
10.2 Structures Moving Below Critical Speed
In this thesis, we mostly assume that the axial speed of the structure is much smaller
than the critical speed, and consider the dynamics of non-moving structures for anal-
ysis. In this section, I would like to briefly discuss the effects of axial moving speed
on (1) structural dynamics and (2) sensor/actuator averaging.
10.2.1 Structural Dynamics at Subcritical Speed
To demonstrate the effects on resonance frequencies due to moving speed, we use a
beam example and a string example. In the following, I use my FEM program to
solve for the resonance frequencies for both beams and strings. FEM modeling of
moving structures is presented in Chapter 11. The results are shown in Figure 10-
1. Figure 10-1(a) shows the resonance frequencies of a simply supported beam as a
function of moving speed. Notice that only the 1st mode is affected significantly near
the critical speed. Figure 10-1(b) shows the resonance frequencies of a moving string
as a function of moving speed. Notice that all resonance modes vanish at critical
speed.
For strings, the resonance frequencies can be analytically represented by the mov-
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Figure 10-1: Resonance frequencies as a function of axially moving speed under critical
speed V: (a) a beam example, and (b) a string example.
ing speed as [106]:
n =-(10.6)L V
For beams, I did not find the analytical form in the literature to represent resonance
frequencies as a function of moving speed.
From the viewpoint of structural vibration control, the effects of moving speed
is significant. It reduces the resonance frequencies, similar to the effects of applying
compressive axial load. Our control method is to design a lead compensator from
the 1st resonance frequency to the control bandwidth. Therefore, the lowering of 1st
resonance frequency will require us to design a lead compensator starting from lower
frequencies, and the controller dc stiffness will be reduced accordingly.
10.2.2 Sensor/Actuator Averaging for Structures at Subcrit-
ical Moving Speed
As shown in Chapter 6, we use sensor/actuator averaging method to place sensors and
actuators along the structures. The effectiveness of sensor/actuator averaging bases
on the assumption that the vibration of the structures are dominated by sinusoidal
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waveforms at high frequencies. In this section, I would like to verify if this assumption
holds when the moving speed of the structure is approaching the critical speed.
Moving Beams at Subcritical Speed
For beams modeled by Equation 10.2:
u4 2 2U 02u - f
El Tz 2 +PA 2 + 2pAV +pAV _ElZ -T 2 +~t 5O-t+
Assume the solution has a form of ei(wt-kz) , the characteristic equation becomes:
E1k + (T - pAV 2)k2 + 2pAVwk - pAw 2 = 0. (10.7)
For our experimental setup as an example, we have El = 11.68 Nm 2, pA = 0.117
kg/m, and T = 0 N. Assume the beam is moving axially at 10 m/s (critical speed
V = 10.5 m/s), and we check the frequency range at w = 1000 rad/s, we have
solutions of
k = -10.52, 9.52, 0.5 + 10j, 0.5 - 10j. (10.8)
If we have a resonance frequency that is w, = 1000 rad/s, the solution of this mode
will be:
u(z, t) = ej1000 (Cie-9.52z + C 2ej10.5 2z + C 3 e (0.5-10)z + C 4 e(-jO.5+10)z) , (10.9)
where C1 and C2 represent the downstream and upstream propagating waves, and C3
and C4 represent the downstream and upstream evanescent waves. For comparison,
if we have velocity V = 0, the solutions are:
u(z, t) = en300' (Cie-lOz + C2ej1Oz + C3 e-1 z + C4e10z) . (10.10)
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Hence we show that for beams, because the high frequency modes have much higher
propagating speed than that of low frequency modes. When the structure moves near
the critical speed, the mode shape of the 1st vibration mode may vary dramatically.
However, for the high frequency modes that we are concerned for sensor/actuator
averaging remain almost unchanged. Therefore, we can conclude that sensor/actuator
averaging is still valid for structures such as beams and plates.
Moving Strings at Subcritical Speed
For strings with the governing equation:
092U 02, U 2U V 92U
-T +pA- +2pAV +pAV 2 _ f
0Z2 t OZt 0z2
Assume the solution has a form of ej(w'-kz), the characteristic equation becomes:
(T - pAV 2)k2 + 2pAVwk - pAw 2 =0
=> (Vc 2 _ V 2)k2 + 2Vwk - w2 = 0. (10.11)
The solutions of the wavenumbers are
k = .__ W (10.12)
Vc +V' Vc - V
If we have a resonance frequency at we, the homogeneous solution becomes:
u(z, t) = ejwnt (Cie-jwnz/(Vc+V) + C2 eiw"z/(Vc-V)) , (10.13)
where C1 and C2 represent the downstream and upstream propagating waves.
If we have critical speed V = 10 m/s, and moving speed V = 9 m/s, a resonance
modes w,=1000 rad/s, the original wavenumber for a non-moving string is k = 100
rad/m, and the resulting wavenumbers for a moving string will be k = 52.6 rad/m
(downstream) and k = 1000 rad/m (upstream). In order to filter this resonance
modes by using sensor/actuator averaging method, we can only attenuate half of the
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waveforms: either upstream or downstream.
From Equation 10.12, we use another example of moving speed V = 0.1V, the
wavenumber of k, becomes 0.91k. and 1.11kv. If we design sensor averaging such
that cosk.d = 0, the resulting gains become cos(0.91kd) = 0.14 for the downstream
wave, and cos(1.11k.d) = -0.17 for the upstream wave. The effectiveness of the
sensor averaging method is limited.
These simple examples shows that sensor/actuator averaging does not work well
for moving strings, because the mode shapes of all resonance modes change signifi-
cantly as the moving speed increases.
10.3 Solving Critical Speed of Moving Structures
To design a suspension system for axially moving structures. We would like to find
out the critical speed that limits the axially moving speed. This section describes
the techniques of solving critical speed of moving structures. We will show that the
stiffness of magnetic bearing can improve the critical speed of beams and plates.
10.3.1 Analogy to Buckling
To solve for the critical speed of structures, I use beam equation to demonstrate
the method. At critical speed, the system undergoes divergence instability. In other
words, the poles vanish to zero. From Equation 10.2, we neglect the time derivative
since the poles are zero, and we have
EIy'j. + (pAV 2 - T) = 0. (10.14)
19Z4 19z2
This analysis is analogous to classical beam buckling analysis, in which case, V
is zero and T is negative (compressive axial load). Bazant [10] had a good introduc-
tion to structural buckling analysis. Assume homogeneous solution Uh = CePz, the
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resulting characteristic equation becomes
p2(EIp2 + (pAV 2 - T)) = 0. (10.15)
The solutions of p are 0, 0, and ±ik, therefore we can rewrite the homogeneous
solution as
Uh(Z) = Cicoskz + C2sinkz + C 3z + C4, (10.16)
with
pAV2 -Tk= El (10.17)
EI
From another point of view, for any possible solution k, (solved from boundary
conditions), there is a critical speed V,, associated to it, and
EIk2+T
V pA (10.18)
PA
To solve for k, from boundary conditions, we use the same techniques as solving
for beam dynamics. In Appendix M, I solve the critical speed for hinged-hinged beams
and clamped-clamped beams, and compare them with the results from Wickert [106].
In the following subsections, I will analyze the critical speed for beams and strings
with multiple supports.
10.3.2 Critical Speed for Moving Beams Supported by Mag-
netic Bearings
From the previous critical speed analysis, we draw the following conclusions:
1. The centrifugal force (proportional to pAV 2) causes the beam to buckle.
2. The variables that we can control to avoid the system reaching critical speed
is by increasing bending stiffness EI and tension force T, and by decreasing
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Figure 10-2: Model of a 3 m long beam with clamped-clamped ends and 4 spring
supports.
distributed mass pA and length L.
3. Since the time derivative will vanish, the damping force of the magnetic bearings
will not improve the critical speed. The magnetic bearing stiffness determines
the critical speed.
Hence we want to derive the relations between magnetic bearing stiffness to the
critical speed. The result will help us to know the critical speed of final design. As
shown in Figure 10-2, we demonstrate the method by a beam with clamped-clamped
boundaries with 4 elastic supports. To calculate the critical speed, we have to solve
for all the 5 spans of the beam. The deformation in these 5 spans are assigned as u1 ,
u2, U3, u4 and u5 . Each uj(z) is assumed to be:
uj(z) = Cilcoskz + Ci2sinkz + Ci3z + Ci4, (10.19)
For each interconnected boundary, it has the following relations:
ui = ui+1
U / /i i+1
. ='+1
EI (u/'4. 1 - u") = -Kui
deformation
angle
moment
shear
Together with the two clamped boundary conditions, we have 20 equations and 20
unknowns. Again, we set the 20 by 20 matrix to have determinant equal to zero, we
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M V
(10.20)
i
can solve for natural solutions of k,.
I use our experimental setup as an example. The total length L = 3 m, mass
per unit length pA = 0.12 kg/m, and the bending stiffness El = 12 Nm 2 . If it is
clamped-clamped at both ends, the solved 1st eigenvalue and eigenvector are shown
in Figure 10-3(a). The critical speed will be 20.9 m/s.
Spring constant K=O
k=2.09, Vc=20.9 m/s
. ....-. ...
0 1 2
Axial Position (m)
(b)
0.5
0
-0.5
-1
Spring constant K=500 N/m
k=4.38, Vc=43.8 m/s
K X N ' .
.. . . . . . . . . . . .
3 0 1 2
Axial Position (m)
(c)
0.5
0
-0.5
~l
Spring constant K -> infinity
k=5.74, Vc=57.4 rn/s
-. -. -
-.-
3 0 1 2
Axial Position (m)
3
Figure 10-3: Buckling
mediate support, (b) 4
intermediate hinges.
of a fixed-fixed beam by axially moving speed: (a) no inter-
intermediate supports with stiffness K = 500 N/m, and (c) 4
If we add 4 supports with stiffness K = 500 N/m at x = 0.7, 1.2, 1.9 and 2.4 m,
the modal shape of the first buckling mode is shown in Figure 10-3(b). The critical
speed is increased to 43.9 m/s.
An extreme case is to increase the stiffness of the 4 spring supports to infinity,
and they become hinged supports. The result is shown in Figure 10-3(c). The critical
speed is improved to 57.4 m/s. It is obvious that the critical speed is now dominated
by the longest span of the beam. In other words, we can simply approximate this
critical speed by the longest span: 0.7 m. The 1st eigenvalue should be close to
ki e:_ 7r/1.7 = 4.5 rad/m, compared to the analytical solution of ki = 5.74 rad/m.
This simple example shows that we can improve the critical speed of beams by
increasing the magnetic bearing stiffness. The idea is to decrease the natural wave-
length, hence improve the critical speed.
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Figure 10-4: The divergence of strings when moving speed is equal to wave propagat-
ing speed.
Figure 10-5: Moving boundary
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design may avoid critical speed of strings.
10.3.3 Critical Speed for Strings
For strings and membranes, there are less that we can do to improve the critical
speed. Strings and membranes have only one critical speed: the wave propagating
speed: 'T/(pA). The reason is that the waveforms of strings and membranes are not
dispersive, all the waves have the same propagating speed. Once the moving speed
reaches the wave propagating speed, all the resonance frequencies vanish to zero.
We demonstrate this in situation in Figure 10-4. No matter how stiff and how
close the intermediate supports are, once the moving speed reaches wave propagating
speed, each span of the strings becomes unstable. The only variables that we can
change is the string tension T and the string mass per unit length pA.
Changing the boundary condition may be able to make the critical speed increase
or even disappear. By using a boundary condition as shown in Figure 10-5, we
create "temporarily moving boundaries." By doing so, we can recover the moving
dynamics back into non-moving strings in moving frame. This proposed method
remains doubtful, and will require more careful theoretical and experimental proof.
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10.4 Analysis of Moving Structures at Supercriti-
cal Speed by Nonlinear Modeling
Researchers also derive the post-buckle analysis of structures by nonlinear modeling.
By linear modeling, the structure is predicted to go to infinity when it buckles. How-
ever, by nonlinear modeling, we can actually derive the post-buckle shapes of the
structure, that is the new equilibrium shapes and the structure will vibrate around
these new equilibria.
Without going into detail, the following equation shows the post-buckle equilibria
of a simply supported beam without extra spring supports [104]:
w(z) 2 grzS i- E C _ sin (10.21)L 7rE L
It shows that the amplitudes of the new equilibria increase with moving velocity V.
For our experimental setup, the critical speed is V = 10.5 m/s for hinged-hinged
boundaries. If we have V = 13 m/s, we will have post-buckled beam with amplitude
3.0 mm, which is about to hit the boundaries of the magnetic bearings. Therefore,
we can conclude that the critical speed is a limit to our system because the amplitude
of the new equilibria may be too large.
In this thesis, we only consider the first critical speed and try to stay below
this speed. Further derivation of critical speed behavior is not within our interest.
Interested readers can find such materials in [82, 104, 90, 89].
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Chapter 11
Finite Element Modeling of
Structural Dynamics
Finite element method (FEM) has been widely used for solving engineering problems.
In this chapter, I review the procedures of using FEM to model structural dynamics for
interested readers. The basic principles behind FEM is the principle of virtual work.
In this project, I utilize it in our structural dynamics, and extend it to structures
with tension and axially moving speed.
In this thesis, I use analytical modeling of structural dynamics to study the prop-
erties of the structure, and is able to derive design rules for controllers and sen-
sor/actuator positioning. I include numerical modeling of structures by using the
finite element method, since FEM is convenient and fast to solve by using computers
when system parameters change, such as number of supports or boundary conditions.
In this chapter, I describe how to use FEM to model beams, strings, plates, and
membranes. In order to design the controller to suspend the structures, instead
of using commercial FEM software, I use Matlab to model structural dynamics by
matrices of mass, stiffness, and load. I further decouple the structural dynamics
matrices by similarity transformation, and then truncate the higher frequency modes.
By doing so, I can reduce the order of the system model and only focus on resonance
modes at lower frequencies. I also include tension forces and axially moving speed of
structures into the dynamics. It provides the potential to extend to solving axially
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moving structures with more complex shapes in the future.
11.1 Introduction to Finite Element Method
This introduction section of FEM mainly follows the work of Bathe [9]. By using
FEM, we divide the structures into several elements, assuming that the deformation
of the element can be represented by the element's nodal displacements. Finally, we
can solve the structural dynamic equations in terms of the nodal displacements. The
system model can then be represented in the matrix notation, which can be easily
decoupled by eigenvalue problem techniques, and can be used later for controller
design and simulation.
The FEM for structures can be derived from the principle of virtual work. Given
an element, the principle of virtual work gives the following equation:
j J-rdV = J fdV , (11.1)
V V
virtual strain energy virtual work
where r is stress, i is virtual strain, U- is virtual displacement, and f is force, including
body force, surface force, and concentrated force. We consider linear stress-strain
relationship and present it by
r = Cf. (11.2)
Generally, C is a fourth order elasticity tensor [92]. For isotropic material, C is
reduced into a matrix. The C matrix can be further simplified for simple structures
such as beams and plates. The list of C matrices for different structures can be found
in Appendix B.
We make the FEM assumption that we can present the element displacement
distribution by the nodal displacements. We can assume that
u(m) = H(m) U , (11.3)
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where u(m) is the displacement distribution of the mth element, U is the nodal dis-
placements, and H is the displacement interpolation matrix. Notice that this is the
only assumption that FEM makes. Because of this extra constraint, the simulated
result will be stiffer than the analytical solutions.
Equation 11.1 to Equation 11.3 are the keys to the FEM for the structural analysis.
We can further derive the strain c by using nodal displacements U:
E(M) = B(m)U, (11.4)
where B(m) is the strain-displacement matrix of the mth element. Combine Equa-
tion 11.1 to Equation 11.4, we can get the new equilibrium equation in the FEM
version:
UT BTCBdVU =UT ( HT fdV
SJ B TCBdV U = J HT fdV, (11.5)
MV(m) MV(m)
k R
where K is the stiffness matrix, U is the vector of nodal displacements, and R is the
vector of nodal forces. Notice that this equation represents the whole structure, and
stiffness matrix K and nodal force vector R are both assembled by all the elements
of the structure.
To solve the dynamics of the structures, we can include the inertia forces pii into
the force term f. That is, instead of using f, we will use (f - pii) as the force. By
doing so, we can derive the dynamic equation similar to Equation 11.5:
Z J HTpHdVU+Z J BTCBdVU=Z f HT fdV, (11.6)
mmmMV(m) MV(m) MV(m)
MK R
where M is the assembled mass matrix. The derivation of these matrices and vectors
for various structures will be shown in the following sections. In a more general case,
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Beam
BeamU
U U3 Deformation u is represented
by nodal coordinates
Z U1, U2, U3 and U4
Zi Z2
Figure 11-1: An element for Euler-Bernoulli Beam model.
the damping force can be added to the force term, and the governing equation will
become
M + DU+ KU = R. (11.7)
Furthermore, the boundary conditions need to be applied afterwards. With the new
dynamic equation, we can easily transfer it into the state-space notation:
0 IU
.. = 
. + 0 R. (11.8)
LU -M-'K -M-'D U - M-1
11.2 FEM Modeling of Beams without Tension
In this research, the beam is modeled by Euler-Bernoulli Beam element. From elas-
ticity, the Euler-Bernoulli Beam has the stress-strain relation as:
Mzz = El d2u (11.9)
*- dz21 C &E
The beam can be divided into small elements, each element is illustrated in Fig-
ure 11-1. The displacement distribution u(z) is then assumed to be a function of the
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4 nodal displacements: u(zI), 9(zi), U(z2) and 0(z 2 ). We define nodal displacements
as U:
U1
U2
U3
U4
U(Zi)
O(zi)
U(Z2)
O(z2)
U(Zi)
U(Z2)
dzIZZ2
(11.10)
We make the FEM assumption that the displacement distribution u(z) of the element
can be represented by
u(z) = a, + a 2z+ az 2 + a 4 z 3 = HU. (11.11)
From Equation 11.10 and Equation 11.11, we can solve the interpolation matrix H
for the beam element. The details of the calculation are shown in Appendix N. The
result becomes:
1-31-2+ 2-a2 a3 z - 2+ L-a a2 V-2 - 2L- -L2 + z .2a2 0 1
Similarly, we can solve the strain-displacement matrix B as defined in Equation 11.4,
and the result is
-6- + 12: 6 - 12-L -2 + 6 j . (11.13)
After the matrices of H and B are solved, M, K and R can be integrated along
the length of the element as defined in Equation 11.6.
M(M)
IV(m)
H T pHdV (assume constant p)
= pA I HTHdzJZ=O
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(11.12)
-4i + 6-L2
156a 22a 2  54a -13a 2
pA 22a 2  4a3  13a 2  -3a 3  (11.14)
420 54a 13a 2  156a 
-22a 2
-13a 2 -3a 3 -22a 2  4a3
K(") = B T CBdV (assume constant EI)
V(m)
SEl a BTBdz
=0
12 6a -12 6a
EI 6a 4a 2  -6a 2a 2
a3  -12 -6a 12 -6a (11.15)
6a 2a 2  -6a 4a 2
R(m) = HT fdV (assume constant f)
V(m)
= fA j HTdz
la
= fA 2 , (11.16)
1
12 .
where A is the cross sectional area. Notice in R(m), the distributed force f is evenly
distributed into 0.5fAa at each node, accompanying with bending moment jfAa2
In the previous calculations, we have constant pA, EI and f A. In more complex
cases, we can simply represent these values as functions of z, follow similar steps of
integration, and we can get the new FEM matrices.
The next step is to assemble the elements together to form the original structure,
which is just the summation of these matrices. To demonstrate the assembly of
elements, a simple example of 2 element beam is illustrated in Figure 11-2. With 2
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Element 1
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Figure 11-2: Combination of 2 beam elements.
elements, we'll have 3 nodes and 6 corresponding nodal displacements:
U1
U2
U3
U4
U5
U6
U 1
01
U 2
02
U3
03
We can easily combine the matrices in the following way:
M
2pA
420
M(2)
156a
22a 2
54a
-13a 2
0
0
22a 2
4a3
13a 2
-3a 3
0
0
54a
13a 2
312a
0
54a
-13a 2
-13a 2
-3a 3
0
8a 3
13a 2
-3a 3
0
0
54a
13a 2
156a
-22a 2
0
0
-13a 2
-3a 3
-22a 2
4a 3
Similarly, we will have
K = K()+ K(2)
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(11.17)
U1
U2
(11.18)
U4
U5
U6
MM +
12 6a -12 6a 0 0
6a 4a 2  -6a 2a 2  0 0
El -12 -6a 24 0 -12 6a
a3  6a 2a 2  0 8a 2  -6a 2a 2  (11.19)
0 0 -12 -6a 12 -6a
0 0 6a 2a 2  -6a 4a 2
Assume that these two elements are loaded by their own weight and the boundary
supporting forces and moments F1, Mzi, F2 and Mz2, the resulting load matrix
becomes:
1Fa F1
1a 2 Mzzi
a 0
R -R( + R -= -pAg + . (11.20)
0 0
a F2
- a 2 Mzz2_12-
Notice that the damping of the material is not specified yet. This often happens
in structural dynamics analysis due to three reasons: (1) the damping coefficient
of the structure is usually very small, (2) the damping coefficient can not be easily
specified at this step, and (3) if the damping is randomly assigned here, the vibration
modes may not be able to be decoupled. Therefore, we will transfer it into decoupled
equations first, and then add proportional damping to the system afterwards. By
assuming damping coefficient to each modes independently, the system model can
remain decoupled.
Before we solve the problem, the boundary conditions should be included at this
step. Based on the boundary conditions, we need to reduce the degree of freedom of
the model. Typical boundary conditions are:
(1) free end: F = 0, Mzi = 0, same degree of freedom.
(2) hinged end: U1 = 0, Mzi = 0, reduce 1 degree of freedom.
(3) cantilevered end: U1 = 0, U2 = 0, reduce 2 degrees of freedom.
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For example, if node 1 is cantilevered and node 3 is hinged, then U= 0, U2 = 0, and
U5=0, and the governing equations can be reduced to
312a 0 54a U3  24 0 -12 U3  a
pA 2 El
0 8 13a U4 + a3 0 8a -6a U4
54a 13a 2 156a U5  -12 -6a 12 U5  1a
M K R
(11.21)
With this new governing equation, we can further decouple it into the modal form.
At first, we transfer the governing equation into state-space notation:
(11.22)
A1 B1
To further decouple the equation, we simply run the eigenvalue program by using
Matlab, we can get the eigenvalue matrix and eigenvector matrix of the system:
> [eigenvector, eigenvalue]=eig(A1);
We can extract the natural frequencies Q and their corresponding modal shapes 4D
from these two matrices, as shown in the MATLAB code in Appendix N:
Q2
Wi
0
0
0
w 2
0
02
--- 0
-- 0
--- Wn
-. - On# 
,
(11.23)
(11.24)4= #1
where wn is the nth natural frequency, and qn is the corresponding modal shape.
We can decouple the governing equations by the orthogonal properties of the
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U 0 1 U 0
.. . + R.
U -M-1K 0 U-M-1
modal shapes. We define modal coordinate such that
U1
U2
UnJ
U
01
The n decoupled equations can be shown as
(DTMMDb+ <bTKb(D = <TbR,
or
M 1 0 ... 0
0 M 2 -.- 0
0 0 ... Mn
+
M 1 0 0
o M 2 w -- 0
0 0 ... 2
where Mn is the nth modal mass, and Nn is the nth modal force.
At this point, we can add proportional damping to the system, assuming
Dn = 2(nwnMn,
where (n is the nth modal damping coefficient. Hence we obtain n decoupled equations
Mn( n + 2(nnn + w ) =
= Mnt + Dntn + Kngn = Nn. (11.28)
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(11.25)
(11.26)
N1
N 2
, (11.27)
'n [NnJ
N
02 ~ O
2
.n
We can rewrite the new governing equations in the state-space notation:
0
= WK
-M7D I[I+ (11.29)0 N.-MW1
After this step, we can add in the actuator dynamics, sensor dynamics, and design
the feedback controller accordingly.
11.3 FEM Modeling of Beams and Strings with
Tension
The modeling method of beams with tension is very similar to modeling of beams
without tension. Recall the beam dynamic equation:
&2u
f +T z2 - pA 
02 u
-at2 (11.30)
Previously in Equation 11.6, we use (f - pii) as the force term instead of f in the
FEM analysis to include the dynamics. Similarly, to include tension into the model,
we use (f - p1 + T ) instead of (f - pii), the resulting governing equation becomes:
HTpHdV U+(Z J
M (-
BTCBdV 
- I
m )
H T d dV)U =dz 2
This is a complete beam model with tension contribution.
If we neglected the bending stiffness, assuming EI = 0, we will get the string
FEM model:
H T pHdVU0- J
MV(M)
M
HT T dz dV Ud Z2
-K
=Z H T f dV.
m v(m)
R
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[{1
E
m V-
E
m v(m)
HT fdV
R
(11.31)
(M V(-r)
(11.32)
Plate
z
U3 s U9
Ux U2 (xT U8
Figure Plate bending
elementach 
nd has 3 naU Z I U12 a
U4' Ulo
X2,Y1) (x2,y2)
b
Figure 11-3: Plate element for FEM plate modeling, each element has 4 nodes, and
each node has 3 nodal coordinates.
11.4 FEM Modeling of Plates without Tension
As shown in Chapter 4, classical plate dynamics can be represented by the following
governing equation:
DV 4U = f, (11.33)
or
D( 4U +2 94  ) 4u
ax4 ay2 + =4
with
D Eh 
3
12(1- V2)
The plate element is illustrated in Figure 11-3. To derive the FEM model of this
plate bending element, we can follow similar steps in the modeling of beams. The
details are shown in Appendix N. I summarize the steps in the following.
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(1) Represent the stress-strain relationship:
MX 1v 0
v 1 0 .2U (11.34)
Mx 0 0 292
r Cpiate E
(2) Define nodal coordinate U: In this case of plate-bending element, we have 4 nodes
(X1, Yi), (x 2 , YI), (X1 , Y2) and (x 2 , Y2), and 12 corresponding nodal displacements:
U1  u(x1, y1) u(Xi, y1 )
U2  Ox(Xi, y1 ) o|(X1,'y)
U U3  y ((x1, yi) -ax I(x1,y1) (11.35)
U4  u(X2 , Y1) u(x 2 , Y1)
U12  O . (x 2 , Y2 ) . .- (X2,Y2)
(3) Assume the displacement distribution u(x, y) of the element:
u(x, y) = a + a 2x + a3y + a 4x2 + a5 xy + a6 y2 +
3 2 2 3 3 3
a 7 X + asx y + agxy + a1 oy + a1 1x y + a 12xy. (11.36)
(4) Find the displacement interpolation matrix H such that u(x, y) = HU.
(5) Find the strain displacement matrix B such that 6 = BU.
(6) Integrate to obtain the FEM M, K and R matrices:
M(") = JH pHdV = L HT phHdydx, (11.37)
la bV(m) =y=
K(") = BT CBdV = j j BT CplateBdydx, (11.38)
a b
V(m)R("m) H TfdV = of H T f hdydx, (11.39)
V (m) x =O =
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where h is the plate thickness.
11.5 FEM Modeling of Plates and Membranes with
Tension
As shown earlier in this chapter, a general plate dynamics can be represented as:
f + (T2U + TY 02 U+2 04u 4
+ X2 y 2 + Oy)
a2 0 2 U
+ 2Txy )- ph at2 . (11.40)
Similar to Equation 11.6, we use (f - ph + Tx9 + Ty2 + 2T ) as the force
term, and the resulting FEM plate model becomes:
EzJ
m v(m
HTpHdV U +
M
B TCBdV
V(m)
02 H
HT(Tx X2
12 H 0 2H
+2T )dV)UOX0yxy- E I
V W-)
K
M V(-)
HTf dV, (11.41)
R
which is a complete plate bending model with tension contribution.
The modeling of membranes can be easily modified from the plate model. We can
neglect the plate rigidity (D = 0), the resulting FEM membrane model becomes:
E vjm
MV(m)
HTpHdV U - 0
2H
HT(T 0 H
V(m) x 2
M
H T f dV.
02 H
+2T a2H)dVU=O9xoy
-K
(11.42)
R
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11.6 FEM Modeling of Moving Structures
The FEM analysis of moving structures is fairly easy. Recall the moving structure
dynamics, we have convection derivative:
a =a +V-V=a +Xa + Va + Za
-t,= -t+V-V= -+Vx -- + Y Vz-. (11.43)
Assume that we only have axial velocity V in the z direction, therefore, we replace
force term f by
92
f-p12u Sf -P ( +Vz u
+2Vz a2
ataz
+ V2 a2z az2 )U (11-44)
Using untensioned beam as an example, the resulting FEM model becomes:
HTpHdV0+Z J
MV()
2VHTp aHdVU+
aiz
D
z J (B TCB±+
K
V2HT Pz2 )dV U = HT fdV. (11.45)
R
This equation has the following format:
MU+D#+KU= R. (11.46)
However, the D matrix does not introduce damping at all. This is a general form of
a gyroscopic system, and D matrix shows the Coriolis force terms.
The FEM modeling of moving structures seems easy, however, the decoupling of
the model is not as simple. We need to utilize complex modal analysis developed by
Wickert [106, 107] to decouple the dynamics
'When I first tried to decouple the system dynamics into modal coordinates, I used similarity
transformation and could not get decoupled equations.
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=f -p 
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zJ
m V(m)
11.7 Summary
Finite Element Method provides us a convenient way of modeling complicated sys-
tems. As long as the dynamic equation can be defined, the FEM modeling can be
done by following "recipes", as summarized in Appendix N.
In this thesis, I use analytic analysis to guide the modeling of uncertainties, con-
troller design, and positioning of sensors and actuators. At the same time, I use
FEM to plot all the mode shapes, bode plots of structures with different boundary
conditions. The FEM modeling is programmed using Matlab.
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Chapter 12
Conclusion
12.1 Primary Contributions
In this thesis, I was challenged by the task of suspending flexible structures with vary-
ing boundary conditions using magnetic forces. The scope of this thesis includes the
sensor design, actuator design, structural modeling, controller design, sensor/actuator
positioning, and experiment. In this thesis, I derived a peak envelope to represent the
structural uncertainties with varying boundary conditions. I used a slow roll-up lead
compensator to control the system. I also developed the sensor/actuator averaging
method to robustly attenuate undesired resonance modes. At the end, I successfully
suspend the flexible beam with varying boundary conditions and reached the design
goal.
I hereby summarize the primary contributions of this thesis.
1. Developed integrated approaches for magnetic suspension and vibration control
of flexible structures.
2. Developed theory to guide the designs of sensors and actuators for magnetic
suspension.
3. Developed the novel sensor averaging and actuator averaging method for robust
vibration control, and can be used to deal with varying boundary conditions.
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4. Demonstrated the validation of the proposed ideas in a focused experiment on
the magnetic suspension of tubular beams.
12.2 Future Work
In this project, due to limited time and limited hardware, we cannot finish studying
all possible situations for non-contact processing. In this chapter, I would like to
make a few suggestions of topics for future research, these topics may play critical
roles for the extension of the suspension and vibration control technologies.
12.2.1 Force/Moment Control
In this project, we tried developing techniques of force/moment control on flexible
structures. However, we have not reached satisfying results. The idea is to control
a point of the structure by both force and moment. The expected advantage is that
even when the sensor/actuator pair are located on a node of the vibration mode, the
system is still observable/controllable.
However, it seems that it is difficult to control a system by using angle feed-
back and moment output. For beams, force to position will have a dereverberated
transfer function with a slope of -30 dB/decade, and moment to angle will have a
dereverberated transfer function with a slope of -10 dB/decade [27].
The advantage or disadvantage of using force/moment control need further studies.
12.2.2 Passive Wave-Absorbing Boundaries
In this project, we also tried to derive a passive boundary control method for beams,
but we have not yet reached a solid result. In non-contact processing, it is usually
possible to add damping from the boundaries of the processed elements, unless free-
free boundary condition is required. If the boundaries can be added, it is possible not
only to add damping, but also to design the damping coefficient such that all waves
can be absorbed by the boundaries, and resonance will not exist.
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Wave-absorbing boundaries had been introduced mainly for strings and mem-
branes. The references are shown in Chapter 2. The idea is to use passive dampers
on the boundaries to match the impedance of strings and membranes, such that
the waves get completely dissipated by the passive damper. This boundary condi-
tion make the resonance modes completely disappear, and the Bode Plots of the
strings and membranes become dereverberated transfer functions (backbones) only.
As shown in Appendix 0, the boundary that matches the string impedance is
F = -bit =- pATit. (12.1)
I have tried to derive the boundary conditions that can match the impedance of
beams, and make all the resonance modes disappear. As shown in Appendix 0, our
preliminary derivation show that it requires a force damper and a moment damper.
The derived boundary that matches the beam impedance can be shown to be:
F = -bFi6 = -k pAE it, (12.2)
1
M = -bmO = -k pAEIO. (12.3)
Both damping coefficients bF and bM are functions of wavenumber k, and there seems
no simple solution to implement such designs. It will be valuable to further prove if
there are other passive boundary designs that can match the beam impedance and
make all the waves not reflecting. If such boundary conditions exist and can be
implemented practically, the beam vibration control can be greatly simplified.
12.2.3 Non-contact Passive Damper Designs
For non-contact processing, it will be advantageous if we can design non-contact
passive dampers, and we can place them along the structure. For non-magnetic
conductive materials, it seems easy to design such magnetic dampers by just applying
a dc magnetic field through the material. However, for ferromagnetic materials, there
seems no good design yet to introduce damping to the material without touching it.
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From the analysis of air damping, we realize that if the damping force is pro-
portional to speed only, it will become insignificant at high frequencies. The main
reason is that at high frequencies, the beam stiffness becomes much greater than the
damping force. An effective non-contact damper design for steel target does not seem
to exist yet.
12.2.4 Magnetic Suspension of Moving Structures
In this thesis, I evaluated the critical speed limit of suspended structures. In reality,
there may be more issues that need to solved when the structure is moving at a high
speed. Possible difficulties are due to:
1. Magnetic diffusion of the moving conductors.
2. Critical speed of moving structures.
In Chapter 10, I suggested the temporary moving boundary design to avoid critical
speed for strings. This idea remains doubtful at this moment, and needs further
theoretical and experimental proof in the future.
12.2.5 Electrostatic Suspension
Electrostatic suspension is theoretically introduced in this thesis, and ongoing research
literatures are listed in Chapter 2. Topics in electrostatic suspension are separated
into two categories: conductor/semiconductor suspension and dielectric suspension.
The theoretical modeling of conductor/semiconductor suspension is fairly simple since
the response is fast and electrostatic force can be considered static. The modeling
of dielectric suspension is more complicated, and need to be further verified. The
following topics will need to be studied in the future:
1. Sensor design to detect positions of dielectric materials.
2. Actuator design.
3. High-voltage amplifier circuit design
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Experiments will need to be done to evaluate the robustness or the suspension, and
the possibility of applying electrostatic suspension in manufacturing processes.
12.2.6 Extension to Sensor Averaging Method
In Chapter 6, we show that sensor averaging method is a non-model-based spatial
filter, and show the dual properties between temporal filter and spatial filter. We can
further look into this issue and see how much we can apply the theories in discrete
time filtering to discrete sensor filtering. It may be advantageous to design weightings
for discrete sensors to implement low-pass filters (as in Chapter 6), high-pass filters,
band-pass filters, and band-stop filters. The phase should be particularly taken into
considerations.
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Appendix A
Material Properties
In this chapter, I summarize the properties of various materials, including elastic
properties, material damping properties, and electromagnetic properties.
A.1 Elastic Properties
The elasticity properties of various materials are shown in Table A. 1.
Table A.1: Elasticity properties of materials, summarized from Reismann [92]
Materials Poisson's ratio vI Young's modulus E (Pa)
Aluminum 0.34 6.89 x 1010
Copper 0.34 8.96 x 1010
Glass 0.25 6.89 x 1010
Nylon 0.40 2.83 x 1010
Steel 0.29 20.7 x 1010
A.2 Material Damping Properties
The internal damping of materials can be modeled by using complex Young's modulus:
E = E(1 + jr), (A.1)
where E is the complex Young's modulus, E is Young's modulus, and r is the loss
factor. Loss factor is a complicated function of many variables. For the same material,
it varies with temperatures and vibration frequencies. Table A.2 is summarized from
various references, and can only be used as an estimate.
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Table A.2: Damping properties of materials, summarized from [62, 15, 29]
Materials Processing ]_ Loss factor r
Aluminum alloy 0.0004 ~ 0.001
Aluminum pure 0.00002 ~ 0.002
Cast iron 0.003 ~ 0.03
Copper 0.002
Glass 0.0006 ~ 0.002
High-Polymer 0.8 2.0
Steel 0.001 ~ 0.008
A.3 Electromagnetic Properties
The electromagnetic properties of various materials are shown in Table A.3.
dielectric and magnetic susceptibilities are defined as:
E = (1 + Xe)Io
P = (1+ Xm)PO
60 = 8.854 x 10- 2 F/m
po = 47r x 10-7H/m.
The
(A.2)
(A.3)
The properties are dependent on the material components, and the list can only be
used as an estimate. For any particular materials, engineers need to consult the
manufacturers or do experiments to determine the real values. Also notice when the
conductivity u is small, Ohm's Law J = c-E may not be valid.
Table A.3: Electromagnetic properties of materials, summarized from Haus [44]
Materials Conductivity o- Dielectric Magnetic
(mhos/m) Susceptibilities Xe Susceptibilities Xm
Air 0.00059 3.6 x 10-7
Aluminum 3.5 x 107 2.2 x 10-5
Copper 5.7 x 107 -1.0 x 10-5
Ferrite 5000
Glass, flint 5.6 - 8.9
Glass, ordinary 10-12
Paper 1.0 - 1.5
Quartz, fused < 10-17 3.7 - 4.1
Si-Fe laminations 7 x 104
Steel 0.5 ~ 1.0 x 107  5.5 ~ 88 x i03
Water 2 x 10-4 -0.9 x 10-5
Water Vapor 0.00705
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Appendix B
Elasticity Relations of Structural
Elements
I will briefly go through the derivation of stress-strain relations for materials. From
elasticity, we have general stress-strain relation known as Hook's Law. For different
elements, we can integrate the stress-strain law and reduce it to simpler forms. The
final result of this elasticity equation can be used to derive the structural dynamic
equations by including Newton's Second Law F = ma.
B.1 Fundamentals of Elasticity
The fundamental representation of material's linear elasticity is [92]:
Tij = CjijlIEN, (B.1)
where -ri is stress tensor, Eki is strain tensor, and Cijkl is the elastic constants (81
constants). This is also known as Hook's Law, and usually takes the form of F = kx
for springs. For anisotropic materials, Cijkl has 21 independent constants, and for
isotropic materials, Cijkl has only 2 independent constants. In text books, the material
properties are usually represented by 5 constants:E (Young's Modulus), v (Poisson's
ratio), K (Bulk Modulus), G (Shear Modulus), and A, and any two of them can decide
the other three. If we know E and v, then
E E Ev
2(1 - 2v) 2(1+ v) (1 + v)(1 - 2v) (B.2)
The elasticity relation can be reduced for isotropic materials as:
7ij = AEkkOij + 2GEij. (B.3)
Together with the compatibility equation of displacement:
2,ij = uij + uji, (B.4)
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Figure B-1: A beam model: bending moment represented by the integration of stress.
we can solve the elasticity relations for a general 3D element:
1 1 " 0 0 0
V I " 0 0 0 9
YY 1-V 1-v 9y
Tzz E (1 - v) V 1 0 0 0 (B.5)
(1+v)(1-2v) 0 0 0 2 0 0 (B.5)
rjZ 0 0 0 0 1-2v 0 auz + 2
TzX 0 0 0 0 _1-2v au + _TZ 0 0 0 0 2(1-v) 9x az
B.2 Elasticity Relations of Different Elements
For specific elements, we can simplify the elasticity relation by integration. Use Euler-
Bernoulli beam element as an example, as shown in Figure B-1. We have bending
moment as an integration of stress:
Mzz =JA yrzzdA, (B.6)
where A is the cross sectional area. We also have displacement uz in z direction as a
function of strain:
du~
UZ = -y-u. (B.7)
dz
Assume rxx = rYY = 0, from Equation B.5, we can obtain the stress-strain relation:
auz d 2UY+V_rzz = E z + v(rxx + r",) = -Ey + v( +YY). (B.8)
If we neglect the stress on x and y direction: v(rx + ry,) = 0, and integrate over area
A to match bending moment M, we can get:
fA r= d2u d2u.
Iy~dA IA dZ2 dz2 B9
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Similar methods can be applied to other elements, such as Timoshenko beam ele-
ment (consider both bending deformation and shear deformation) and plate bending
element. The following list summarizes the elasticity relations for a few different
elements [9, Chapter 4].
1. Bar element under axial load: (integrate over cross sectional area A)
du
= E (B.10)dz
2. Euler-Bernoulli beam element: (integrate over cross sectional area A)
d2u
Mzz = EI . (B.11)dz 2
3. Plate bending element: ( reduce the 3D stress-strain relations to plane-stress
element by assuming -r. = -r2 = -22 = 0, and integrate over thickness h)
M1X Iv 0 a 2 U
Eh3
1 (=)h 1 0 a2 . (B.12)MYY 12(1 - V2) 19Y2
MY 0 0 1 2 .2UL j L 2 J 894Y
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Appendix C
Orthogonality of Beam Solutions
and Decoupling of Beam Equations
The beam equation is:
El
-5Z4 + 2A
The homogeneous solution is:
u(z, t) = : n(t)On(z),
n=1
where n is nth modal coordinate, and # is nth modal shape.
mode and nth mode:
Replace u by mth
mth mode:
nth mode:
El dz4 m 2 pAOm = 0,
El dz4 p
(x #n), ( dz).
(X Om), (
Then the first equation times #n and integrates over length L, and the second equation
times 0m and integrates over length L. Subtract the first equation from the second
equation, and we got
W- )j2) pAbm#ndz
= EI L d
= EI #n o
8 L
"a30zn0
L L
0 z (9z2 0
+ (90m a20 L-
aZ 09z2 0 J
J0 0z 2 &z2
L 2qm 2
0z 2 Oz 2 /
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(C.1)
dz).
(C.2)
(C.3)
( d3q 'm, L do d2 7 L 3 n L dqm d2 0, L
dz3 0 dz dz 2 0 dz3 o dz dz2 o
(C.4)
All four terms in the last part will be zero because of the geometric boundary condi-
tions. Hence we prove that each mode is orthogonal to each other, and we conclude
the orthogonality by defining the nth modal mass Mn and nth modal stiffness K,:
JL pA.,d 0 if m n' z M if m= n.
L EI ddz =orMz 0
10 " dz4 K, = MaLt 2
(C.5)
(C.6)if m # n'if m = n.
To decouple the beam equation, we rewrite the beam equation by letting u(z, t) =
E n (t) On(Z):
EI Oz4 + pA- ft0
4 u2
0 d4 n 0 d2> E df + pA 2(x$) ( dz)
L 4 fd 21 L L
-> EI 1: 0O dZ4"dz + pA dt2 fo m~ndz = fof Omdz
-> K gm Mmdt2m = 0z=N , m 1,2 ,---o. (C.7)
Thereby we obtain the decoupled ordinary differential equations in modal coordinates.
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Appendix D
DSP Programming by using
dSPACE
This chapter describes the programming of DSP by using dSPACE. We use both
dSPACE DSP board and software. The boards that we use are: DS1003 (DSP), DS
2201 (multiple I/O), and DS2103 (multiple D/A). We use total of 16 channel A/D for
sensors, and 32 channels D/A for actuators. The software we use are Rti4O, Trace40,
and Cockpit40.
We build control block diagrams in MATLAB Simulink environment, and run the
software Rti40 that compiles the code and downloads it to the DSP board. Trace40
is used to monitor variables in real time, and Cockpit40 is used to change variables
in real time.
Besides using the standard dSPACE interface, we also use MATLAB code to
interface with DSP board while doing real time dynamic analyzing.
D.1 Programming by using dSPACE Software
The basic operations are done by using dSPACE software, it uses MATLAB Simulink
as the user interface.
D.1.1 Programming by using Simulink Block Diagram
The Simulink blocks that I build to control the system is demonstrated in Figure D-
1. It is an example of using sensor averaging and actuator averaging to do beam
suspension control, and only the last 2 sensors and 2 actuators are shown. We first
read sensor outputs from A/D, and then linearize them into real x and y coordinates.
I average the sensor outputs, and apply a lead compensator to this output. The
output current is calculated by feedback linearization, and then the same current is
applied to 2 actuators. The "Dynamic Signal Analyzer" block is added to do real-time
dynamic analyzing, and will be discussed later.
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Vx x
Vy y
sensor 7
linearization
IVx 
X
Vy y
Demux sensor 8linearization
x4
sensor x7
sensory7
sensorx8
senosr y8
y4
average
positionL -1]IZ+. + F currentZ+ .. *force
x4 gain L I +
x4 lead x4 feedback
linearization
hannell
SineOut-
channel2
Dynamic
Signal Analyzer 4
-1 z4+. + position
____ 
+ current
force
y4 gain "' +y4 lead y4 feedback
linearization
0.5
bias weight 4
Figure D-1: Design of Simulink blocks for real-time control by using dSPACE DSP
board.
D.1.2 Changing Parameters in Real-Time
We can change the parameters of the controller in real time by using dSPACE Cock-
pit40. A sample interface is shown in Figure D-2
D.1.3 Synchronous Output of 32 Channels of D/A Convert-
ers
To avoid making the system more complicated, we choose to output the actuator
command synchronously. To output the 32 channels of D/A converters at the same
time by using dSPACE DS2103 board, we specify the following commands in the file
filename.usr.1
static void usrinitialize(void)
{
ds2103_set-outmode(DS2103_1_BASE,1,DS2103_LATCH);
ds2103_set-outmode(DS2103_1_BASE,2,DS2103_LATCH);
ds2lO3-set-outmode(DS2103_1_BASE,3,DS2103_LATCH);
ds2103_set-outmode(DS2103_1_BASE,4,DS2103LATCH);
ds2103_setoutmode(DS2103_1_BASE,5,DS2103_LATCH);
ds2103_.set...outmode(DS2103_1_BASE, 6,DS2103_..LATCH);
ds2103_set-outmode(DS2103_1_BASE,7,DS2103_LATCH);
ds2103_set.outmode(DS2103_1_BASE,8,DS2103_LATCH);
}
'This information is provided by Mr. Albert Schwarte, dSPACE GmbH, Technologiepark
25, 33100 Paderborn, Germany, Tel: +49 5251 1638 0, Fax: +49 5251 66529, Email:
aschwarte@dspace.de
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DS2201
ADC
+Fx7
-Fx7
+Fy7
-Fy7
+Fx8
-Fx8
+Fy8
-Fy8
Mux
DS2103
MUXDAC
Figure D-2: PC interface to change controller parameters in real time by using
dSPACE Cockpit.
D.1.4 Block Diagrams for Sensor Linearization
Sensor linearization is implemented by using curve fitting in this project. When I
use the Simulink block of math function: f(n), as shown in Figure D-3, the total
calculation time increases by about 100 ps, which is unreasonably long. Therefore, I
build the blocks to produce the sensor linearization, as shown in Figure D-4, and the
total calculation time increases by only 10 ps. The reason of causing long calculation
time by using f(n) block is still unknown.
x curve fitting x limit
x gain Mux-
30 Mux
>y --0 IN.)
y gain
y curve fitting y limit
Figure D-3: Sensor linearization by using f(n) block.
D.2 Interfacing with DSP by using MATLAB Code
To perform the system dynamic analyzer in real time, I adopted a MATLAB code
written by Ms. Lilienkamp [67] in our lab. I modified the code from SISO identifica-
tion to MIMO identification, and the program can choose frequency points adaptively.
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x gain
y gain
-0.0438
Constant
x gain 1
x gain4
-Funct-o- 0.03956
x gain3
0.0112
Constantl +
u 2 ~y gain 1+ F C
Function'!
y gain2 +
y sum
yL....... ...... ...  ..  . . 101 2: a i317 >
y gain4
y gain4
Figure D-4: Sensor linearization by building mathematical blocks.
The algorithm of this code is shown in Figure D-5 as a flow chart. It is utilizing
swept sine excitation method. Users can specify the excitation frequencies and am-
plitudes. This code runs basically in 2 loops. The major loop finishes all specified
frequency points, and the minor loop finishes all multiple inputs for each frequency
point. And users can interrupt this code at anytime to change the amplitude, go back
a frequency point, or to exit the program.
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i Minor loop: I
I for multiple inputs IL - -'
user can interrupt ne
program anytime to
change parameters
Excite next input
Start
Major loop:l
for excitation frequency points I
Load excitation frequency - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
and amplitude to DSP
YNeso Userhhits break? No
Collect data
User asks to go
back one pointdeaYns
vhat ? No If MIMO =4 ?Ye
i= - 2 Calculate transfer
function matrix [G]4x4
excitation r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
litude
Meet criteria ?
No (1) phase change <+ 600 Yes
i - 1(2) gain change < + 14 dB
Add a freqeuncy
N Fipoint In the middle
L - - - - - - - - - - - ... - -.. - . - - - ..--f') a Adaptively adds one more
T frequency point if transfer
function varies too fast
MIMIMO lM~o+ 11
Go to next
frequency point
No< Finish all multiple Yes I= +1
inputs MIMO ?
Y e s F i n h ao 
MRe s t a r t 1 s t in p u t
End Yes Finish all frequency No MIMO = 1
CE ) points I ?
Figure D-5: Flow chart of a MATLAB code of a dynamic analyzer for MIMO systems.
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Appendix E
Commonly Used Windows for FIR
Filters
In Oppenheim [87, Chapter 7], it describes the following commonly used windows for
FIR(Finite Impulse Response) filters:
1. Rectangular window
w[n] = 1 5n< M0 otherwise
2. Triangular window (Bartlett window)
(E.1)
{ 2n/Mw[n] =2 - 2n/M
0
0 < n < M/2
M/2 < n < M
otherwise
3. Hanning window
0.5 - 0.5cos(2rn/M)
0
0 < n < M
otherwise
4. Hamming window
w[n] = 0.54 - 0.46cos(27rn/M)0
0 < n < M
otherwise
5. Blackman window
w[n] = 0.42 - 0.5cos(27rn/M) + 0.08cos(47rn/M)0
0 < n < M
otherwise
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(E.2)
(E.3)
(E.4)
(E.5)
W[n] =
The following figures show the shapes and frequency responses of these windows by
using 9 points. The corresponding commands in Matlab to create windows are boxcar,
triang, hanning, hamming, and blackman, and the command to create the frequency
response is freqz. It shows that Rectangular window has the narrowest mainlobe, and
Blackman window has the lowest sidelobe.
Rectangular Window
0.1 - - - - --
0.08 -- - -
'E 0.06 - - .-.-.- --.-
0 .0 4 - -- - --- - --. - - -. .
0.02 ..
M
0!
0
-20
-40
-60
-80
I ' ' ' ] I -100
0 2 4 6 8 10 C
n
Frequency Response
1 2
Frequency (rad/s)
Figure E-1: Rectangular window and its frequency response.
Triangular Window
2
5 - -
0 2
0
0
-20
-40--
-60
-80
-100
0 1
Figure E-2: Triangular window and its frequency response.
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Figure E-3: Hanning window and its frequency response.
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Figure E-4: Hamming window and its frequency response.
Blackman Window
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Figure E-5: Blackman window and its frequency response.
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Appendix F
Proof of Circular
Continuous-Sensor Averaging for
Plates and Membranes
Proof of Equation 6.44 of the averaged output of a continuous circular sensing on
plates and membranes. Given sinusoidal modal shape
#n(x, y) = (Cicosanx + Cn2sinanx) - (Cn3cos/3y + Cn4sin#ny),
Prove that:
27ri 21r
1 f (x0 + dcos0, y, + dsin0)dO = On(x 0, yo) cos(kadcos0)d0,27r 0 21r o
where al + 23 = k .
[Proof] Given:
Sfr On(xo + dcos0, yo + dsin0)dO (F.1)
Take the advantage of symmetry of four quadrants, as shown in Figure F-1. We
average the four sensors at angles +0 and 7r t 0 first, and then integrate from 0 = 0
to E. Average the 2 points at angles +0, Equation F.1 becomes
- f $n(x 0 + dcos0, y0 ) - cos(lndsin)d). (F.2)7r 0
Average the 4 points, Equation F.2 becomes
2 fi
On (xo Yo) - -- cos(andcos0) -cos(/3#dsin0)d0 (F.3)
7r 0
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y
sensor
d ,d sinO
(x,y) d cosO x
Figure F-1: Average four sensors at angles ±O and 7r 0.
We take the gain from Equation F.3 and further simplify it:
-f cos(a,,dcosO) 
-cos( padsinO)dO
7r 0
4 5
= -cos(a,,dcosO + OndsinO) + cos(a,,dcosO - padsinO)dO
7 0
4 5
= ii cos( k,,dcos(O@n - 0 )) + cost k,,dcos(7p, + 0 ))dO7r2 i
= f cos(kdcos() + 0))d, (F.4)7r -
where 0, = tan 1 (O/an) is the angle at which wave travels. Because the function
cos(kcos9) is periodic with 0 of period 7r, Equation F.4 becomes
- j cos(kodcos9)d9,
7r 0
or equivalently,
27 cos(kndcos9)dO.
27r fo
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Appendix G
Analytical Field Analysis of
Dipole-Quadrupole Actuators
This chapter describes the analytical field analysis of the dipole-quadrupole actuator.
The conceptual design of the dipole-quadrupole actuator field is shown in Figure G-1.
It has 3 field components: dipole field, x-quadrupole filed, and y-quadrupole field.
Their field distribution will be calculated in the following sections.
uniform iewd Current uensity
Y-JO COS0
Gradient field Current density Gradient field Current density
-Jxo cos20 -Jyo sin20
X
(a) (b) (c)
Figure G-1: Field Analysis of the Dipole-Quadrupole actuator: (a) a dipole field, (b)
x-quadrupole field, and (c) y-quadrupole field.
G.1 Dipole Field
As shown in Figure G-1(a), the dipole field is driven by a current distribution of:
Jdipole(0) = - JocosO. (G.1)
Since the current distribution has a period of 27-, the associated field must be az-
imuthal periodic with a period or 27r. Hence we can solve the magnetic scalar potential
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T by choosing the solution of Laplace's Equation as:
cosO sin
T = a, + a 3lnr + bircosO + b2rsin9 + b3  + b4  . (G.2)
r r
And the magnetic field intensity H can be obtained as:
O' 1 cosO sin
Hr = = -a 3 - - b1cosO - b2sinO + b3  2 + b4 2 (G.3)
1 04' sinG cos9
Ho = -- I O = b1sinO - b2 cosO + b3 2 - b4  2. (G.4)
r ao r2 r2
We can now include the boundary conditions to solve the coefficients of the solution:
1. When r -* 0, T is finite, thus a3 = b3= b4 = 0.
2. Assume the back iron has p > po, we have HO = -Jdipoe, thus b1 = 0, b2 = -J.
Therefore, we have 9 = a, - JersinO, and the magnetic field is:
H = [Hr, HO] = [JosinG, JocosO], in polar coordinate,
or 1 = [Hx, Hj] = [0, Jo], in Cartesian coordinate. (G.5)
G.2 X-Direction Quadrupole Field
As shown in Figure G-1(b), the x-direction quadrupole field is driven by a current
distribution:
Jx = -Jxocos20. (G.6)
Since the current distribution has a period or ir, we can assume the solution to be:
cos29 sin29
T = a, + a3lnr + bir 2cos20 + b2r 2sin20 + b3  2 + b4 2. (G.7)
r2 r2
The magnetic field intensity H can be obtained as:
Oil 1 cos20 sin20Hr -a 3 - - 2b 1rcos29 - 2b2rsin29 + 2b3  - + 2b4  , (G.8)Or r r r
1 aT sin20 cos20
Ho = --- = 2b1rsin2O - 2b2rcos2O + 2b 3  3 - 2b4 . (G.9)
r 00 r r
We can now include the boundary conditions to solve the coefficients:
1. When r -+ 0, T is finite, thus a3 = b3 = b4 = 0.
2. Assuming the back iron has p > ft, hence HO = -J, thus b1 = 0, and
b2 = - Jxol(2Ro).
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Therefore, we have the magnetic scalar potential:
a = 1 - r2 sin2 , in polar coordinate,2R 0
xy
or a = 1 - Jx"R-, in Cartesian coordinate.Ro
The resulting magnetic field in Cartesian coordinate becomes:
H = [H, Hy] =[ y, -""],Ro Ro
and the resulting gradients of the magnetic field become:
OH_ OHY
VHy = [M,Ox
OHY
Oy
(G.10)
(G.11)
(G.12)
(G.13)
Jxo
= [0, 0]RO
= [ ,x 010.
RO
The result shows that the x-quadrupole current generates a magnetic field with uni-
form gradients.
G.3 Y-Direction Quadrupole Field
As shown in Figure G-1(c), the y-direction quadrupole field is driven by a current
distribution:
JY = -Jy,,sin20, (G.14)
which is the same as the x-direction quadrupole field rotated by 45* Since the current
distribution has a period of 7r, we can rewrite the solution as:
2 2 cos20P = a, + a3lnr + bir 2cos20 + b2 r 2sin20 + b3  2
The magnetic field intensity H can be obtained as:
sin20
+b 4 2. (G.15)
OP 1 cos29
Hr = = -a 3 - - 2b1rcos2O - 2b2rsin2O + 2b3 Csar r 0
sin29
+ 2b4  2 ,(G.16)0
1lOP sin29 cos2O
Ho  1 OXF = 2b 1rsin29 - 2b 2rcos2O + 2b3 i - 2b4 cos.
r 00 0 0
(G.17)
We can now include the boundary conditions to solve the coefficients:
1. When r -+ 0, P is finite, thus a3 = b3= b4 = 0.
2. Assuming the back iron has p > p, hence HO = -J,, thus b2 = 0, b1 =
Jyo/(2Ro).
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Therefore, we have the magnetic scalar potential:
r 2
T = a, + J,20 cos20, in polar coordinate,
1
or T = a, + 2R . (y2 - 2), in Cartesian coordinate. (G.18)
The resulting magnetic field in Cartesian coordinate becomes:
H = [Hx, Hy] = [-x-, ' y], (G.19)
Ro 1Ro
and the resulting gradients of the magnetic field become:
VH=[Hx OHX]JY ]
VHx = [ ,x axI = [ ,5 0], (G.20)
Ox Oy Ro
VH = [Hy ] = [0, yo]. (G.21)
&x Oy Ro
The result shows that the y-quadrupole current generates a magnetic field with uni-
form gradients.
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Appendix H
Magnetic Field Simulation of
Actuators by Using MATLAB
In this chapter, we use numerical methods to solve the magnetic field distribution
for both the Dipole-Quadrupole actuator and the Quad-U-Core actuator. The field
distribution can be used to solve for the force as a function of current input and tube
position.
H.1 MATLAB Simulation of Dipole-Quadrupole
Actuators
To solve the actuator force function, we model the actuator as shown in
I use Matlab to solve the field distribution with the existence of the tube,
the force as a function of current input and the tube position.
Figure H-1.
and predict
414'
Or 2=Ti1+Ni
T T b Total current: Ni
R W1 T1=0
Tube
9 io Assume
between
Actuator poles
T is linear
pole tips
Figure H-1:
actuator.
Matlab simulation of the field distribution of the Dipole-Quadrupole
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In this model, the magnetic scalar potential in the cavity is represented by Laplace's
Equation:
vl2f = 0. (H. 1)
We solve this field problem by using the general solution and the boundary conditions.
Since the dipole-quadrupole actuator is azimuthal periodic, the terms that are not
periodic to 0 in the general solution can be eliminated as zero, also m and p will be
integers only :
I = a, + a 20 +a 3lnr + a4 0 - Inr +
0 0
L [bimrmcosm9 + b2mr'sinm9 + b3mr-mcosmO + b4 r-msinmO] +
m=1
00 cos(plnr) sin(plnr)
E [cipercos(plnr) + c2 , , + c 3pePsin(plnr) + C4p e
P=1 P91o o P
0
(H.2)
0
The boundary conditions are:
1. Assume that the tube has permeability [ > yo, thus we can assume the mag-
netic scalar potential of the tube is a constant 'o.
2. The net magnetic flux going through the tube is zero, that is,
I 27r0=0 HrdO = 0 (H.3)
3. The magnetic scalar potential of the 12 poles can be calculated by the current
distribution. We first assume the scalar potential of the 1st pole to be T, = 0.
If total current between the 1st and 2nd poles is Ni, then the 2nd pole has a
scalar potential of '12 = T 1 + Ni = Ni. Similarly, we can solve '13 ~ '112.
4. Scalar potential between pole tips is assumed linear.
Since when r -+ Ri, ' = To, we can rewrite the solution to be:
00r M
T = o + Coln( -) + Z (C1mcosm0 + C2msinm9) (i)
H around the tube can also be calculated to be:
(r (H.4)
Ri-
Hrlr= = - Co I (C1cosmO + C2msinm) ,Ior r=Ri =Ri1
Ho r=ri - -- - 0,
r aO r=Ri
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(H.5)
(H.6)
where HO = 0 shows that the magnetic field is perpendicular to the tube, which
complies with our assumption that the tube has p > p,,.
Another boundary condition is the magnetic flux continuity:
J 27r0=0 27rHrd = 0 => Co = 0 => Co = 0.
In this thesis, I estimate m up to 20, and the solution can be represented by:
20 M
I = To + E (Cimcosm9 + C2msinmO) ((-)
m=1 A
(r-m) (H.7)
I use 360 boundary points to estimate these 41 variables, including '14, Cim and
C2m. A simple technique is to use pseudo-inverse to calculate the best estimate of
the coefficients. When the number of algebraic equations is more than the number of
variables, pseudo-inverse estimates the variables by minimizing the RMS error. The
associated command in MATLAB is pinv.
H.2 MATLAB Simulation of Quad-U-Core Actu-
ators
Similar to the Dipole-Quadrupole actuator, we can solve the magnetic field distribu-
tion for the Quad-U-Core actuator, and solve for the force as a function of current
input and tube position. The model is shown in Figure H-2.
'2=Ni2/2
Ts=Ni/2
T3a
U-
- r
'Po=O
(Xy) R
Tube
%. V2T-
1T4
Actuator poles I
T4=Ni4/2
As
be
' 1 i
Ii=Ni1/2
sume ' is linear
tween pole tips
Figure H-2: Matlab simulation of the field distribution of the Quad-U-Core actuator.
Due to the azimuthal periodic condition, we have the general solution of the
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magnetic scalar potential as Equation H.4:
'P 0, + Coln- +
0T )m ) -m)
(CimcosmO + C2msinmO) - (i . (H.8)
The boundary conditions for the Quad-U-Core actuator are slightly different from
the Dipole-Quadrupole actuator, they are listed in the following:
1. Assume that the tube has permeability p >> p, thus we can assume the scalar
potential of the tube is a constant 'IJ,.
2. The magnetic scalar potential of the 4 poles can be calculated by their current
inputs. Since each U-core has a complete magnetic loop, thus we can assign the
magnetic scalar potential of the tube to be zero (T, = 0), and the two poles of
each U-core have magnetic potentials of ±Ni/2.
3. Scalar potential between pole tips is assumed linear.
We use 360 boundary points to estimate m up to 20, the magnetic scalar potential
can represented by:
r 20 ) m r -m)
4 = Coln + E (CimcosrmO + C 2msinmO) . (H.9)
Ri m=1
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Appendix I
Original Power FET Circuit
Designs
In this chapter, I list the original power FET current control circuit designs from
Olsen [86] and Aggarwal [3]. The circuit design from Ludwick [69] is the same as that
from Olsen.
Figure I-1 shows the circuit design from Olsen [86]. It uses a capacitor Ctune and
Fast flyback network 28V DC Fuse, 3A
Diode-- 
.
Power
Zener diode Transistor I LA
1 36V 
L _ - - - . _ _ _ - _ __ - - Actuator
rI
0.01 pF I
Capacitor added to
tune current oscilation.
-I - - - - -
IPower FET
Vin + IRF 530
1 Op AmpiF I
SCurrent sensing
Sresistmr 1U, 1%,
Power FET and
current feedback
Figure I-1: Current control circuit using power FET in Olsen [86].
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Fast flyback network 28V DC Fuse, 3A
Zener diodel
36V
L _ _ _ _ _ _-
Diode
Power
Transistor
[
II
I -
IACT I
RA
CA LA
Actuator
Vin 0-- - IRF 530 1 1
Op Arnip IFET I
Current sensing
resistor, 1", 1%,
low
- - -- - - - - - I
Power FET and current feedback,
uses a lag compensator to control iFET
Figure 1-2: Current control circuit using power FET in Aggarwal [3].
tries to eliminate loop oscillations at a frequency of 31 kHz. However, it mentions
that the oscillation was never eliminated. In fact, this capacitor does not work as a
damper, it moves the resonance frequency to 1/V/LUACtne.
Figure I-1 shows the circuit design from Aggarwal [3]. It removes the capacitor
Ctune, and uses a lag compensator to control the power FET current iFET, which
reduces the high frequency components of iFET. However, when I used this arrange-
ment, I noticed that the power FET current iFET was not equal to the actuator
current iACT. Although iFET is well controlled and smooth, the actuator current has
a resonance oscillation at 4 kHz. I later used a resistor to damp out this resonance,
as shown in Chapter 7.
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Appendix J
Sensor Linearization
The following figures show the output of each of the 8 sensors. The x axis is V, and
the y axis is V. The grids are the results of a 0.25 inch diameter steel tube moving
at a 1 mm grid. The experimental results are approximated by using the following
curve-fitting equations:
x=C1 + C2Vx+ C3 Vy + C4v + CVxV + C6V,
y = D1 + D2V + D3V + D4V + D5VxVy + D6V.
(J.1)
(J.2)
The curve fitting result is shown together with the measured output in the following
8 figures. And the coefficients of the curve fitting is shown in Table J.11.
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Figure J-1: Sensor No.1 linearization, left: experimental result, right: curve fitting.
1In dSPACE, I had to build blocks to do all the summations, as shown in Appendix D. If I use
the function block f[n] in Simulink, it takes extra 100 ps to finish the computation.
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Figure J-2: Sensor No.2 linearization, left: experimental result, right: curve fitting.
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Figure J-3: Sensor No.3 linearization, left: experimental result, right: curve fitting.
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Figure J-4: Sensor No.4 linearization, left: experimental result, right: curve fitting.
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Figure J-5: Sensor No.5 linearization, left: experimental result, right: curve fitting.
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Figure J-6: Sensor No.6 linearization, left: experimental result, right: curve fitting.
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Figure J-7: Sensor No.7 linearization, left: experimental result, right: curve fitting.
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Figure J-8: Sensor No.8 linearization, left: experimental result, right: curve fitting.
Table J.1: Coefficients of curve-fitting equations for sensor linearization
Sensor 1 V 
____ VV 
____
Ix -0.043847 0.46729 -0.15319 0.0079273 0.038955 -0.015627
ly 0.011235 0.1274 0.71474 0.01942 -0.029689 -0.032486
2x 0.05803 0.36164 -0.056813 0.010592 0.023228 -0.0096095
2y -0.092306 0.10316 0.49935 0.012558 -0.012777 -0.014355
3x 0.69207 0.61181 0.064845 0.012702 0.059637 -0.015823
3y -0.093334 0.33676 0.75126 0.018852 -0.052586 -0.061402
4x 0.17091 0.68296 -0.075773 0.015728 0.052308 -0.018184
4y 0.039988 0.17521 0.52212 0.020383 -0.023805 -0.020588
5x 0.1146 0.59954 -0.15382 0.0091332 0.050441 -0.01266
5y 0.038691 0.32602 0.59671 0.026986 -0.024165 -0.025297
6x 0.15075 0.75589 -0.13028 0.019367 0.051827 -0.015223
6y -0.14334 0.162 0.61413 0.032878 -0.029855 -0.021903
7x 0.095026 0.67374 -0.22482 0.017011 0.050849 -0.028012
7y -0.011817 0.17311 0.79456 0.031287 -0.037337 -0.021257
8x -0.096179 0.56121 -0.13537 0.013302 0.036318 -0.012284
8y -0.066891 0.1734 0.47402 0.021386 -0.01674 -0.020254
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Appendix K
Experiment of Vibration Control
by Using LQG and SWLQG
Control
This chapter shows an experiment of using LQG and SWLQG (Sensitivity Weighted
LQG) control on beam vibration control. I did this experiment at MIT Space Systems
Laboratory in the Department of Aeronautics and Astronautics in 1997, it was my
final project for the MIT course 16.243 Dynamics of Controlled Structures.
The experimental setup is shown in Figure K-1. We use a motor at the hub to
Input Output
torqueT angle 0 Beam
Hub
Experimental Bode Plots of Open-Loop Dyanmics of a Hub-Beam
0
CD 2-4 -- --...-.-- ..-- ..-- ..-.------ . .-.-..-.- .-.-..- -..-.-..-.-. -.- .--.-..-.- ..-.-
46 0 ... ...................... .... ..
ca
S -8 0 -. ........................ .... ... .. ...-- -  - - - - - - - - - -
100
1000
-5 0 0 --........ ........ ........ ... ..--- --- . --. --- -.--. -- - -- --
10 10 102
Frequency (Hz)
Figure K-1: Experimental Bode Plots of beam dynamics.
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rotate a beam to desired angles. The experimental open-loop Bode Plots are shown
in Figure K-1. The beam has the 1st vibration mode at 17 Hz.
SWLQG control is a modified version of LQG control, and is designed to improve
the stability-robustness of LQG control. Figure K-2 shows the controller design by
using both the LQG control and SWLQG control. LQG control creates a deep notch
filter to attenuate the resonance mode, and SWLQG creates a smoother notch filter.
By using a smoother notch filter, SWLQG improves stability-robustness such that
it can tolerate certain uncertainties in resonance frequencies. However the smoother
notch filter also make the system performance not as good as by using LQG control.
Bode Plots of Controller Dynamics
Vm
C
M)
R
a.
35
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Figure K-2: Controller Design: LQG and SWLQG.
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Appendix L
p Analysis and ,u Synthesis
In this chapter, we introduce p analysis and p synthesis. I analysis is a generalized
small gain theorem. p synthesis is the combination of p analysis and 'H,,, control.
L.1 p Analysis
For a system as shown in Figure L-1, G(s) is the open-loop
designed controller, T,(s) is the closed-loop transfer function
tainty matrix. In p analysis, we focus on diagonal A(s):
A,(s)
0
0
0
A 2 (s)
0
0
0
dynamics, K(s) is the
and A(s) is the uncer-
I, (L.1)
where each diagonal component Ai(s) can be a matrix.
For all the diagonal uncertainty matrices Ad(s) with each diagonal component
A(S) _-
w ------------------- ,
w z
Twz(s)
K(s) +-
L Lket--------- gI
Figure L-1: Block diagram of a controlled system T,,,(s) with uncertainty A(s).
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A(s) = Ad(s) =
I AL(s)II < 1, p is defined as:
VAd, (I + AdTw2) is stable if and only if 1u(Twz(jw)) < 1, Vw, (L.2)
and
P(T1(jW)) (L.3)) min{(ma.(d) : det(I + AdTwz) = 0}
unless no Ad makes (I + AdTez) singular, in which case p(Tez) = 0.
It is convenient to define the maximum value of ft (T.2(jw)):
ITwz (s)|1, = sup p (TWZ(jM)). (L.4)
Hence we can represent p analysis by stating that the system will be stable for all
diagonal Ad(s) if and only if
||Twz(s)jj, 11,L (s)II.. < 1, (L.5)
which is also called the generalized small gain theorem.
However, in general, ip(T.2(s)) cannot be computed. Currently, the upper bound
of p(Tw,(s)) is used instead. D-scale iteration is a method that iterate a D matrix to
find the upper bound of p(Tw,(s)). This upper bound is derived to be the minimum
value of -(DT,D- 1) for all possible D matrices. The D matrix has a form of:
^ djI 0 ..- 0 ~
D = . .~ .. . , (L.6)
_0 0 .-- dnI
where d1 , d2, ..., dn are scalars. Notice that 5(DTwzD-1 ) is a function of frequency w,
and is the upper bound of p(Twz(s)). And llDTwzD- 1 |11 is a scalar, and is the upper
bound of llTwz(s)l 1,.
L.2 p Synthesis
Furthermore, y synthesis is the controller design tool that finds a stabilizing controller
K(s) that minimizes the cost:
J= |lTwz(s)l1,. (L.7)
Currently, we can only find the upper bound of llTwz(s)ll1 by |IDTzD-1lK. We can
take the advantage that this upper bound is an H,. norm, and design a controller by
using H,, control to minimize |DTwD-1 1K.
D-K iteration is a method to do this iteration, the following list shows its algo-
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rithm:
1. Given K(s), find the D matrix to minimize ||DT.2D-1ls..
2. Given D matrix, find K(s) to minimize |IDT.2D- 1 ||.
3. Repeat the process until |IDT,2D--I K reaches a minimum.
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Appendix M
Critical Speed for Moving Beams
At critical speed, the beam dynamics are reduced to:
+4 (pAVEl a +(pAV2 - T)z 2 = 0. (M.1)
The homogeneous solution is:
Uh(Z) = Cicoskz + C2sinkz + C3 z + C4, (M.2)
with
k pAV 2 T (M.3)EI
The critical speed V is
EIk?+T (M.4)
\C pA
In the following sections, I solve the critical speed for hinged-hinged beams and
clamped-clamped beams, and compare them with the results from Wickert [106]:
EI,'ir\2 TVC = -I y7) + - hinged-hinged, (M.5)
_pA T +pA'
EI /2ir\ 2 TVc = l (2-7 ) + , clamped-clamped. (M.6)
M.1 Critical Speed for Moving Hinged-Hinged Beams
For a hinged-hinged beam of length L, we have boundary conditions as:
2 U 2
U U 0 (M.7)
z=O 0Z 2 z=0 z=L _z2 z=L
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Replace u by the homogeneous solution, we have
1 0 0 1 C1 0
-k2 0 0 0 C2 0(M8)
coskL sinkL L I C3 0 .
-k 2 coskL -k 2sinkL 0 0 _ C4 _ _ 0
For C to be nontrivial, we set the determinant of the matrix to be zero: JA| = 0,
and it results in the following solution:
sinkL =0 = k =r 27' L ' .. (M.9)
Therefore critical speed is
EI(7r 1 2 TVc= + .A (M.10)
M.2 Critical Speed for Moving Clamped-Clamped
Beams
Similarly, for clamped-clamped beam, we have boundary conditions as:
U DU
u -- u -- 0 (M.11)
z=O 0 z=O z=L aZ z=L
Replace u by the homogeneous solution, we have
1 0 0 1 C 1 0 -
0 k 1 0 C2 0
coskL sinkL L 1] 1 [01 (M.12)
-ksinkL kcoskL 1 0j _. C4 _ L 0 _
For C to be nontrivial, we set the determinant of the matrix to be zero: A I= 0. It
results in the following solution: 1
27r 2.867r 47r2(coskL - 1) + kLsinkL = 0 = kn = - L -, -L (M.13)
Therefore, the critical speed is
VC E. 27 2 TM 4
\ p4 T, , +p.4'
'In the appendix of Wickert [106], it said that the solutions are 2nmr/L, which I believe was not
completely correct.
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Appendix N
Recipes for Finite Element
Modeling: Beams, Strings, Plates,
and Membranes
N.1 Euler-Bernoulli Beam Element
Assume the beam element has length a, mass per unit length pA, bending stiffness
EI, and tension T = 0.
(1)r = Cc:
1zz
U1
U2
U3
U4I
El -2
\"%- dz 2C 11-
U(Zi) 1
O(zi)
U(Z2)
0(z2) .
a1
u=[1 z z 2 z3] 2
L[a 4 I
a
(4) U = Atempa: where Atemp is a temporary matrix,
u(z) = <bia
0(z) dudz
da1
dza
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(2)U
(3) u = <Dio:
(N.1)
(N.2)
U(Zi) 1
z Iz=z1
U(Z2)
d zIZ=Z2
(N.3)
Therfore, Atemp matrix can be found by
- 11(zi)
dz Iz1
- D (2)
- -d!'z 12Z
1
0
1
0
-] 0 0 010 0
a a2  a3
1 2a 3a2
(5) u(x, y) = HU:
z - 2 + 3 -2 - + 1a2 a3 a a2J
(6) E = BU:
[0 0 2 6z]
E 1
a2
a4
a
(DA2+1
= A-- U
B
-4 +6-
H T pAHdz (assume constant pA)
156a
22a 2
54a
-13a 2
22a 2  54a -13a 2 1
4a3  13a 2  -3a 3
13a 2  156a -22a 2
-3a 3 -22a 2 4a 3
(N.7)
= EI BT CBdz (assume constant C)
12
El 6a
a3 -12
6a
6a -12 6a 1
4a2 -6a 2a 2
-6a 12 -6a
2a 2 -6a 4a 2
= fA j H T dz (assume constant volume force density f)
la~
-A1-a2
1 2
f-12a]
(N.8)
(N.9)
The commands used in Maple to generate the previous matrices are shown below:
> restart;
> with(linalg);
> A :=matrix(4, 4, [1,0,0,0, 0, 1,0, 0,1,a, a^2, a^3,0,1,2*a, 3*a^2]) ;
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Atemp = (N.4)
d 2U
dz2
(N.5)
(7)M, K and R:
M(M)
-12g 03
pA
420
K('m)
R(m)
6T1
z
-2-1 + 6; 2- N-6)
a
=a
JZ=O
(D1A-1 = -2 -31 1-31 +213temp a2 a
> inverse(A);
> phil:=matrix(1,4,[l,x,x^2,x^3]);
> H:=multiply(phil,inverse(A));
> phi2:=matrix(1,4,[0,0,2,6*x]);
> B:=multiply(phi2,inverse(A));
> HH:=multiply(transpose(H),H);
> HHk:=map(int,HH,x=O..a);
> BB:=multiply(transpose(B),B);
> BBk:=map(int,BBx=O. .a);
> R:=map(int,transpose(H),x=0..a);
N.2 String Element
String element is similar to beam element, except the K matrix is different.
Sd 2 H
K(") - - j HTT d 2 dz (assume constant T)
Jz=3 z2
36 33a -36 3a
T 3a 4a 2 -3a -a 2(N10
30a -36 -3a 36 -33a
. 3a -a 2 -3a 4a 2
The commands used in Maple to generate this matrix are shown below:
> restart;
> with(linalg);
> A:=matrix(4,4, [1,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,1,a,a^2,a^3,0,1,2*a,3*a^2]);
> inverse(A);
> phil:=matrix(1,4,[1,x,x^2,x^3]);
> H:=mutiply(phil,inverse(A));
> phi2:=matrix(1,4,[0,0,2,6*x]);
> B:=mutiply(phi2,inverse(A));
> HB:=multiply(transpose(H),B);
> HBa:=map(int,HB,x=. .a);
N.3 Plate-Bending Element
Assume the plate element has length a in x direction, length b in y direction, thickness
h, density p, Young's modulus E, Poisson's ratio v, and tension T = 0.
(1)r = CE:
MY = D 1 0 (N.11)
0 0 iJ ()2ULLxgy
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where
D Eh3
12(1 
- v 2 )
(2)U
U1  u(Xi, y1) u(Xi, yi)
U2  OX(Xi, y 1 ) (x1,y1)
U3  =O(Xi, Yi) (x1,y1) (N.12)U4 u(x2 , Yi) u(X2 , y1 )
U 12 . y(X 2 ,y 2 ) . u (2,Y2)
(3) u =4ba:
a,
a 2
U =[x y 2 Y ,2 Xy 32 2 y 2 y 3 x3y ya] a3  (N.13)
4,1
a 12
(4) U = Atempa:
u(x, y) = I1a
Du 
_ D1OX(x,y) = -- a
Dy Dy
Oy(X,y) - DU -
Therefore, Atemp matrix can be found by
- (Xi, y1) - -
a I (x1,y 1)
A -xy)Atemp 1(X 2,y1 ) -
- x i(X2,Y2)
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1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 -10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 a 0 a2  0 0 a3  0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 a 0 0 a2  0 0 a3  0
0 -1 0 -2a 0 0 -3a 2  0 0 0 0 0 (N.14)1 0 b 0 0 b2  0 0 0 b3  0 0
0 0 1 0 0 2b 0 0 0 3b 2  0 0
0 -1 0 0 -b 0 0 0 -b 2 0 0 -b 3
1 a b a2 ab b2  a3  a2 b ab2 b3  a3 b ab3
0 0 1 0 a 2b 0 a2  2ab 3b2  a3  3ab2
0 -1 0 -2a -b 0 -3a 2 -2ab -b 2 0 -3a 2 b -b 3
(5) u(x, y) = H U: We don't need to calculate H until step (7).
H = j1 (N.15)
(6) c = BU: We don't need to calculate B at this moment, wait till step (7).
a2 241 J
Oy 09Y - A
0 0 0 2 0 0 6x 2y 0 0 6xy 0
- 2 = 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 2x 6y 0 6xy (N.16)
0 0 0 0 2 0  0 4x 4y 0 6x 2 6y 2
and B = 12A-1 (N.17)
(7)M, K and R:
M(M) = H T phHdydx (assume constant ph)
J0 J=0
a b
K(m) = BTCBdydx
= /0Jwo(A-)T C 2A A-,dydx
a
Jx = =
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I bR(m) LJlHT0 fdydx
= &-O )T <bfdydx
a LJtm x=0 yV=0 (N.20)
This part is pure algebraic calculation. It can be done easily by the software
Maple. The code is shown at the end of this section. Because of the large size of the
matrices, the symbolic formula is not shown in this thesis.
We use one numerical example to demonstrate the method, the variables are:
a = 1 m, b = 2 m, h = 0.001 m, V = 0.28, E = 2 x 10" Pa, p = 7800 kg/M 3,
and constant volume force density f. By using the following Maple code, we get the
following FEM matrices.
M(m) - ph12600
K(m) -
3454 922 -461 1226 398 274 1226 -548 -199 394 -232 116
922 320 -126 398 160 84 548 -240 -84 232 -120 56
-461 -126 80 -274 -84 -60 -199 84 40 -116 56 -30
1226 398 -274 3454 922 461 394 -232 -116 1226 -548 199
398 160 -84 922 320 126 232 -120 -56 548 -240 84
274 84 -60 461 126 80 116 -56 -30 199 -84 40
1226 548 -199 394 232 116 3454 -922 -461 1226 -398 274
-548 -240 84 -232 -120 -56 -922 320 126 -398 160 -84
-199 -84 40 -116 -56 -30 -461 126 80 -274 84 -60
394 232 -116 1226 548 199 1226 -398 -274 3454 -922 461
-232 -120 56 -548 -240 -84 -398 160 84 -922 320 -126
116 56 -30 199 84 40 274 -84 -60 461 -126 80
177 16.7 -76.2 -163 -3.15 -73.6 40.0 11.6 -32.3 -53.6 1.92 -34.9
16.7 19.0 -5.06 -3.15 -0.916 0 -11.6 4.29 0 -1.92 4.75 0
-76.2 -5.06 50.0 73.6 0 23.7 -32.3 0 22.4 34.9 0 12.5
-163 -3.15 73.6 177 16.7 76.2 -53.6 1.92 34.9 40.0 11.6 32.3
-3.15 -0.916 0 16.7 19.0 5.06 -1.92 4.75 0 -11.6 4.29 0
-73.6 0 23.7 76.2 5.06 50.0 -34.9 0 12.5 32.3 0 22.4
40.0 -11.6 -32.3 -53.6 -1.92 -34.9 177 -16.7 -76.2 -163 3.15 -73.6
11.6 4.29 0 1.92 4.75 0 -16.7 19.0 5.06 3.15 0.916 0
-32.3 0 22.4 34.9 0 12.5 -76.2 5.06 50.0 73.6 0 23.7
-53.6 -1.92 34.9 40.0 -11.6 32.3 -163 3.15 73.6 177 -16.7 76.2
1.92 4.75 0 11.6 4.29 0 3.15 -0.916 0 -16.7 19.0 -5.06
-34.9 0 12.5 32.3 0 22.4 -73.6 0 23.7 76.2 -5.06 50.0
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6
2
-1
6
2
R(m) fh 112 6
-2
-1
6
-2
1
The commands used in Maple to generate the previous matrices are shown below.
Notice that if the variables are not specified at the beginning, the Maple commands
will give the symbolic formula.
> restart;
> with(linalg);
> a:=1;
> b:=2;
> h:=0.001;
> rho:=7.8;
> E:=2e11;
> nu:=0.28;
> Rigidity:=E*h^3/(12*(I-nu^2));
> A:=matrix(12,12, [1,0,0,0,,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,,0,1,0,,0,0,O,,0,0,0,0,
> 0,-1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,a,0,a^2,0,0,a^3,0,0,0,0,0,
> 0,0,1,0,a,0,0,a^2,0,0,a^3,0,0,-1,0,-2*a,0,0,-3*a^2,0,0,0,0,0,
> 1,0,b,0,O,b^2,0,0,0,b^3,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,2*b,0,0,0,3*b^2,0,0,
> 0,-1,0,0,-b,0,0,0,-b^2,0,0,-b^3,1,a,b,a^2,a*b,b^2,a^3,a^2*b,a*b^2,b^3,a^3*b,a*b^3,
> 0,0,1,0,a,2*b,O,a^2,2*a*b,3*b^2,a^3,3*a*b^2,0,-1,0,-2*a,-b,O,-3*a^2,-2*a*b,-b^2,0,
> -3*a^2*b,-b^3]);
> invA:=inverse(A);
> phil:=matrix(1, 12, [1,x,y,x^2,x*y,y^2,x^3,x^2*y,x*y^2,y^3,x^3*y,x*y~3])
> philphil:=multiply(transpose(phil),phil);
> philphila:=map(int,philphil,x=0..a);
> philphilab:=map(int,philphila,y=0..b);
> M:=rho*multiply(transpose(invA),philphilab,invA);
> phi2:=matrix(3,12,[0,0,0,2,0,0,6*x,2*y,0,0,6*x*y,0,
> 0,0,0,0,0,2,0,0,2*x,6*y,0,6*x*y,
> 0,0,0,0,2,0,0,4*x,4*y,0,6*x^2,6*y^2]);
> C:=matrix(3,3,[1,nu,0,nu,1,0,0,0,(1-nu)/2]);
> phi2Cphi2:=multiply(transpose(phi2) ,C,phi2);
> phi2Cphi2a:=map(int,phi2Cphi2,x=0..a);
> phi2Cphi2ab:=map(int,phi2Cphi2a,y=0..b);
> K:=evalm(Rigidity*multiply(transpose (invA) ,phi2Cphi2ab, invA));
> phila:=map(int,transpose(phil),x=0..a);
> phi1ab:=map(int,phi1a,y=0..b);
> R:=multiply(transpose(invA),philab);
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N.4 Membrane Element
Membrane element is similar to plate-bending element, except the K matrix is dif-
ferent.
K(m)
a b T 0 2H 0 2 H
- IyH (Tx + Ty )dydx (assume constant Tx and Ty)
x= 0 fy= 0 OX (9y2
= -Tx(A-1)T j b ( Oxb dydxA-1,
-T A 1 T a fb ___
-Ty(A-1,)T IO ] 02 dydxA-1, (N.21)tepJX=O Jy=0 Oy2 tm
The symbolic algebraic can be done by using Maple. The code is shown at the
end of this section. Because of the large size of the matrices, the symbolic formula is
not shown in this thesis.
We use one numerical example to demonstrate the
a = 1 m, b = 2 m, constant T, and constant Ty.
K(m) T90
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-75
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6
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9
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(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
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-69
-18
8
6
0
-2
-30
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4
3
0
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0 0
-75 0
-18 0
6 0
75 0
18 0
6 0
-33 0
12 0
3 0
33 0
-12 0
3 0
33
6
-6
75
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9
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6
6
-75
12
1 -9
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0
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69
18
8
-3
0
-1
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-12
4
60 0
16 0
-12 0
138 0
32 0
18 0
-6 0
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-12 0
-8 0
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-12 4
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75
-18 4
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18 4
-6 4
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-6
75
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-9
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6
method, and the variables are:
) -30
) -12
4
) 3
0
) -1
-69
18
8
6
0
-2
12
-8
0
6
-4
0
-138
32
18
-60
16
-12
-33 0
-12 0
3 0
33 0
12 0
3 0
-75 0
18 0
6 0
75 0
-18 0
6 0
0 -33
0 -6
0 6
0 -75
0 -12
0 -9
0 33
0 -6
0 -6
0 75
0 -12
0 9
-3
0
-1
30
12
4
-6
0
-2
69
-18
8
6
-4
0
12
-8
0
-60
16
12
-138
32
-18
+
The commands used in Maple to generate this matrix are shown below. If the vari-
ables are not specified at the beginning, the Maple commands will give the symbolic
formula.
> restart;
> with(linalg);
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> a:=1;
> b:=2;
> A:=matrix(12,12, [1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,
> 0,-1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,a,0,a^2,0,0,a^3,0,0,0,0,0,
> 0,0,1,0,a,0,0,a^2,0,0,a^3,0,0,-1,0,-2*a,0,0,-3*a~2,0,0,0,0,0,
> 1,0,b,0,0,b^2,0,0,0,b^3,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,2*b,0,0,0,3*b^2,0,0,
> 0,-1,0,0,-b,0,0,0,-b^2,0,0,-b~3,1,a,b,a^2,a*b,b^2,a^3,a^2*b,a*b^2,b^3,a^3*b,a*b^3,
> 0,0,1,0,a,2*b,0,a^2,2*a*b,3*b^2,a^3,3*a*b^2,0,-1,0,-2*a,-b,0,-3*a^2,-2*a*b,-b^2,0,
> -3*a^2*b,-b^3]);
> invA:=inverse(A);
> phi1:=matrix(1,12,[,x,y,x^2,x*y,y^2,x^3,x^2*y,x*y^2,y^3,x^3*y,x*y^3]);
> phi1xx:=matrix(1,12,[0,0,0,2,0,0,6*x,2*y,0,0,6*x*y,0]);
> philyy:=matrix(1,12,[0,0,0,0,0,2,0,0,2*x,6*y,0,6*x*y]);
> philphilxx:=multiply(transpose(phi1) ,phi1xx);
> philphilxxa:=map(int,philphilxx,x=0. .a);
> philphilxxab:=map(int,philphilxxa,y=0..b);
> K2: =multiply (transpose (invA) , philphilxxab, invA);
> evalm(K2*(-90));
> philphilyy:=multiply (transpose (phi1) ,philyy);
> philphilyya:=map(int,philphilyy,x=0..a);
> philphilyyab:=map(int,philphilyya,y=0. .b);
> K3: =multiply (transpose (invA) , philphilyyab, invA);
> evalm(K3*(-360));
N.5 Matlab Code of Beam Modeling
The following program is an example of FEM modeling by using MATLAB. It creates
a MIMO state-space model of an Euler-Bernoulli Beam, including the decoupling and
proportional damping.
% File: tubemode34.m
% Ming-chih Weng 12/13/99
% Finite element method
X clamped-free ends, multiple inputs, multiple outputs
. SI unit (meters, kilograms, seconds, Newtons)
clear all;
L = 120*0.0254; % beam length
OD = 0.25*0.0254; % beam diameter
thick=0.035*0.0254; % beam wall thickness
rho = 7800; % density
area = pi/4*(OD^2-(OD-2*thick)^2); % cross sectional area
E = 2.0e11; % Young's Modulus
I = pi/64*(OD^4-(OD-2*thick)^4); % bending moment of inertia
N = 24; % number of elements
1 = L/N; % element length
dof = 2*N+2-2; X N+1 nodes, 2N+2 dof, (-1) for every constraint
n=dof; % keep n modes, truncate the rest
state = 2*dof; % number of states
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delta = [40 100].*0.0254; % position of the actuators
deltas=[45 95].*0.0254; % position of the sensors
nact=length(delta); % number of actuators
nsensor=length(delta.s); % number of sensors
section=round(delta/L*N);
section-s=round(delta-s/L*N);
pos=2*section+1; % nodal coordinate of actuator
pos-s=2*section-s+1; % nodal coordinate of sensor
% FEM matrices (4 x 4 matrix: "m4" and "k4")
m4=rho*area*l/420*[156 22*1 54 -13*1;22*1 4*1*1 13*1 -3*1*1;...
54 13*1 156 -22*1;-13*1 -3*1*1 -22*1 4*1*1];
k4=E*I/(1l*1*)*[12 6*1 -12 6*1;6*1 4*1*1 -6*1 2*1*1;...
-12 -6*1 12 -6*1;6*l 2*1*1 -6*1 4*1*1];
% Assemble elements
massemble=zeros(2*N+2, 2*N+2);
k-assemble=zeros(2*N+2, 2*N+2);
for count=1:N,
c=2*count-1;
m_assemble(c:c+3,c:c+3)=massemble(c:c+3,c:c+3)+m4;
k-assemble(c:c+3,c:c+3)=k-assemble(c:c+3,c:c+3)+k4;
end
% Actuator position
f-assemble=zeros(2*N+2,nact);
for count=1:nact,
f-assemble(pos(count),count)=1;
end
% Sensor position
s-assemble=zeros(2*N+2,nsensor);
for count=1:nsensor,
s-assemble(pos-s(count),count)=1;
end
% Boundary condition for cantilever end, U1=U2=0
m_assemble=massemble(3:2*N+2,3:2*N+2);
k-assemble=kassemble(3:2*N+2,3:2*N+2);
f-assemble=f-assemble(3:2*N+2,:);
sassemble=s-assemble(3:2*N+2,:);
% Boundary condition for free end, do nothing
% State-space model #1: without damping
Al = [zeros(dof,dof) eye(dof,dof);...
-inv(m-assemble)*k-assemble zeros(dof,dof)];
BI = [zeros(dof,nact); inv(massemble)*fassemble];
C1 = [ s_assemble',zeros(nsensor,dof)];
Dl = zeros(nsensor,nact);
system1=ss(A1,B1,C1,D1);
% Eigenvalue problem: natural frequencies wn, and modal shapes phi
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[v,d]=eig(A1);
for count=l:state,
w(count)=abs(d(count,count));
wcomplex(count)=d(count,count);
phitmp(: ,count)=v(: ,count) ./v (1, count);
end
[wntmp,index]=sort(w); % sort engenvalues (low to high)
for count=1:dof,
c=2*count;
wn(count)=wn.tmp(c);
wn_ complex(count)=w-complex(index(c));
phi(1: dof , count)=real(phi-tmp (1: dof , index(c)));
phi(1:dof,count)=phi(1:dof,count)/sqrt(sum(phi(1:dof,count).^2));
end
% Decoupling equations
M1=phi'*m-assemble*phi; % modal mass matrix
K1=phi'*k-assemble*phi; % modal stiffness matrix
F1=f._ assemble'*phi; % actuator
S1=s-assemble'*phi; % sensor
% Add proportional damping
damping=0.005; % assume modal damping
Damp1=M1*2*damping.*diag(wn); % modal damping matrix
% Truncate higher modes (M2,Damp2,K2)
M2=M1(1:n,1:n);
K2=K1(1:n,1:n);
Damp2=Damp1(1:n,1:n);
f2=F1(1:nact,1:n);
s2=S1(1:nsensor,1:n);
% State-space model #2: decoupled, truncated, include damping
A2 = [zeros(n,n) eye(n,n); -inv(M2)*K2 -inv(M2)*Damp2];
B2 = [zeros(n,nact); inv(M2)*f2'];
C2 = [s2,zeros(nsensor,n)];
D2 = zeros(nsensor,nact);
system2=ss(A2,B2,C2,D2);
N.6 A Numerical Example of Plate Modeling
I also model a plate by using Matlab. Due to the length of the code, I do not include
it in this section. I only demonstrate the results by the following figures, which show
the first 12 mode shapes and their resonance frequencies. The variables of the plate
are: 1 m long, 1 m wide, 1 mm thick, E = 200 GPa, p = 7800kg/m 3, = 0.28, and
tension T = 0. I use 7 x 7 elements for the modeling.
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Appendix 0
Passive Wave-Absorbing
Boundaries
This chapter shows the preliminary derivation for wave-absorbing boundaries for
beams without tension. The derivation for strings is well developed, and is also
shown for comparison.
0.1 Passive Wave-Absorbing Boundaries for Strings
String equation is
-T ±2 + pA 092= (0.1)
&Z2 09 t 2 =
and the general solution is:
ejwt (Ciejkz + C2e-ikz) (0.2)
where C1 represents upstream waves moving towards -z direction, and C2 represents
downstream waves moving towards z direction. The relation between wavenumber k"
and resonance frequency w, is represented by
= .A (0.3)
Assume we have a string from z = [-L 0], and we want to find a downstream boundary
at z = 0 such that there is no wave reflection. In other words, we want A to be zero.
Assume a passive boundary condition as:
F = -bit - T --u -b au (0.4)
az z=0 at z=0
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We can rewrite this boundary condition by:
T - -b-
0Z z=0 at z=O
# jkT (CekO - C2e ik) = -jwb (CekO + C2 e-jkO)
A wT(C - C2) = wb(-C1 - C 2)
T TC
- pAT(C1 - C 2) = b(-C1 - C2). (0.5)
Therefore, we can choose b = v/pAT, and C1 will become zero. Hence we have a
perfect wave-absorbing boundary conditions for strings.
0.2 Passive Wave-Absorbing Boundaries for Beams
without Tension
Beam equation is:
IOU a 2 u
E z 4 + pA =6)
and the general solution is:
ejwt (Ciekz + C 2 e-jkz + C 3 ekz + C 4 e-kz), (0.7)
where C1 represents upstream waves moving towards -z direction, C2 represents
downstream waves moving towards z direction, C3 and C4 represent evanescent waves.
The wavenumber-frequency relation is
p~2
kn= 1. (0.8)El
Assume we have a beam at z = [-L 0], and we want to find a right boundary at
z = 0 such that there is no wave reflection. In other words, we want C1 to be zero.
We use a simple damper design, and assume a passive boundary condition as:
F = -bFb ->EEEI = b - (0.9)
aZ3 z=O Ot z=0
a2U 0 2u
M = -bmO = EI = -bm . (0.10)
z=O OZOt z=0
We can rewrite the force boundary condition by:
_3U Ou
-EI 
-bF0Z 3 z=O at z=O
=> -k 3EI(-jC1 +jC2 + C3- C4) = -jwbF(Cl + C2 + 03 + 04)
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> k3EI(-jC1 +jC2 + C3 -C 4 ) =wbF(jCl +j2 jC 3 jC 4) (0.11)
We can also rewrite the moment boundary condition by:
EI = -bM
Oz2 z=O OzOt z=O
-> k2EI(-C 1 - C2 + C3 +C4) = -jwkbM(jC - j02 + 3 - 04)
=> kEI(-C 1 - C2 + C3 + C4) = wbM(C1 - C2 - j3 +-jO 4) (0.12)
From Equation 0.11 and Equation 0.12, if we design k3EI = wbF and kEI = wbM,
we will have: { -jC1 + jC2 +C3 -0C4 = jC1 + jC2 + jC3 + jC4
-C1 - C2 +C3 +C4 = C1 - C2 - jC3 + jC4
{ j(2C1+Cs +C4) = (C3 -C4)j(C3 - C4) = (2C1 - C3 - C4)( f =0 (0.13)
(I -A)C = (I + j)C4
Hence we make the boundary refect no waves because C1 = 0. The boundary condi-
tions can be further shown as:
k3 EI = wbF
=> bF = (pA) 3 E Iw2 = k pAEI, (0.14)
and
kEI = wbM
4pA(EI)3
-> bM - =- pAEI. (0.15)
k
Both damping coefficients bF and bM are functions of wavenumber k, and I do not
have ideas how to realize this damper design. Practically, we can use constant bF
and bM, and use the previous equations to calculate the damping coefficients to avoid
exciting certain modes.
It will be valuable to further prove if there are other passive boundary designs
that can match the beam impedance and make all the waves not reflecting. If such
boundary conditions exist and can be realized practically, the beam vibration control
can be greatly simplified.
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